





















MAYOR EATON D. SARGENT
NASHUA, N. H., JANUARY 1, 1927
The customary brief mid-term annual message touching
upon the various matters of city-wide interest is herewith
submitted. This is the fourth and presumably the last one
of your present Mayor. In retrospect it can be said that
considerable of a necessary and forward-looking character
has been undertaken during the last three years, but there
is yet much that can be wisely done inuring to the benefit of
a developing and strengthened Nashua. We must not lose
sight of the fact that a community large or small is merely
a gathering of individuals and the type of community is de-
termined altogether by the type of the individuals. It has
many times been said and with justification that Nashua pos-
sesses unusual characteristics, and we should face the future
in a spirit of constructive optimism.
Works of a public character should be substantial and
designed for increased growth and needs, and this plan has
been and is being followed in every department of the City's
activities. A definite plan for sewer extension and for per-
manent paved streets and sidewalks has been worked out so
that the future growth of Nashua will be amply cared for in
these most important respects, and, in my opinion, no consi-
derable deviation from this plan should be permitted.
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City Debt
Your Honorable Board will be glad to learn that the
net City Debt has been reduced during 1926 $12,640.45 so
that the net debt January 1, 1927. is $1,931,026.40. The fact
of a reduction of the City Debt will doubtless confound some
of the kind critics of the present administration, but the fact
cannot be questioned. I fully realize that in many places
there are .extravagances in munici]ial expenditures, but I
flatly deny the truth of any such allegation with regard
to Nashua. In my opinion no municipality of similar size has
obtained larger returns for the money expended or where
a financial statement such as might be issued by any well-
ordered industrial concern would show a better condition. If
Nashua is to thrive and develop as it should, possessed as
it is of unusual facilities industrially and as a home city,
we must keep abreast of the times in the matter of municipal
development with consequent expenditures, never in an un-
reasonable degree but commensurate with the needs and
aspirations of a city that is "set upon a hill".
I have studied with much interest the financial state-
ments of many cities of size similar to Nashua. I have also
watched with keen interest the operations of their various
municipal departments, always comparing them with our
own, and I have yet to find any place similar in various
respects where the comi)arison was not altogether favor-
able to Nashua. My recent automobile trip through the
middle Atlantic and southern states, otherwise the "New
South", was made primarily that I might get a close-up of
the situation industrially and otherwise, using Nashua and
New England generally as a basis for comparison, and
should feel myself something of a slacker if I did not warn
against the danger to industrial New England by the drift
to that rapidly devclo])ing section.
As an illuminating comparison in the matter of munici])al
expenditures may I cite the case of Ashville, N. C, as com-
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])ared with our own city. Asheville, as you probably know,
is one of the line smaller cities of fhe "New South," and in
an advertisement ai)i)caring last week in the Boston financial
papers offering bonds of the City <>£ Asheville the following-
statistics were given : Poindation - 42,756. Net l)onded debt
— $11283,917.00. The total offered bond issue was sold at
a substantial premium. As will be noted the population of
Asheville is about 30% greater than ours, and on this basis
our own debt instead of being $1,931,026.40 would be bet-
ween seven and eight millions of dollars. The Asheville citizens
and large banking interests who handle municipal bond
issues are evidently not disturbed by these figures. We are
limited by law to 6% of our assessed valuation so that our
total bond issue could not exceed — in round figures —
•
$2,700,000. Therefore, there should be little fear on the part
of our citizens of excessive expenditures in the way of per-
manent improvements, but we should not hesitate to spend
money within our legal limit for permanent improvements
that will spell the well-ordered development of the city.
The New Main Street Bridge is fast nearing completion.
It is not thought wise to make the finishing touches to the
roadwav or parapet walls until danger of freezing is past,
but the late Spring or early Summer will see the bridge
entirely completed. Time will increasingly demonstrate the
wisdom of the new, wide, permanent, Main Street Bridge.
I recommend that the land owned by the City adjoining
the bridge and not needed for city purposes be sold at auction
following the completion of the bridge.
Schools
With the new High School and the completion of the
Crowley and Mount Pleasant structures it was thought that
the housing needs of our schools were covered for a con-
siderable period. It seems, however, that there is question
concerning this, emd I am informed by members of the
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School Board that a nine-room addition to the High School
should be provided forthwith, also either a new school build-
ing- or an addition to the Palm Street building provided to
care for the demands which are developing in that section.
No one is more anxious than I to afford suitable educational
facilities to the children of Nashua, but before we embark in
what would seem to be a considerable outlay in the matter of
the proposed new housing facilities I most urgently recom-
mend to your Honorable Board also to the Board of Edu-
cation a survey by an outsider thoroughly competent to pass
upon the educational situation in Nashua.
More than one third of all the City's operating expense
is in the Public Schools, and I do not hesitate to say that in
my opinion a considerable amount of this money is wasted
through faulty conception, or in other words, lack of coor-
dination and use of the facilities at hand. I believe that voca-
tional training is being carried altogether too far, and that
in many instances methods adopted could be distinctly
modified with results that would be quite as beneficial to the
boy or girl who later on will be called upon to face the pro-
blem of a livelihood and needs to be thoroughly well equipped
and grounded in the homely fundamentals.
Our Board of Education serve without compensation and
are loyal, dependable citizens who administer the educational
affairs of the City as well undoubtedly as any similar body,
but naturally they are bound to accept the general adminis-
tration as offered by those more actively connected and on
the city's payroll. My point is that those having to do more
particularly with the everyday operation of our schools are
apt in the course of time to get so close to the object of
their work that it is almost undiscernable, and if we could
have the benefit of a disinterested survey by one thoroughly
qualified and who could get a complete perspective of our
educational needs as well as work out some of the details, I
believe that the money spent for school purposes would re-
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turn far greater dividends than at present. I, therefore, res-
pectfully urge immediate steps to find out just what, if any-
thing, is the trouble with our school facilities in the hope that
some recommendations can be made that will do away with
the necessity of further additions or further units in our
system of school buildings.
City Hall
Your mayor has had, and without expense, a thorough ex-
amination made of the City Hall by competent persons and
has himself examined every portion of the structure. It is
in a most deplorable condition. The trusses that carry the
slate roof are separated in some instances two inches ; the
north and south walls have given substantially by the weight
of the roof; the timbers carrying the floors are badly out of
alignment ; the iron lally columns supporting the third floor
are resting upon wooden timbers set on end while the wooden
timbers are carried by brick piers, rendering this a most
dangerous condition in case of fire. As you all know the
building is in bad shape and in the opinion of those whom
1 have consulted should instantly be condemned for public
gatherings. In due time I shall propose to the Board of Alder-
men that plans and specifications be prepared for re-building
the interior of the present City Hall, leaving intact the front
of the building together with the tower and preserving the
outlines in all respects of the building itself, but removing
the slate roof back of the tower and converting the entire
building into modern offices suitable for the housing of all
the active departments of the City and arranging for a
system of sprinklers throughout the building as a protection
against fire loss. I have previously called the attention of
your Board to the fact that the offices of our City Clerk,
City Treasurer, and Tax Collector are now operated in one
room, this to the inconvenience of the various officials and to
the public, also carrying a considerable element of danger in
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case of financial involvement. I, therefore, trust your Honor-
able Board will give this matter thought so that in due time
steps can be taken to make our City Hall safe, serviceable,
and a credit to our municipality.
Fire and Police Departments
The past year has seen the completion of the motorization
of the Fire Department and so far as I know the coming year
will see no especial need for departmental consideration out-
side of the budget. I am sure that both of these important
departments of our city life are well manned and well man-
aged and we can take justifiable pride in their functioning.
Modern traffic conditions demand wide streets and avail-
able parking space. Many municipalities are spending huge
sums in street widening projects. Our immediate needs in this
respect would seem to have been met but I am persuaded that
the elimination of street cars and substitution of motor busses
on the streets of Nashua would be dcsireable. The "Transfer
Station" so called on Main Street is most objecti()na]:)le from
a traffic standpoint and should be discontinued. 1 am unable,
however, to offer a remedy.
Within the next few years I am sure the elimination of
the "neck of the bottle" on Main Street will become urgent
;
and I hope the good people of Nashua will approach the
undertaking promptly and comprehensively.
Artillery Pond Project
I believe we should this year make a definite start, even
though a modest one, toward reclaiming this area for recrea-
tional purposes.
The convening of the 1927 legislature at Concord will
offer op])ortunity for remedial legislation concerning the
City of Nashua. One of the things that 1 feel should have
favorable consideration is an amendment to the Charter
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which will i)rovi(k' for a])]); )intmcnt Ijy tin- Mayor of llic
City vSolicitor, rather than the present method. I'roni three
years close observation the Cit}' Solieitor is one with whom
the Mayor has most to do in connection with lei^a! affairs
of the municipality and this official should he an a])])(;intee
of the Mayor rather than i foot-hall in the held of friend-
ship.
Our efficient City Clerk informs me tliat all l)e])art-
ments of the City have kept within their appro])riation and
in some instances are closing- the vear with substantial
balances which will be returned to the general fund.
In closing may I express the great pleasure which has
been mine in serving constructively and amicably with this
Honorable Board during the year just finished, and 1 am
sure the coming year will offer continued opi)ortunity for
the advancement of the best interests of Nashua. May I wish




THE CITY OF NASHUA, NEW HAMPSHIRE
FOR THE YEARS 1926-27
MAYOR
Hon. Eaton D. Sargent
Residence, 15 Fairmoimt Street
Elected at the General Municipal Election December 8, 1925
Term expires December 31, 1927
BOARD OF ALDERMEN
President of the Board
Wilbert W. Blanchard
Residence, 35 Orange Street.
Elected President by the Board of Aldermen, January 1, 1926
Term expires December 31, 1927
ALDERMEN-AT-LARGE
Wilbert W. Blanchard, 35 Orange Street
Walter E. Grant, 25 1-2 Amherst Street
George D. Spalding 34 Temple Street
Elected at the General Municipal Election, December 4, 1923
Terms expire December 31, 1927
Henry A. Lagasse, 192 West Pearl Street
Doria R. Ealiberte, 60 Blossom Street
Charles H. Barker, 42 Abbott Street
Elected at the General Municipal Election, December 8, 1925




Stephen W. Bastow, 24 Gushing Avenue
WARD TWO
Dick Whittle, 16 Lock Street
WARD THREE
Harvey J. Deschesnes, 115 Chandler Street
WARD FOUR
Frederick Rochelle, 14 Hartshorn Avenue
WARD FIVE
Edward Sullivan, * 187 West Pearl Street
John M. Connors 3 Chestnut Street
WARD SIX
Joseph E. Chevrctte, 38 1-2 West Hollis Street
WARD SEVEN
John J. Lyons, 30 Harljor Avenue
WARD EIGHT
Jcjhn P. Sullivan, 301 Main Street
WARD NINE
Arthur A. Pelletier, 15 Pierce Street
Elected at the General Municipal Election December 8, 1925
Terms expire December 31, 1927
Clerk of the Board, City Clerk, 4 Church Street
* Died August 5, 1926. John M. Connors elected Sept.
14, 1926 to fill vacancy.
COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD OF ALDERMEN
The President of the Board, Wilbert W. Blanchard, is
a member ex-officio of all Standing Cornmittees.
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FINANCE COMMITTEE AND COMMITTEE ON CLAIMS
Designated as such by the City Charter
His Honor Mayor Eaton D. Sargent, Aklermen-at-Large
Blanchard, Grant, Spalding, Lagasse, LaHberte and Barker
OTHER STANDING COMMITTEES
Committee on Lands and Buiklings — Akk-rmen Sulhvan,
Chevrette, Deschesnes and Connors.
Committee on Printing and Stationery — x^kl. Whittle,
Bastow, Lyons and Pelletier.
Committee on Street Lights —Aid. Bastow and Lyons.
Committee on elections and Returns — Aid. Chevrette,
Deschenes, Rochelle and Sullivan.
Committee on Licenses — Aid. Rochelle and Whittle.
Committee on Bills in Second Reading — Aid. Connors
and Pelletier.
Committee on Enrollment—Aid. Deschesnes and Whittle.
Committee on Rules — Aid. Connors and Chevrette.
Committee on Publicity and New Industries — Aldermen
Rochelle and Sullivan.
CITY OFFICERS FOR THE YEAR 1927
Mayor, Honorable Eaton D. Sargent
Two Year Term
Salary $2,000.00 per annum
Office, City Hall
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City Clerk-Oversccr of the Poor, Arthur L. Cyr
One Year Term, Elected by Aldermen
Salary, $2,500.00 per annum and fees
Office, City Hall
Collector-Treasurer, Samuel Dearborn
One Year Term, Elected by Aldermen
Salary, $2,700.00 per annum
Office, City Hall
City vSolicitor, yMbert Terrien
One Year Term, elected by Aldermen
Salary, $800.00 per annum
Office, Indian Head Bank Building-
City Physician, Alfred Daudelin, M. D.
One Year Term, Elected by Aldermen
Salary $500.00 per annum
Office Montcalm Building
City Engineer, Fred. L. Clark
One Year Term, Elected by Board of Pu!)lic Works
Salary $2,500.00 per annum
Office, Municipal Building
.Assistant City Engineer, John E. Rock
One Year Term, Elected by Board of Public Works
Salary, $2080.00 per annum
Office Munici]^al Building
City Messenger, Napoleon Lajilantc
Two Year Term, /\])pointed by the Mayor
Salary, $1,800 per annum
Office Citv Hall Building-
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Street Commissioner, William E. Tolles
One Year Term, Elected by the Board of Public Works
Salary, $3,350.00 per annum
Office Municipal Building
Assistant Street Commissioner, Thomas W. Mulvanity
One Year Term, Elected by the Board of Public Works
Salary, $2,080 per annum
Office Municipal Building
Health Officer, Thomas F. Cullen
One Year Term, Elected by the Board of Health
Salary, $1,800.00 per annum
Office, City Hall
Milk Inspector, Albert E. Smith
One year Term, Elected by the Board of Health
Salary, $1,800.00 per annum
Office, City Hall
Scaler of Weights and Measures, Charles B. Rigney
One Year Term, Appointed by the Mayor
Salary, $600.00 per annum
Office, City Hall
Inspector of Petroleum, David P. Stevens
One Year Term, Appointed by the Mayor
Salary, Fees
Residence, 48 Cross Street
BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS
Hon. Eaton D. Sargent, Mayor, Chairman ex-officio
William E. Tolles, Street Commissioner-Clerk
Two Members Elected at each Municipal Election for
Four Year Terms
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George A. Belanger, 40 Russell Street
Frank A. MacMaster, 5 Laton Street
Terms expire December 31, 1929
William W. Wilson, 29 Main Street
Charles T. Lund, 60 East Pearl Street
Terms expire December 31, 1927
Chairman receives no salary
Other members $200 per annum
Office, Municipal Building
BOARD OF ASSESSORS
One Member Elected at each Municipal Election for a
Term of Six Years
Marshall D. Cobleigh, Chairman, 60 Manchester Street
Term expires December 31, 1929
Salary, $1,500.00 per annum
/Vrthur M. Richard, 20 Lake Street
Term expires December 31, 1927
Salary $900.00 per annum
Charles W. Finning, 4 Chandler Street
Term expires December 31, 1931
Salary $900.00 per annum
CLERK OF THE BOARD
Arthur H. Cotton, Amherst Road
Elected by the Board
Salary, $1,800.00 per annum
Office, Municipal Building
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BOARD OF HEALTH
Elected by Board of Aldermen for Two Year Terms
CHAH^MAN
P. J. McLaughlin, M. D., Montcalm Block
OTHER MEMBERS
DeerinL^- Cx. Smith, M D., 9 Main Street
Raymond S. Cotton, 22 East Pearl Street
Mabel T. Cooper, Clerk, Office Montcalm Block
Catherine C. Eougee, Nurse, Office Montcalm Block
Meetings held at the Chairman's Office
Montcalm Block
vSalary of Chairman, $800 per annum
vSalary of other Members, $100 per annum
Salary of Clerk, $540.00 per annum
Salary of Nurse, $140000 per annum
INSPECTORS OF CHECK LISTS
Elected at Bi-cnnial Election, November 2, 1926
WARD ONE
William P. Clark, 65 Amherst Street
WARD TWO
George F. Farley, 7 Norton Street
WARD THREE
Gcoro-e I. Lavoie, 8 Jackson Street
WARD FOUR
Joshua W. Jones, 37 East Pearl Street
WARD FIVE
Edward R. Hartwcll, 48 Walnut Street
WARD SIX
Jose])h A. Moussette. 76 Walnut Street
WARD SEVEN
George N. Bresnahan, Chairman, 11 Copp Street
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WARD EIGHT
Charles N. Wilcox. Clerk, 5 Earley Street
WARD NINE
Charles H. Desmarais, 12 Patten Court
Salary, $3.00 per diem while actually employed
PARK COMMISSION
I'rnnk J. Finning-, Secretary, Term expires, 1929
Alexander Perrault, Term expires, 1927
Robert W. P.undy, Terms expires, 1928
Secretary's Office, City Hall
SUPERINTENDENT OF PARKS AND COMMONS
William R. Kirkpatrick
Appointed by the Park Commission
Salary $1,500.00 per annum
RECREATION COMMISSION
Appointed by the Mayor under authority of Chapter 86 of
the Taws of 1917
Laurence L. Barber, Oscar M. Flather
Terms expire 1929








Winthrop E. Carter, President
James S. Black, M. D., Vice-President
Herbert E. Flather, Treasurer,
George H. Alley, Clerk
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Augustus W. Shea, M. D., Chairman
Alonzo S. Wallace, M. D.
Frank E. Kittredge, M. D.
Lester F. Thurber
Herbert L. Flather
TRUSTEES FROM BOARD OF ALDERMEN
Wilbert W. Blanchard. President of the Board of Aldermen,
ex-offici(^, Alderman Walter E. Grant
TRUSTEES OF THE SINKING FUND
Hon. Eaton D. Sargent, Mayor, ex-officio
Samuel Dearborn, Collector-Treasurer, ex-officio
Alderman-at-large, George D. Spalding
Elected by Board of Aldermen
TRUSTEES OF THE HUNT LEGACY
Hon. Eaton D. Sargent, Alayor, ex-officio,
Wilbert W Blanchard, Pres. of Board of Aldermen, ex-officio.
Hon. Frank B. Clancy, President of the Board of Education,
ex-officio.
Clarence I. Spalding, Term expires 1929.
i'.urtt E. Warren, Term expires 1927.
Elected by Board of Aldermen
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TRUSTEES OF EDGEWOOD CEMETERY














Term expires April 1, 1927
Term expires April 1, 1927
T^erm expires April 1, 1928
Term expires April 1, 1928
Term expires A])ril 1, 1929
Term expires April 1, 1929
Term expires /Vpril 1, 1930
Term expires Ai)ril 1, 19v30
Term expires April 1, 1931
Term expires April 1, 1931
Roby, Office, Ayer Block
Clough, Office, 140 Main Street
Samuel Dearborn, Office City Hall
TRUSTEES OF WOODLAWN CEMETERY
Elected by Trustees and Aldermen in Convention
Ernest W. Gray
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TRUSTEES OF THE SUBURBAN CEMETERIES
Elected by Trustees and Aldermen in Convention
Henry D. Tolles Term expires April 1, 1927
Charles H. Lund Term expires April 1, 1928
Arthur H. Cotton Term expires April 1, 1929
Herbert B. Watson Term expires April 1, 1930
Charles S. Clement Term expires April 1, 1931
President, Charles S. Clement, Merchants' Exchange
Secretary, Arthur H. Cotton, Amherst Road
Treasurer, ex-officio, Samuel Dearborn, City Hall
MITNICIPAL COURT OF NASHUA
Justice, Honorable Frank B. Clancy
Appointed by Governor and Council
Office, Police Headquarters
Salary, $1,500.00 per annum
Associate-Justice, Honorable Stephen L. Hallinan
Appointed by Governor and Council
Salary, $600.00 per annum
Clerk Martin W. Fitzpatrick
Appointed by Justice
Office, Police Headquarters
Salary, $1,000.00 per annum
Probation Officer, Martin W. Fitzpatrick
Appointed by Justice
Office. Police Headquarters




Ap]Jointed by Governor and Council
Horace E. Osgood, Chairman Term expires Sept. 1, 1928
John W. Coffey, Clerk Term expires Sept. 1, 1929
Herbert L. Flather, Purchasing agt Term expires Sept. 1, 1927
Clerk receives $150, and other members $100 per annum
OFFICERS
Appointed by the Commission
Chief, Irving F. Goodw^in
Salary, $3,000.00 per annum
Deputy Chief, George F. Campbell
Salary, $2,100.00 per annum
Captain, George E. Baker
^^alary, $2,050.00 per annum
Chief Inspector, Floyd S. Eddy
Salary, $2,050.00 per annum
Inspector, Edward McCarthy
Salary, $5.25 per diem
SERGEANTS
Dennis J. Hallisey, Clarence H. Holt, Charles H. Desmarais
Salary, $5.25 per diem
Stenographer, Olivine A. Goyette
Matron, Catherine Betters
PATROLMEN
William Anagnost Arthur H. Higgins
Frederick E. Brow^n Edgar Kendrick
Mendoza Caron Herbert Mears
Raymond L. Cross Thomas McLaughlin
Albert Downey Fred Melendy
Burleigh W. Fletcher Benjamin Murray
Walter Rich J. Frank Jefts
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James Sherlock George Lawrence
Peter Betters Bernard McLaughlin
Peter Caron Fabian Mayo
John A. Clark John Miller
Charles Delorey Edgar J. Record
Victor Erickson James Roche
Hector Gaudette Harry Smith
Cecil Tibbetts Everett G. Peabody
Patrick J. Winn
SPECIAL OFFICERS
Tilden Barnard Albert E. Tyler
Edward R. Hartwell Jtjseph Gucrrctte
Richard Holt
Salary, $5.00 per diem
FIRE DEPARTMENT
FIRE COMMISSION
Herbert C. Lintott, Chairman, Term expires 1931
Charles H. Austin, Term expires 1929
Eugene W. Duncklee, Clerk, Term expires 1927
Salaries $100 per annum; Clerk, $125.00 per annum
CENTRAL STATION
Chief, James E. Smith
Salary $3,000 per annum
Deputy Chief, Albert C. Melendy
Salary $2,150.00 per annum
COMBINATION COMPANY NO. 1
Permanent Captain— William E. Whitney
PERMANENT MEN
G. H. Atwood C. L. York
P. E. Betters II. L. Duprey
D. E. Cantara H. Dubois
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AERIAL LADDER COMPANY NO. 1
Permanent Captain — Charles H. Tafc
Call Lieutenant — H. V. Flanders
PERMANENT MEN
L. Soucy G. S. Lewis
J. W. Jones R. A. Aldrich
Fred Laforme
CALL MEN
J. Shea W. Goodwin L. A. Roby
ENGINE COMPANY NO. 4
,
BOOSTER ENGINE AND HOSE NO. 4
Permanent Captain — Dennis H. Downey
Call Lieutenant — P. J. O'Brien
PERMANENT MEN
A. J. Molloy R. Downey
H. E. Cutter ]'. G. Coffey
C. E. Caron J. W. Degnan
Permanent Engineer — S. P. Smalley
Chief's Car — H. L. Duprey
Ambulance — Frank Rancour
Squad Car— L. Soucy
AMHERST STREET STATION
ENGINE COMPANY NO. 1 AND CHEMICAL AND HOSE
NO. I
PERMANENT MEN
E. W. Franklin, Engineer H. A. Walton
R. H. Duplessie W. E. Curtis
C. E. Farnsworth
CALL MEN
W. D. George, Captain L. D. Neff
M. W. Sargent, Lieutenant William Esson
M. Chartier, Engineer D. W. Harrison
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LADDER COMPANY NO. 1
Permanent Man — L. R. Pike
CALL MEN
A. F. Curtis, Captain D. Laroque
G. F. Gilson P. H. Roy
J. Boilard W. S. Lampron
LAKE STREET STATION




R. E. Hallisey, Captain W. H. Mellen
Frank Mansur A. C. Taggart
J. H. Varney G. S. Hidden
CALL MEN
E. W. Hysette, Lieut. P. Grandmaison
H. J. Collette, Clerk H. B. Smith
G. F. Pushee, Engineer E. Martel
W. Grandmaison
ARLINGTON STREET STATION
ENGINE COMPANY NO. .3, BOOSTER ENGJNE AND
HOSE NO. 3, LADDER NO. 3
PERMANENT MEN
N. L- Tessier, Engineer E. J. O'Lcary
P. A. Lintott J. R. Phippard
P. V. Jauron
CALL MEN
G. W. Traver, Captain I. J. King
A. J. Smith, Lieut. A. Blair
H. C. Blake, Clerk E. Dorsett
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SALARY LIST










Call Men 125.00 "
NASHUA Pl'BLIC LIBRARY
Hon. Eaton D. Sargent, Mayor, ex-officio, President
His Honor the Mayor and the President of the Board
of Aldermen are Trustees, ex-(^fficio. One Trustee is chosen
by the Board of Aldermen and Trustees in Convention, an-
nually in the month of April, to serve seven years.
TRUSTEES
Frank B. Clancy Term expires 1927
Annie R. Congdon Term expires 1928
William H. Beasoni Term expires 1929
Arthur G. ShattucR Term cxi ires 1930
Rev. Wm. Porter Niles Term expires 1931
Henri A. Burque Term expires 1932
John R, Spring, Clerk Term expires 1933
LIBRARY vSTAFF
Appointed l)y Trustees
Clara E. Smith, Librarian, salary, $1,600 per annum.
Christine B. Rockwood, Ass't Librarian. $1,300 per annum.
Olive G. Nason, Children's Librarian, $1,300 per annum.
Anne E. Leach. General Ass't $1,140.00 per annum.
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Gladys Woodbury, in charge of Crown Hill Deposit Station
Oscar F. Ballon, janitor. $1,200 per annum.
Library, 12 Main Street
Branch Library, Chestnut Street
Library Open Daily from 9:00 A. M. to 9:00 P. M.
Sundays from 2 :00 to 5 :00 P. M.
BOARD OF EDUCATION
Hon. Frank B. Clancy. President Albert J. McKean, Clerk
Elected by the Board
Clerk receives $200 per annum
Four Members of the Board of Education are Elected at the
General Municipal Election for Terms of 4 Years
Members whose terms expire December 31, 1927
A. J. Lucier,* 70 Arlington Street
Marcel Theriault, 8 Kinsley Street
Delia H. Allton,*=i^ 5 Beard Street
Walter F. Norton, 10 Webster Street
Members whose terms expire December 31, 1929
Albert J. McKean, 36 Concord Street
Dennis L. Hallisey, 125 Palm Street
Oscar M. Flather, 41 Orange Street
Mary L. Kittredge, 11 Concord Street
Members whoi,e terms expire December 31, 1931
Arthur L. Wallace, 19 Manchester Street
Frank B. Clancy, 2 Bowers Street
Arthur O. P^urque, 19 Faxon Street
Arthur J. Burelle, 42 1-2 Canal Street
*Died Oct. 10, 1926. Walter H. Barker, Elected Nov. 23,
1926 to fill vacancy.
**l)ie(l Ai)ril 23, 1926. Thomas J. Leonard Elected Sept.




Office, Municipal lUiikling", Residence, 25 Auhiirn vStuct
Salary, $3,500.00 per annum
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Thomas W. Sheehan, 41 E. Pearl Street
Salar)-, $3,000.00 per annum
SUPERINTENDENT'S CLERK
Marcella St. Onge, Municipal Building-
Salary, $1,300.00 i)er annum
PRINCIPAL OF HIGH vSCHOOL
Walter S. Nesmith, Salary, $3,500.00 per annum
DIRECTOR OF MUSIC
Eusebius 0. Hood,'^' Salary, $2,050.00 per annum
Elmer Wilson, vSalary, $1,200 per annum
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Marion King, Salary, $1,600 per annum
DIRECTOR OF DR.VWING
Elisabeth Buckingham Salary, $2,000.00 per annum
DIRECTOR OF MANUAL TRAINING
John Goddard, Salary, $2,500.00 per annum
DIRECTOR OF DOMESTIC SCIENCE
1-lorence A. Hills, Salary. $1,800.00 per annum
* Resigned Mav 1926,
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ATTENDANCE OFFICER
James W. Mulvanity, Salary, $2,250.00 per annum
SCHOOL PHYSICIANS
Albert F. Mulvanity, M. D. Stillman G. Davis, M. D.
Salary, $950.00 per annum
NURSES
Elizabeth Sullivan Lucy Beaudet Annie Peterson
Salary, $1,400.00 per annum
DENTISTS
Edvi^ard T, White Emile J. Belanger
Albert Cofifey D. J. Hagerty
Salary, $400.00 per annum
OPTOMETRISTS
Forrest W. Martin William B. Hagerty
Earle W. Pratt William E. White
Salary, $200.00 per annum
WEIGHERS
Ameddy Martell Charles E. Campbell
J. J. Vigneault Otis R. Connell
Edward Eabree Ida M. Putnam
Maxime H. Pombrio W. A. Shedd
Herman A. Osgood Frank T. Lewis
Charles G. Carleton Edward L. Farrar
Timothy A. Crowley George F. Dolloff
William A. Jones Edward O. l>rovvn
O. M. Coombs Ral])h W. Bodwell
















































SURVEYORS OF WOOD. BARK AND FUMBER
Flarlan Gregg Fred W. Holden
James H. Flail Arthur M. Gagnon
Benjamin K. Jones G. B. F. Hill
G. N. Hill Joseph Rousseau





























































































































Board of Aldermen — Second and Fourth Tuesdays of
each month at 8 p. m., at City Hall Building-.
Finance Committee — First and Fifteenth day of each
month at City Hall Building at 7:30 p. m.
Board of Education — East Friday of each month at 7:45
p. m., at City Hall Building.
Police Commission — East day of each month at 8 p. m.
at Police Station.
Board of Public Works — First and Fourteenth day of
each month at Municipal Building.
Fire Commission — The Twenty-eighth day of each
month at 8 p. m. at Central Fire Station.
Trustees of Woodlawn Cemetery— EaSt Friday of each
montti.















Cyr, A. L., City Clerk-Overseer of Poor $ 2,500.00
Dearborn, S., City Treasurer and Tax Col. 2,700.00
Laplante, Nap., City Messenger 1,800.00
Sargent, Eaton D., Mayor 2,000.00
Terrien, Albert, City Solicitor 800.00





Austin, Charles H., Fixtures $ 68.73
Bilodeau, Arthur, Taxi Service 2.50
Roggis, George H., Services 20.00
Cardin, Adolph, Services 12.50
Cook Lumber Co., F. D.. Lumber 8.21
9,800.00
$ 9,800.00
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Farley, George F., Services 36.85
Gaffney Bros., Taxi Service 10.00
Hill Hardw^are & Paint Co., Supplies . . 1.26
Howard, William F., Lunches 40.00
Johnson's Electric Shop, Supplies 14.73
Laplante, Napoleon, Supplies 9.25
Laton House, Dinners 10.00
L'Impartial, Printing 753.00
Lee, James, Services 12.50
Marquis Press, Printing 12.00
Morrill, Robert J., Trucking 10.00
Morris, & Co., Philip, Supplies 4.40
Nashua Buffet Lunch, Lunches 10.95
O'Donnell Mem. Assn., A. O. H., Rent 150.00
Peno, George, Services 20.00
Public Service Co. of N. PL, Lights .... 10.36
Ryan & McMahon, Lunches 18.00
Sundry Persons Pay Roll 3,580.00
Thibault, Wilfrid, Trucking 6.00
Tolles & Co., James H., Lumber 9.48
Wheeler & Nutting, Taxi 1.00
Total Expenditures $ 4,831.72





Transferred from Revenue 116.76
$ 7,916.76
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EXPENDED
Berry, Hazel E., Services $ 30.00
Birmingham Pen' Co., Pens 1.50
Burroughs Ad. Machine Co., Services . . 14.10
Cobleigh, Marshall D., Salary 1,500.00
Cobleigh, Marshall D.. Cash" Paid Out 126.65
Cole & Co., F. E., Supplies 197.30
Cotton, Arthur H., Salary as Clerk ... 1,800.00
Cotton, Arthur H., Taxi Service 12.00
Deslauriers, H., Taxi Service 99.74
Degas, Charles, Services 90.00
Gaffney Bros., Taxi Service 154.00
Finning, Charles W., Services 900.00
Hill Hardware & Paint Co., Supplies .
.
3.50
Jeannotte, A. A.. Supplies 11.00
Johnson's Electric Shop, Supplies 2.45.
Larabee-Nelson Co., Supplies 5.12
Le Progres, Advertising 23.50
^'Impartial Publishing Co., Printing . .
.
23.50
Lewis, F. T., Livery 6.50
Marquis Press, Supplies 23.50
Morris & Co., Philip, Supplies 8.79
Nashua Typewriter Exchange, Supplies 2.00
Nashua Window Cleaning Co., Services . 3.00
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., Tel. Sen 13.95
Old Colony Trust Co., Services 7.50
Peterson Co., W. R., Services 1.65
Phaneuf Press, Printing 33.25
Richard, Arthur H., Services 900.00
Richer, Alfred, Taxi Service 21.00
Robinson, Marguerite, Services 387.50
Shattuck, H. C, Services 2.1>0
Spaulding-Moss Co., Prints 3.66
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Sundry Persons Pay Roll 1,470.25
Telegraph Publishing Co., Printing .... 37.85






Arnold, A. F., vServices $ 16.00
Austin, Charles H., Supplies 1.52
Blanchard, Wilbert H., Supplies 10.50
Brodeur, Lester J., Services 47.50
City Coal Co., Coal 1,739.31
Crescent Laundry, Laundry 4.70
Crowley, Timothy A., Coal 764.87
Gaudreau, Napoleon, Services 4.90
Hayden, Henry A., Supplies 1.65
Hill Hardware & Paint Co., Supplies ... .40
Johnson's Electric Shop, Supplies .... 2.75
Laliberte, D. R., Towels 1.90
Laroque, Dorilla, Night Fireman 1,460.00
Mullen's Cloth Store, Cloth .58
New Home Wash Co., Laundry 8.05
Office Towel Supply Co., Towels 18.00
Orient Spray Co., Spray 10.50
Peterson, W. R., Supplies 26.12
Public Service Co. of N. H., Lights . . . 501.22
Sullivan, Mrs. B., Services 48.00
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Warden, Joseph, vServices 8.73
Total Expenditures $ 4,677.20
Transferred to Revenue 322.80
$ 5,000.00








Adams, L. A., Supplies $ 1.15
American Gasacumlator Co., Supplies . . 104.84
Andrews, George N., Insurance 44.80
Angus, David R., Services 10.65
Austin, Charles H., Supplies 1,441.09
Balcom Ice Co., Ice 31.97
P.allou, Horace, Pension 360.00
Blanchard, Wilbert W., Supplies 43.90
Burroughs Adding Machine Co., Sup. . . 12.50
Carpenter Port Light Co., Supplies . . . 16.56
Cofifey, John W., Sup])lies 139.00
Cole & Co., F. E., Supplies 213.00
Colt Fire Arms Mfg. Co., Supplies 700.00
Crescent Laundry, Laundry 122.69
Dallman Co., H. L., Brushes 6.39
Desclos Sign Studio, Printing 9.00
Evans & Co., D., Sui)plics 70.38
Farley, W. A., Insurance 29.50
Gamewell Fire Arms C >., Supplies , . , 38.42
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Garland's Paint Shop, Supplies 7.30
Gay, Arthur E., Supplies 68,45
Goodwin Dye House, Services 3.00
Goodwin, Irving- F., Expenses 951.46
Greenough Co., W. A. City Directory . . 10.00
Grover Co., Charles R., Supplies 101.95
Hampden Pt. & Chem. Co., Supplies . . 148.50
Highton & Sons Co., Wm., Badges 12.00
Hill Hardware & Paint Co., Supplies . . 8.43
Howard, Charles D., Services 50.00
Iver Johnson Sport. Goods Co., Supplies 235.90
Johnson's Electric Shop, Supplies 6.00
Kamenske & Co., N., Supplies 3.20
Lawson, H. J., Services 207.65
Lintott, H. C, Supplies 23.03
Lucas & Co., Inc., John M., Paint 44.55
Lungmotor Corporation, Supplies 9.47
Marchaud, Arthur C, Services 40.56
Maroncelle, Adam, Supplies 1,132.22
Marsh, Lena T., Services 5.00
Martell Co., A. E., Supplies 27.42
McCarthy, Wm P., Supplies 16.00
Melendy, A. C, Garage rent 120.00
Mercer Bros. Garage, Supplies 31.65
Messier's Tire Shop, Supplies 379.10
Miller-Drury Eng. Corp., Paint 80.85
Morrill & Doran, Trucking 17.24
Morris & Co., Philip, Supplies 60.95
Municipal Street Sign Co., Inc., Sign . . 7.75
Nashua Auto Co., Supplies 568.50
Nashua Buick Co., Supplies 20.32
Nashua Oil-0-Matic Cn., Sup])lies 28.80
Nashua Photo Co., Services 7.00
New England Tel c\: Tel. Co., 'IVI Service 633.37
Niles Machine Co., Signs 98.00
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Osgood Construction Co., Serv. & Supp. 394.2b
Pay Roll, vSundry Persons 74,468.64
Pennichuck W. W. Water Supply 61.20
Peterson Co., W., vSu])i)]ies 134.8')
Pierce, Fred D., v^upi)lies 2().()r)
Poirier, Samuel J., Shades 91.90
Pollard Auto Co., Supplies 99. S^
Public Service Co. of N. H., Lij^dits 772..^2
Reed Co., T. L., Supplies 6.(X)
Rochester Germicide Co., Supplies .... 127.5.T
Sell & Sell Mfg. Co., Signal 5.06
Speare Dry Goods Co., Sup]jlies 12.50
Standard Oil Co., Oil 745.30
Tolles & Co., James H., Lumber 43.18
Trow F. P., Newspapers 13.80
Vagges' Service Garage, Supplies 35.00
Wemblu Corporation, Supplies 6.94
Western Union, Time Service 21.00






Clancy, Frank B., Services as Judge . .$ 1,500.00
Fitzpatrick, Martin W., Serv. as Clerk. . 1,000.00
Hallinan, S. T., Serv. as Asso. Judge . . 600.00
Total Expenditures v^ $ 3,100.00
$ 3,100.00






Ahrens Fox Fire Engine Co., Supplies . . 139.14
Adams, E. A., Supplies 58.99
Austin, Charles PL, Supplies 1,379.40
Avery Co., C. Pi., Supplies 83.96
Bailey & Son, F. PP, Supplies 26.00
Balcom Ice Co., Inc., Ice 52.46
Barnes Co., Henry K., Supplies 1,912.71
Blanchard, Wilbert W., Soap 42.90
Boston & Maine R. R., Freight 5.23
Brodeur, Pester J., Services 36.10
Brunnell, O. W., Services 21.28
Bunker Hill Chemical Works, Supplies 11.50
Carlov;^ Automobile Co., Inc., Services .. 117.00
Chamberlain Patten Co., Supplies 143.08
City Coal Co., Coal 392.31
Cleo Gasoline & Oil Co., Oil 357.70
Cooper, Mabel Thompson, Services .... 2.00
Commissioner Motor Vehicles, Licenses 72.00
Crescent Laundry, Laundry 344.59
Crowley, Timothy A., Coal 642.50
Curtis, B. A., Supplies 226.00
DeMontigny, A., Clock 10.00
Douglas & Son, J. L., Services 8.51
Dunklee Construction Co., Services .... 56.50
Ellis & Co., M. F., Brushes 21.00
Faxon, C. E., Pai)er 44.00
Foisie, W. E., Supplies 10.70
Fortin, George A., Services 6.85
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Gamewell Fire Alarm Tel. Co., Supplies. 19.66
Garland's Paint Shop, Supplies .65
Gay, Arthur E., Supplies 107.19
Greenough, W. A., City Directory 10.00
Hill Hardware & I'aint Co., vSupplies . .
.
68.53
International Fuel Serv, Corp., Supplies 250.00
Jeannotte, A. A., Supplies 3.5.3
Jennie's Mending Shop, Labor 2.00
Lamarche, Joseph, Labor 16.30
Lintott, H. C, Supplies 1 ,328.26
Lycette, John J., Supplies 1.00
Maxim Motor Co., Supplies 41.80
Morris & Co., Philip, Supplies 8.20
Nashua Battery Shop, Supplies 274.90
Nashua Building Co., Supplies 907.79
Nashua Coal & Coke Co., Coal 536.46
Nashua Manufacturing Co., Blankets .
.
7.00
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., Tel. Service . . 274.49
Osgood Construction Co., Labor 424.59
Pay Roll, Sundry Persons 79,674.54
Peel, William F., Supplies 3.15
Pennichuck Water W'rks, Water Supply 139.84
Perrault's, Supplies 18.34
Peterson Co., W. R., Supplies 624.54
Phaneuf Press, Printing 19.93
Prew Co., Peter F., Supplies .42
Public Service Co. of N. H. Lights .... 954.36
Proctor Bros. & Co., Supplies .25
Record Press, Register 1.50
Robbins, Luther, Services 38.20
Sanborn Map Co., Supplies 18.00
Sani-Cross C<^., The, Supplies 11.25
Shedd & Co., W. A., Coal 489.36
Smith, J. E., Chief, Sundry Expenses . . 337.48
Snow White Laundry, Laundry 101.80
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Standard Oil Co., Oil 334.35
Stevens Product Co., S])rings 130.00
Thompson Ins. Agency, M. A., Services. 6.00
Tolles & Co., James H., Lumber 23.34
Westerdahl W. S. Supplies . 3.85
Wheeler, H. K., Services 35.00
Wing-ate, Frank H., vSupplies 2.55
Wonalancet Co., Waste 20.18
Total Expenditures $ 93,494.99
Transferred to Revenue 577.81
$ 94,072.80




Dinan, James F., Services $ 45.00
Gurley, W. & L. E., Supplies 10.33 .
Phaneuf Press, Supplies 13.75
Rigney, Charles B., Services as Sealer . . 600.00
Rigney, Charles B., Cash paid out 125.00
Villeneuve Hardware Co., Suplies 3.25
Total Expenditures 797.33
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EXPENDED
Lawrence, Cheney F,, Captain $ 100.00
Wheeler, H. L., Captain 100.00







Austin, Charles H., Supplies $ 13.37
Avery Co., C. H. Equipment 140.25
Board of Public Works, Gas 42.70
Balcom Nashua Ice Co., Ice 14.48
Betz Co. Inc., Frank S., Supplies 56.55
Blackston's Son & Co., Supplies 3.00
Boyd & Son, W. T., Milk 6.72
Chamberlain-Patten Co., Supplies 36.56
Cole, F. E., Supplies 75.00
Cooper, Mabel Thompson, Services .... 746.55
Cooper, Mabel T., Insurance 13.76
Cotton, Raymond S., Member of Board . 100.00
Cullen, Thomas F., Health Officer 1,800.00
Desclos Sign Studio, Services 15.00
Dolge Co., C. B., Supplies 25.50
Dufault, L. R., Supplies 1.00
Eimer & Amend, Supplies 116.50
Faxon, C. E., Supplies 6.75
Foisie, W. E., Bags 11.50
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Gagnon's Garage, Supplies 6.00
Gilazauskas, N., Milk 5.46
Goodale, Walt M., Supplies 6.00
Grover Co., Charles R.. Sui^plies 46.90
Hamblett, E. M., Services 4.50
Health Dept., Manchester, N. H. Board . 120.00
Hill Hardware & Paint Co., Supplies . . . 1.38
Hood Service Station, Supplies 66.10
Ideal Cash Market, Supplies 26.02
Johnson's Electric Shop, Supplies 13.20
Kelly Springfield Tire Co., Supplies . . . 39.68
Lederle Antitixin Laboratories, Vaccine. 3.66
Le Progres, Printing 6.00
LTmpartial Publishing Co., Printing .... 2.80
Lithuanian Co-op Store, Supplies 37.34
Eougee, Catherine C, Health Nurse 1,400.00
McLaughlin, M. D., P. J., Services 800.00
Montcalm Associates, Rent 258.00
Morris & Co., Philip, Supplies 28.25
Nashua Auto Co., Supplies 797.31
Nashua Auto Top & Body Co., Supplies. 219.87
Nashua Battery Shop, Supplies 9.87
Nashua Rubber Co., Supplies 2.40
New Eng. Tel. & Tel. Co., Tel. Services. 66.05
Nutter, M. D., C. F., Services 3.00
Pay Roll, Salaries 5,004.88
Peterson Co., W. R., Supplies 4.45
Pierce, Fred D., vSup])lies 35.00
Public Service C. of N. H., Lights 101.71
Rogers, Harry E., Services 2.10
Sevigne Machine Co., F. ]., Services .... 9.50
Smith, Albert, Expenses 28.57
Smith, Deering G., M. D., Salary 100.00
Spearc Dry Goods Co.. Supplies 5.22
Surgeons & Physicians Supply Co., vSup. . 19.50
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Telegraph Publishing- Co., Printing .... 20.50
Torraine Fabric Shop, Supplies 4.20
Upjohn Co., Supplies 3.06
West Disinfecting Co., Disinfectant 100.00
Wingate, F. H., Supplies 31.35
Wright Siegler Co., Supplies 11.67
Total Expenditures $ 12,676.69





Transferred from Revenue 85.07
$ 1,085.07
EXPENDED
Burque, A. O., Supplies $ 37.20
Dansereau, H. C, Supplies 24.05
Daudelin, M. D., Alfred, City Physician 500.00
Hallisey Drug Co., Supplies 46.45
Lucier, Victor, Supplies 247.24
Nashua Pharmacy Co., Supolies 99.93
Parent's Drug Store, vSupplies 44.10
Spillane Co., T. J., Supplies 5.82
Sunlight Pharmacy, Supplies 11.80
Wingate, Frank H., Supplies 68.48
Total Expenditures $ 1,085.07
$ 1,085.07
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Treas., Nashua Hospital Association . . .$ 2,500.00
$ 2,500.00
HIGHWAYS





Abbott & McKay Corp., Supplies $ 55.65
Alemite Lubricator Co. of N. E., Supplies 34.08
Alsten Sz Gouldini,^ Co., Supplies 241.89
American Box & Lumber Co., Lumber . . 25.29
American City Magazine, Subscription . . 2.00
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American Manganese Steel Co., Supplies 4l5.vS0
American Shearer Mfg-. Co., Service . .
.
5.50
American Tar Co., Tar 25,041.90
Angus, David R., Services 4.41
Arnold, Ralph C, Supplies 95.68
Asbestos Wood Co., Oil 134.60
Austin, Charles H., Supplies 340.27
Barrett, Frank L., Shoeing 118.72
Becker & Co., Supplies 58.76
Belanger, George A., Service 200.00
Belanger, & Son, Inc. S., Supplies 139.41
Black, M. D., J as. S., Services 35.00
Board Public Works, Cash paid out .... 202.53
Boston & Maine R. R., Freight 836.65
Buffalo-Springfield Roller Co., Supplies 100.60
Butterfield & Co., Supplies .96
Bundy Steam Trap Co., Supplies 1.00
Callahan, Charles E., Services 7.84
Chase, John F. & C. H., Supplies 50.00
City Coal Co., Coal 3.50
Cole Co., F. E., Supplies 32.09
Concrete Steel Co., Steel 107.80
Contractors & Engineers Monthly, Sul). . 1.00
Cook Lumber Co., F. D., Lumber 35.94
Cooper, Mabel A. Thompson, Services .
.
5.00
Crow^ley Insurance Agency, J. B., Ins. 12.50
Crowley, Timothy A., Coal 1,661.52
Cummings Bros., Supplies 56.29
Darley & Co., W. S., SuppHes 17.16
Desclos, Leo A., Services 2.94
Dyar Supply Co., Supplies 302.72
Eagle Oil & Supply Co., Oil 562.69
Eastern Salt Co., Salt 148.50
Eastern Tractors Co., Supi)lics 1,420.05
Engineering New^s Record, vSubscription 5.00
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Eric Steam Shovel Co., vSupplies 97.98
Flathcr Mfg. Co., The, SuppHes 106.77
Foisie, W. E., Services 26.26
Fortin, George A., Shoeing 218.03
Frost & Adams Co., Supplies 20.02
Gardiner, Mrs. J. D., Hay 272.79
Gay, Arthur E., Services 104.32
Good Roads Machinery Co., Supplies . . . 2,134.73
Goodrich Inc., W. S., Bricks 427.56
Greenough, W. A., City Directories 20.00
Grover File Co., The, Supplies 5.00
Grover Co., Charles R., Supplies 6.61
Gulf Refining Co., Supplies 23.54
Flallisey Drug Co., Supplies 17.68
Harrington Robbinson Co., Supplies .... 452.61
Hedge & Mathers Co., Supplies 204.97
Hill Hardware & Paint Co., Supplies . . . 613.58
Hilton Sign Co., Services 18.00
Hood Service Station, Supplies 79.67
Hurlburt-Rogers Machinery Co., Sup. . . 3.37
International Paper ISox Mach. Co., Sup. 16.00
Jackson, H. C, Su]5plies 1.28
Johnson-Barker Co., Supplies 125.45
Kamenske & Co., N., Supplies 7.11
Kelly-Springfield Tire Co., Tires 674.45
Eamarche, Jos. Shoeing 343.80
Lampron & Langlois, Boots 9.80
Langlier's Elec. & Battery Service, Sup. 4.95
Law & Ingham, Trucking 6.56
Lay Co., Joseph, Supplies 172.55
Lewis, Flarold M., Services 127.50
Lintott, H. C, Supplies 149.01
Lewis, Leonard H., Supplies 2.13
Lowell Iron & Steel Co., Supplies 257.85
Lund. Charles T., Services 200.00
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Lynn Sand & Stone Co., Stone 212.80
Lussier, Victor, Supplies 3.52
Mack Motor Truck Co., Supplies 464.75
Makepeace Inc., B. h., Supplies 16.62
McCarty's Battery Station, Supplies 130.79
McCarty & Co., Charles J., Supplies ... 1,042.03
McLaughlin, M. D., P. J., Services 2.00
McMaster, Frank A., Services 200.00
Mercer Bros. Garage Co., Supplies .... 25.23
Messiers Tire Shop, Supplies 39.68
Moran, M. D., B. G., Services 131.00
Moran, Michael D., Supplies 531.00
Morin System, Supplies 57.07
Morrill & Doren, Trucking 10.00
Morris & Co., Philip, Supplies 21.21
Nadeau, Edmond E., Supplies .70
Nashua Auto Co., Supplies, 2 autos, plow^ 4,946.39
Nashua Battery Shop, Supplies 1.74
Nashua Building Co., Lumber 1.57
Nashua Co-op. Iron Fdry. Co., Castings . 560.90
Nashua Cylinder Grinding Co., Supplies 69.20
Nashua Dept. Store, Supplies 13.72
Nashua Grain Co., Cement 5,815.03
Nashua Gummed & Coated Paper Co.,S. 422.63
Nashua Hospital Asso., Supplies 11.00
Nashua Mfg. Co., Supplies 367.91
Nashua Monument Co., Supplies 127.40
Nashua Rubber Co., Supplies 4.25
Nashua Steam Press & Boiler Wks., Sup. 189.64
Nashua Window^ Cleaning Co., Supplies 1.50
Nev^bury Co., J. J., Supplies 92.70
New England Roads Mchy. Co., Supplies. 378.15
New England Tel. & Tel. Co.. Services . . 234.75
New England Truck Co., Supplies 146.55
North East Metal Culvert Co., Culverts 21.16
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Old Reliable Loan Office, Supplies 8.82
Olmsted-Flint Co., Supplies 34.20
Osgood Construction Co., Supplies 834,61
Packard Motor Car Co., Supplies 65.85
Pay Roll-Sundry Persons 110,487.36
Pennichuck Water Works, Water Supply 104.76
Peterson Co., W. R., Supplies 33.68
Phaneuf Press, Stationery 76.58
Pollard Auto Co., Supplies 9.79
Pollotto, Antonio, Stone 25.43
Pratt, G. A., Supplies 317.33
Proctor Bros. & Co., Wood 55.50
Ransome Concrete Mchy Co., vSupplies 24.00
Reed Co., T. h., Services 18.12
Rollins Engine Co., Supplies 20.93
Sanderson Co., E. P., Supplies 499.46
Schindler, Richard, Services 93.00
Shea Co., D. F., Supplies 4.32
Spalding & C(X, Clarence T., Insurance . . 362.47
Standard Oil Co., Oil 3,516.73
Sullivan Machinery Co., Supplies 305.08
Tardiff, F. X.. Cement 57.72
Tide Water Oil Sales Corp., Oil 1,762.33
Thompson, P. M., Services 4.17
Tonella & Son. Services 10.05
Tolles & Co., James II., Lumber 988.40
Warren Bros. Co., Boiler and expenses . 1,937.33
Watson Truck Co., Supplies 4.76
Wilson, W. W., Services 200.00
Wingate, Frank PT.. Supplies 3.00
Winslow Co., Albert, Supplies 199.61
Wood Co., W. A., Su])])lics 16.76
Total Ex])enditurcs 177,851.41
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Overdraft from 1925 17,044.59





vState of N. H., Road Construction $14,299.42






Bowen, C, Boiler 345.00







Hilton Sipi Co., Charles, Signs $ 492.00
White Mountain Freezer Co., Material . 76.80
Total Expenditures $ 568.80
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Transferred from Revenue 203.40
$ 38,203.4(1
EXPENDED




Transferred from Revenue 200.16
EXPENDED
Ames, S. K., Supplies $ 5.00
Barron, Daniel, Rent 192.00
Bedard, A., Supplies 5.00
Belanger, T., Supplies 300.00
Bell, J. E., Wood 6.00
Blanchard, A. W., Supplies 180.00
Blanchard's Boston Branch, Supplies . . . 30.00
Boggis, G. R., Rent 180.00
Broad Street Wood\'ard, Supplies 3.25
Brownrigg, Albert E., M. D., Services . . 10.00




Cardin, D., Supplies 238.00
Cote, A., Supplies 480.00
Cyr, Arthur L., Overseer of I'oor, Cash
paid out 10.00
Crowley, Timothy A.. Coal 86.80
Davis, Harland M., I'.urial 30.00
Denoncour, Emma, Rent 108.00
Deschamps & Houde, Supi)lies 102.00
Desclos, Louise. P.oard 34.00
Goodnow-Huiit-Pcarson, Sup])lies 6.00
Hagerty, T. P., Supplies 124.00
Hill Coal Co., Coal 18.00
Hillsboro County Farm, Board 1,746.14
Jeannotte, Henry, Supi)lies 35.00
Lagace, H. A., Supplies 135.00
Leblanc, Arthur, Supplies 15.00
Ledoux Bros., Supplies and Rent 720.00
Lesage Estate, John B., Su])plies 454.00
Lemieux, P. P., Supplies 40.06
Lithuanian Co-op Store, Su]:)plies 780.00
Moriarty, Apiary. Rent 135.00
Nashua Coal & Coke Co., Coal 7.25
O'Toole, Augustus, Supplies 241.66
Paradis, Lida, Board 144.00
Pastor, Harry, Supplies 30.00
Proctor Bros., Supplies 6.00
Ravenelle Bros., Supplies 210.00
Reekie, C. T., B(jard 90.00
St. Joseph's Orphanage, Board 1,125.00
Therriault, D., Rent 76.00
Therrien, Joseph. Wood 35.00
Tsiantas, George, Supplies 110.00
Yigneault. John, Rent 9-00
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Balance from 1925 300.00
$ 600.00
EXPENDED









Adams. L. A., Services $ 4,774.50
Allyn & Bacon, Books 145.96
Alsten & Gouldin^ Co., Supplies 186.93
Ambrose Co.. V. M., Books 31.96
American B.ook Co., Books 774.66
American Box & Lumber Co., Lumber . . 8.60
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American Child Health Asso., Su])])lies . 2.00
American Medical Asso., Sul)scri])ti()n .. 3.00
.American Seating Co., Services 20.00
xAmerican Society I'revention of Cruelty
to Animals '. 7.70
Anderson, M. D., Carrying Children 360.00
Appleton Co., D., Rooks 33.31
Arlo Publishing Co., The, Books 65.94
Arnold A. F.. Services 430.95
Arnold, Ralph C, Sui)plies 1.90
Athol Machine & Foundry Co., Su])])lies. 217.90
Austin, Charles H., Supplies 371.76
Avery Co., C. H., Supplies 346.52
Babb & Co., Edward E., Books 379.78
Balcom Ice Co., Ice and Coal 1,580.14
Bales, Harold C, Services 6.00
Barbour A. H., Services 37.50
Barker, Herman, Services 100.00
Barnard & Co., F. J., Books 121.35
Barnes & Noble, Supplies .80
Barrett, Frank L., vServices 22.30
Bean, E. G., Supplies 85.50
Belanger c^- Son, S., Lumber 103.17
Bennett, A. M., Services 108.20
Bernicr, J. E., Wood 37.00
Berube, Joseph, Sup])lies 3.50
Berube, Charles, Carrying Children .... 760.00
Biological Supply Co., Supplies 30.99
Birchard & Co., C. C, Books 1.00
Blanchard, A. W.. Supplies 3.68
I')lanchard Boston Branch, Supplies .... 59.07
manchard, Wilbert VV.. Sui)i)lies 127.74
Blue Print Co., Su].i.lies 97.95
Babbs-Merrill Co., I'.ooks 104.65
Boston .Sf Maine R. U.. Freight 3.23
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Boyd & Son, W. T., Milk 56.97
Bradley Co., Milton, Books 1,189.26
Brine Co., James W., Sui)])lies 300.00
Broadbent Co., Charles W., Supplies 33.75
Broadway Office Supply Co., The, Supp. 40.23
Browne & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Supplies . .
.
19.33
Bruce Publishing- Co., Books 21.20
Callahan, A^rs Annie, Cleaning 12.00
Cable Co., The, Books 131.23
Cardin, Hector C, vServices 2.00
Carpentier, Nonnand, Services 10.00
Central Scientific Co., Books 63.14
Chamberlain-Patten Co., Su])plies 304.28
Chandler & Farquhar Co., Su])])lies .... 1.51
Charbonneau's Laundry, Laundry 2.30
City Coal Co., Coal
'.
1,240.00
Cocheco Beef Co., vSupplies 101.66
Colburn Gear & Mfg. Co., Supplies 1.33
Cole & Co., F. E., Supplies 326.30
Crescent Laundry, Laundry 31.31
Crowley, Timothy A., Coal' 1,852.85
Cummings. Ella F., Carrying Children . . 684.00
Currier, R. P., Supplies
'
400.00
Dalton Adding Machine Co., Machine . . 100.00
Damon Co., George E., »Supplies 13.75
Davis-Watson Mfg. Co., Iron 41.40
DeMontigny, A., Supplies 18.09
Denoycr-Geppert Co., Maps 148.29
Desclos, L. A., Services 5.00
Detex Watch Clock Cor])., Supi)lies 2.87
Devoe & Reynolds Co., Inc., Bocjks .... 8.75
Diamond Ice & Coal Co.. Wood 3.50
Dietzgen Co., Inc.. Eugene, Supplies ... 8.62
Ditson Co.. Oliver, Books 462.68
Dolge Co., C. B., Supplies 5.91
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Doolcy, Cx. F,, Wood 272.00
Doubleday Page & Co., J'ooks 13 95
Douglas & Son. j. L., Services 136..U
Dowling School Siii)i)ly Co.. Sujiplies .. 50.02
Drake's Market. Sii])i)lies lOI.'J.S
Eaton. George G., v^ervices 1.50
Eaton, r. L., Services 4.5il
Educational Siiecialties Co., v^ui)i)]ies .. X.n.^,
Educational Pub. Co., P.ooks 3.77
Eimer & Amend, Watch 7.66
Farnsworth. C. W., Suj)]>lies 851.74
Faxon, C. E., Sui)])lies 113.20
Fisher Scientific Co., vSupplies 17.46
Fissett, Mrs. George., Carrying Children 164.40
Flather Co., Supplies 8.00
Ford, Arthur J., Services 3.00
Fosdick, Charles E., Carrying Children 210.00
Foss, Woodville, Magazines 14.50
Frankel Mfg. Co., Sui)plies .54.00
Frost & Adams Co., Supplies 10.09
Funk & Wagnals Co., Books 46.74
Garland Paint vShop. Supplies .12
Gay, Arthur E.. Su])plies 64.14
Kastant Gelazanskas, Wood 10.00
Gervais, George, Supplies 1.80
Ginn & Co.. Books 1,359.76
Girouard, Joseph, Services 83.92
Government Printing Office, Charts .... 1.00
Grant Co., W. T., Supplies 1.00
Gregg Publishing Co., Books 190.69
Gregg & Son, Lumber 3.25
Greenlee Bros. & Co., Books 3.91
Greejiough & Co., W. A., City Directory 10.00
Grov'er File Co., Supplies 120.90
Grover Co., Charles R., Supplies 3.50
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Hall & Co., Henry, Sup])lics 3.50
Hall, Lester M., Wood 327.75
Hall Publishing- Co., Books 2.16
Hallisey Drug" Co., Drugs 26.55
Hammett Co., J. L., Supplies 70.15
Haurahan, Mrs. M., Services 12.00
Harcourt Rrace & Co., Rooks 185.04
Hargrove, T. J., Supplies 69.00
Harper e^^ Bros., Books 138.42
Haskel, Leslie F., Services 8.85
Harvard L^niversity Press, Books 2.00
Heath Co., D. C, Books 244.74
Highton & Sons Co., Wm., Services .... 11.50
Hill P.ros., Services 21.25
Hill Coal Co., Coal 2,216.25
Hill Hardware & Paint Co. Supi)]ies .. 189.68
Hills, I'lorencc, Expenses 8.57
I linds, Hayden & Eklrigge Inc., Books . 64.76
Hilton Sign Co., Services 4.50
Plolt & Son, D. F., Services 221.80
Houghton-Mifflin Co., Books 550.20
Horneyer & Co., C. W., Books 12.59
Hunt Pen Co., C. Howard, Pens 3.27
International Fuel Service Cor]). Su])i)lies 350.00
Irocjuois Publishing Co., Inc., Books .. 45.69
Jeannotte, A. A., Supplies 83.50
Jefferson, A. R., Services 2.50
Johnson's Electric Shop, Supplies 94.52
Johnson & Johnson, Supplies 110.73
Jolly Jester, Expenses 64.89
Kardex Rand Sales Cor])., Supplies .... 19.21
Kee-Lox Co., Su])plics 10.00
Kendall, P. A., Saws 15.25
Keystone View Co.. Supplies 46.50
Kimball School, Su])plies 21.90
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Knott Apparatus Co., L. E., vSupi)lies .. 222.16
Knox's Music vStorc, Services 29.45
Know, William ]., Services 10.00
Laidlow Bros., Books 17.85
Langlier, J. Henry, Su])plies 1.50
Laurel Book Co., Books 40.76
Law c^ Ingham, Truckino- 9.00
he Progres, Printing 7.50
Lewis Electric Supply Co., Supplies . . . 188.98
Lewis, R. Allyn, Books 6.00
Liberty Paper Co., Supplies 240.80
Liberty Toy Mfg. Co., SuppHes 2.55
L'Tmpartial Pub. Co., Printing 46.40
Lintott, H. C, Supplies .80
Lippincott Co., J. B., Books 65.49
Little Brown & Co., Books 215.59
Livingston, Carl A. R., Carrying Children 223.20
Lourmans, Green & Co., Books 436.80
Looseleaf Current Topics, Books 10.80
Lovejoy, W. H., Services 12.25
Lowell, Cora A., Carrying Children .... 102.60
Lussky, White & Coolidge, Books 2.57
Lycette, John J., mumbing 110.68
Lyons & Carnahan, Books 16.80
Macmillan Co., The, Books 289.23
Mahady Co., E. F., Supplies 7.20
Major, Maria Catalina, Subscription . . . 1.50
Makepeace Inc., B. L., Books 88.46
Manchester & Concord Express Co., Ex. 31.60
Manuel Arts Press, Books 1.85
Martin, Forrest W., Services 88.50
Maxham, C. T., Su])])lies 110.49
McAlpin, John, Services 22.60
McCarty's Battery Shop, vSupi)lies 13.85
McCormick, Eliza])eth Mem. Fund, Bks. 1.75
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McDonald, H. R., Supplies .85
McGraw Hill Book Co.. Books 2.34
McKcan, Albert, v^ervices 200.00
McQuesten, E. S., Supplies 46.88
McWhard, Prof. Leonard B., Services . . 668,51
Mentzer Bush & Co., Book 1.32
Merriam Co., G. & C, Books 54.00
Merrill Co., Charles E., Books 243.73
Merrill, Hiram, Supplies 2.50
Merrill Co., W. C, Supplies 3.20
Mercer r>ros. Cxarage, Supplies 45.00
Merrim:ick St. Wood Yard, Wood 6.00
Mitchell Dental Co., E. R., Supplies . . . 142.93
Morey & Co., Supplies 97.50
Morgan Vise Co.. Vises 262.50
Morris & Co., Phdip, Supplies 4,042.26
Morrill, Robert ]., Trucking- 208.64
Muehling, Klara, Services 35.00
Murphy's Sons Co., Robert, Supplies . . . 13.64
Mystic Products Co., Supplies 9.49
Nash, John P., Services 3.60
Nashua Baking- Co., Supplies 9.00
Nashua Building- Co., Supplies 2,941.07
Nashua Coal & Coke Co., Coal 7,057.88
Nashua Co-op Iron Foundry Co., Cast. 110.59
Nashua Country Club, Services 20.05
Nashua High School A. Asso., Sup 54.28
Nashua Paper Box Co., Supplies 12.00
Nashua Rubber Co., Sui)plies 87.27
Nashua Typewriter Exchange, Supplies . 3.00
National Education Asso., Books 3.97
Nelson Co., F. E., Supplies 6.52
Nelson &: Sons, Thomas, Subscription .. 5.00
Nostyle Sales Agency, Supplies 47.34
Nesmith, Walter S., Cash paid out .... 40.04
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N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., Tel. Services . . . 592.53
N. H. Register, Book 1,50
N. H. State Treas., Supt. of Schools Sal. 3,250.00
New Method Wet Wash Laundry, Laun. 15.67
Noble & Noble, Supplies 3.72
Noyes, Supt., Charles H., Cash paid out 151.43
Nutter, M. D., C. F., Services 80.50
Nutting, William L., Services and piano 785.60
Nystrom & Co., A. ]., Supplies 16.04
Office Appliance C(j., Supplies 8.11
O. K. Tool Co., The, Supplies 6.71
Oliver Machinery Co., Supplies 190.00
Orient Spray Co., Supplies 431.83
Owen Publishing Co., F. A., Books 5.00
Palami Products Co., Supplies 40.18
Palmer Co., A. N., Books 90.06
Parker, A. H., Books 3.00
Palmer & Parker, Supplies 73.11
Parrish, Fred A., Services 76.10
Pay Roll, Sundry Persons 282,575.08
Peel, William F., Supplies .55
Pennichuck Water Works, Water Supply 1,277.94
Pero, L. W., Services 39.65
Peterson & Co., W. R., Supplies 1,116.64
Petrain, Ovide, Services 22.13
Pettingell-Andrews Co., Supplies 3.13
Phaneuf Press, Printing 713.74
Peoridical Publishing Co., Subscription . 3.00
Pollard Auto Co., Supplies 61.10
Post Co., Frederick, Supplies 12.13
Powers, W. W., Xmas Trees 10.00
Practical Drawing Co., Boc^ks 6.45
Proctor Bros. & Co., Wood 222.38
Public Health Nurse, Subscription .... 3.00
Public Schools Pub. Co., The, Books .
.
3.20
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Public Service Co. of N. H., Lights 6,100.00
Quality Saw Co., Saws 14.24
Rand McNally Co., Books 206.72
Ranney Co., W. B., Books 28.00
Record, Louis DeWitt, Services 5.00
Remington Typewriter Co., Ribbons . .
.
5.00
Rees, Florence Vella, Services 18.00
Rice Co., Herbert E., Supplies 25.19
Robinson, E. A., Cleaning 20.00
Robbins Machine Co., Lathe 15.00
Rodale Mfg. Co., Wire 24.22
Rogers, Harry, Repairing 67.20
Rowe Peterson & Co., Supplies 206.40
Royal Typewriter Co., Supplies 70.00
Ruf, Fred H., Services 472.77
Ryan & Buker, Books 99.30
Sanborn & Co., Benj. H., Books 237.84
Sanborn Studio, Supplies 4.50
School Arts Magazine, Magazines 7.50
Scott Foresman & Co., Books 92.31
vScribner's Sons, Charles, Books 219.93
vSegouin & Son, Geo., Services 12.00
Shapiro, A., Old Cars 87.50
Shaw-Walker, Cards 15.94
Shea Co., Daniel F., Paint 13,137.47
Shedd & Co., W. A., Coal 3,154.38
Sheehan, Thomas W., Travel Expenses . 116.55
Silver, Burdett & Co., Books 547.94
Singer Sewing Mach. Co., Supplies 175.34
Simoneau Coal & Coke Co., Alex, Coal . 319.09
Snow White Laundry, Laundry 132.91
South Western Publishing Co., Books . 56.81
Spcare Dry Goods Co., Supi)lies . 401.78
Spencer Co. of P.oston, Supplies 69.13
Standard Electric Time Co., Ribbons ... 276.99
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vSt;ii)lcs & Co., H. F., Wax 10.00
Stearns, Mildred L. C, Pianist 160.00
Sturtevant Co., 15. F., vSu])plies 14.36
vSwift & Co., Supplies 17.48
Tait & Verity, Lens 4.34
Tardiff, F. X., Services 354.45
Teachers College, Columbia Univ., Book 2.04
Telegraph Publishing- Co., Supplies 82.00
Theriault, Jose])h, Printing" 360.28
Therrien, Joseph, Carrying- Children . .
.
760.00
Tolles & Co., James H., Lumber 498.96
Tolles, James V., Supplies 213.25
Tracey, Earle, Expenses 22.08
Under-wood Type-writer Co., Typewriters 983.40
Universal Text Book Co., Books 1.30
University of Chicago, Books 8.59
Villeneuve Hardware Co., Supplies 2.50
Wallace Co., Austin E., Supplies 28.15
Wallace & Co., J. D., Supplies 27.50
Walton, C. ]., Services 11.25
Ward's Sons Co., Edgar T., Supplies . . . 53.39
Webster Publishing Co., The, Books . . 7.27
Welch, Arnon Wallace, Subscription . .
.
2.50
Wells & Douglas, Services 6.47
Wensel & Co., Supplies 6.00
West Disinfecting Co., Disinfectant . .
.
306.75
Westinghouse Elect. Supply Co., Supplies 340.36
Wheeler, Ella F., Pension 606.00
Wheeler Publishing Co., Books 28.45
Wheeler & Nutting, Taxi Service 6.50
Wheeler's Print Shop, Printing 8.50
White Dental Mfg. Co., S. S.. Supplies . 26.82
Whiting Milk Co., Milk 27.54
Whitney, Frederick C, Supplies 7.80
Wilhelm Co.. Henrv, Glue 22.00
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Wiley & Sons, Inc., John, Books 11.12
Wingate, Frank, Supplies 1.00
Winn Supply Co., L. E., Supplies 1.20
Winston Co., John C, Books 603.09
Woods Co., John M., Lumber 818.73
Woolworth Co., F. W., Supplies 3.00
World Book Co., I'Jooks 112.78
Wren's Filling Station, Oil 2.35
Wright & Ditson, Supplies 9.19
Total Expenditures $372,509.10






Balance from 1925 533.58
$ 14,786.14
EXPENDED
Adams, L. A., Labor 27.97
American Library Asso., Books 16.71
American Viewpoint Co., Books 4.07
Angus, David R., Av\^ning 19.00
Appleton & Co., D., Books 3.28
Arnold, A. F., Services 4.17
Austin, Charles H., Supplies 41.98
Avery Co., C. PI., Supplies 106.28
Barnard & Co., F. J., Supplies 60.20
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Barnes, C. W., vServices 13.40
Broadway Stationery Co., Sui)plies 3.88
Burgess, George, Supplies 5.00
Carter Rice & Co., Paper 4.20
Cole & Co., F. E., Supplies 136.65
Congressional Digest, Subscription 5.00
Crowley, Timothy A., Coal 773.08
Curtis, B. A., Supplies 2.26
Desmond Publishing Co., Books 91.43
DeWolfe & Fiske Co., Books 223.03
Dodd Mead & Co., Books 8.55
Dura Binding Co., Supplies 33.90
Fifield, George E., Services 1 1.86
Foss, Woodville, Magazines 275.00
Gaylord Bros., Books 55.83
Ginn & Co., Books 89.41
Goodman, W. P., Books 43.23
Grover Co., Charles R., Supplies 2.20
Harvard University Press, Books 1.50
Hayden, Henry C, Glass .39.20
Hodge, E. F., Delivery 8.00
International Text Books, Books 12.20
Jefferson, A. R., Supplies 3.00
Johnson's Electric Shop, Supplies 6.03
Jordan Marsh Co., Books 24.57
Kardax Rand Sales Corp., Supplies .... 8.35
Keystone View Co., Books 62.26
Law & Ingham, Trucking 4.45
Library Book House, Books 2,198.02
Library Bureau, Supplies 810.48
Lippincott Co., J. B., Books 2.39
Little Brown & Co., Books 8.09
Longmans, Green & Co., Books 17.13
Lovejoy, W. H., Services 6.61
Macmillan Co., Books 5.36
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McGraw Hill Book Co., Rooks 270
McKay, Prince, Supplies 42.77
Morris & Co., Philip, Supplies 135.66
National Education Asso., Subscription . 5.00
National Probation Asso., Books 1.00
Nashua Dept. Store, Supplies 12.74
Nashua Typewriter Exchangee, Services 3.92
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., Tel. Services . .
.
80.88
New^ Hampshire Register, Book 1.50
News Publishing Co., Books 2.00
Orient Spray Co., Supplies 10.50
Otterson, A. R., Services 16.00
Page & Co., E. C, Books 9.42
Payroll, Sundry Persons 7,539.67
Pennichuck Water W'rks, Water Supply. 24.00
Penn Publishing Co., Books 12.00
Public Service Co., Eights 467.18
Renschel, G., Books 67.20
Sampson & Murdock Co., Books 8.00
Schoenhaf's, Books 22.68
Simon & Schustry, Books 5.84
Smith, Clara E., Eibrarian. Expense .... 237.16
Spring, John R., Services 100.00
Standard Book Co., Books 2.10
Speare Dry Goods Co., Supplies 6.3S
Teacher's College, U. Colum1:)ia, Bonks . 2.50
Telegraph Publishing Co., Notices 25.00
Tibbetts, Grover C, Services 12.00
Trow, F. P., Newspapers 54.04
Van Nostrand Co., D., Supplies 4.50
Warh, George, Books , 7.00
Wells, E. A., Books 97.44
Wheeler's Printing Shoj), Printing 33.24
Whitman & Co., Albert, Su])])lies 37.08
Wilder, Frank J ., Book 9.00
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Wilson Co., H. W., SuI)Scri])tions 54.45
Total Expenditures 14,431.76







Balance from 1925 656.64
S 11,186,31
EXPENDED
.Angus, David R., Supplies .7Z
Blake, Charles H., Flowers 16.65
Boston Branch Grocery, Flowers 1.20
Boston & Maine R. R Freight 5.15
Buxton Greenhouses, Plants 49.45
Buttrick, Lcander C, Oil 21.00
Cabot, Samuel. Su])plies 16.17
Classon, C. W., Supplies .90
Cleo Gas & Oil Station. Oil 197.69
Cole ^ Co., F. E., Supplies 16.50
Cook Lumber Co., F. D., Lumber 2.24
Cooper Mabel A. Thompson. Services . . 1.00
Farley, W. A., Insurance 32.00
Finning-, V. J., Services 102.00
Fortin, Georg-e A., Services .50
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Gay, Arthur E., Supplies 3.37
General Chemical Co., vSupplies 65.45
Goodale, Walt M., Supplies 10.22
Hill Hardware & Paint Co., Supplies . .
.
270.64
Hill Nursery Co., Inc., The D. Seeds .... 7.90
Holbrook Marshall Co., Supplies 13.00
Kendall, Herbert E., Insurance 124.46
Kendall, P. A., Supplies 4.90
Kirkpatrick, Wm. R., Supplies 59.52
Manchester Traction Co., Lights 37.26
McBride, Wm. J., Services 18.00
Nashua Auto Co., Supplies 60.79
Nashua Grain Co., Lead 14.50
Pay Roll, Sundry Persons 7,751.01
Peel, William F., Cement 16.45
Pennichuck Water works. Water Supp. . 91.45
Telegraph Publishing Co., Notices 18.46
Tolles & Co., James H., Lumber 7.00
Second National Bank, Box Rental 3.00
Total Expenditures 9,040.56






Balance from 1925 511.06
$ 9,582.0:
EXPENDED
Arnold, A. F., Services LOO
Ashley, Walker T., Ice Cream 16.00
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Austin, Charles H., Supplies 207.51
Barnes Co., Henry K., Supplies 128.32
Boston & Maine R. R., Freight 1.18
Milton Bradley Co., Supplies 39.73
Brine Co., James W., Su])plies 5.40
Colonial, The, Gardner, Mass., Ex])enses. 28.05
Cook Lumber Co., F. D., Lumber 5.60
Desclos, Leo A., Services 7.75
Dawd Co., T. J., Supplies 5.25
Dubuque, Maurice, Services 2.50
Duncklee Contracting Co., Teaming .... 235.00
Flather Mfg. Co.. Services 5.10
Gay, Arthur E., Supplies 86.56
Grover File Co., Supplies 59.40
Hammett Co., J. L., Supplies .60
Hayden, Henry A., Supplies 7.10
Hill Hardware & Paint Co., Supplies . . 130.85
Hilton Sign Co., Services 1.75
Hodge Express, Express 8.00
International Paper Box Machinery Co.,
Electric Pov^er 288.28
Johnson-Barker Co., Supplies 94.48
Lamarche, Joseph, Services 34.85
Law^ & Ingham, Trucking 1.50
Lewis, Frank T., Teaming 39.00
Manchester & Conccjrd Express, Ex]ircss 12.50
Manhattan Rubl)er Mfg. Co.. 3.15
McBride, William J., Exi)ense 1.73
Morrill, Robert J., Trucking 47.25
Morris, Philii), Sui>])lies 3.58
Mullen's Cloth Store, Cloth 16.93
Narragansett Machine Co., Swings .... 17.25
Nashua Rul)ber Co.. Supi)lies 139.89
Nashua Steam Press eS.' IJoiler Works,
Supplies 12.31
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Nashua Street Railway Co., Tickets .... 84.00
Nutting, William L., Services 15.00
Osgood Construction Co., vSand 37.50
Pay Roll, Sundry Persons 6,161.69
Peel, W. F., Supplies .20
Pendleton, R. A., Expenses 101.22
Pennichuck Water Works, Water Supp.. 274.30
Peterson Co., W. R., Supplies 8.76
Phaneuf Press, Printing 17.07
Playground & Recreation Association,
Subscription 5.00
Public Service Co., Lights 175.59
Rouleau, Raymond A., Services 22.00
Spalding & Bros., A. G., Supplies 13.40
Speare Dry Goods Co., Supplies 3.25
Sv^ain, Ly. G. and H. E., Coasters 6.30
Telegraph Publishing Co., Notices .24
Tolles & Co., James H., Lumber 66.65
Wallace, Austin E., Supplies 6.55
Total Expenditures 8,694.07







Transferred to Revenue $ 300.00
$ 300.00





American Coin Lock Co., vSu])plies $ 62.11
Austin, Charles H., Supplies 24.00
Andrews, George N., Insurance 210.00
Benson, Mary L, Services 999.96
Birmingham Pen Co., Pens 4.50
Blanchard, Wilbert W., Supplies 183.00
Boston c^ Maine R. R., Rent 120.00
Bridges, Frank P., Pens S.2S
Burroughs Add. Machine Co., Services . 8.90
Chamberlain, Alice A., Services 37.00
Checkometer Sales Co., Insurance 15.00
Classon, C. W., Stamps 12.95
Cohen, Sydney, Supplies 19.10
Cole & Co., F. E., Supplies 257.00
Cooper, Mabel A., Thompson, Services . 6.50
Cyr, Arthur L., Cash paid out 168.56
Cyr, Arthur L., Returning Statistics 303.30
Cyr, Arthur L.. Issuing Permits 1,325.00
Dearl)orn, Samuel, Cash paid out 2.133.62
Diamautopoulos, A. j., Services 34.00
Farley, W. A., Insurance 7.50
First Naticmal Bank of Boston, Services. 850.00
Gagncm, Marg. Writing Poll Tax Bills . 141.55
Gaudette, Yvonne C, Services 25.00
Greek Orthodox Community, Rent .... 999.96
Greeley, Harry P.. Services 400.00
Greenough & Co., W. A., 2 City Direct.. 20.00
Hargreavcs, Gladys, Services 999.90
Hilton Sign Co., Services 242.00
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Hodge, E. F., Trucking 1.75
Jackson, H. C, Supplies . 3.33
Jacobs, Whitcomb Co., vSupplies 57.20
Kashulines, Peter, Rent 180.00
Le Progres, Printing 2.50
Liberty Tonic Bottling Co., Damages . . . 90.00
^'Impartial Publg. Co., Printing 8.20
Marquis Press, Supplies 133.00
Matsopoulas, John, Services 604.00
McAdams, Wm. M. h., Supplies 3.00
Moriarty, R. J., Services 40.00
Morris & Co., Philip, Supplies 118.42
Nashua Manufacturing Co., Rent 120.00
Nashua Trust Co., Box Rental 20.00
Nashua Ty])ewriter Ex., Ribbons 11.00
N. E. Tel.'& Tel. Co., Tel. Service 68.00
Niles Machinery Co., Supplies 120.00
Outlook Envelope Co., Supplies 39.28
Phaneuf Press, Printing 582.35
Putnam, Fred N., Rent 320.00
Pistolas, Arthur, Services 37.50
Public Service Co., Lights 9.67
Press, The Record, Register 1.50
Ryan, Mary, Service 127.50
Smart, Charles N., Supplies 4.00
Spalding, George, Services 100.00
Spillane, John L., Services 1.70
State of New Hampshire, Laws of N. H. 20.00
Sundry Persons, Pay Roll 466.75
Telegraph Publishing Co., Printing 21.13
Terrien, Albert, City vSolicitor, Expenses 16.95
Therriault, J. A., Printing 95.53
Trow, Fred P., News])a])ers 13.20
Veterans of I'oreign Wars, Su])])lies ... 200.00
Wheeler & Nuttino-, Taxi Service 24.00
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Wilcox, Aurelia, Services 999.96
Wood, Calvin R., Recording- Deeds .... 133.84
Wood, Eva E., Services 20.00
Wright, Clarence H.. Auditing 400.00
Total Expenditures $ 14,831.27





Transferred from Revenue 36.14
$ 2,536 14
EXPENDED
Andrew^s, George N., Insurance $ 1,539.89
Clough, Joseph, Insurance 312.0(^
Cooper, Mabel Thompson, Insurance . . 37.50
Corriveau, D., Insurance 20.00
Crov^^ley Ins. Agency, J. B., Insurance . . 209.25
Early & O'Neil, Robert, Insurance .... 37.00
Farley, W. A., Insurance 187.00
Phaneuf & Son, H. C, Insurance 45.00
Small, W. C, Insurance 68.50
Spalding, Clarence I., Insurance 80.00
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EXPENDED
Marquis Press, Printin^i,^ $ 1,728.76
Total Expenditures $ 1,728.76
Transferred to Revenue 271.24
$ 2,000.{JU
LANDS AND BUILDINGS
Appropriation $ 6,500.00 .
$ 6,500.00
EXPENDED
American Coin Lock Co., Supplies $ 13.21
Arnold, A. F,, Services 16.50
Austin, Charles H., Supplies 20.73
Avery Co., C. II., Services 42.36
P.ernier, J. E., Wood 13.50
Better P.rushes, Inc., Brushes 14.70
Blanchard, Wilhert W., Sup])lies . 199.92
Boston & Maine R. R., Freii^dit 2.01
Brodeur, Lester J., Services 10.50
Dion & Co., H. A., Supplies 11.25
Eureka Chemical Co., Supplies 11.25
Flanders, Edwin D., Services 12.15
Gaudreau, Napoleon, Services 36.00
Johnson's Electric Shop, Sui^plies 2.50
Lcclair, Napoleon, Supplies 6.23
Lussier, Victor, Supplies 7.00
McDonald, II. R.. Supplies 4.90
Morrill, Kol)ert J., Trucking 10.00
Nash, John P., Services 346.12
Nashua Building- Co., Services 154.46
Pav Roll, Sundry I'ers.ms 4,386.00
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Pcnnichuck Water Works, Water Supply v366.12
Perreault, Cloth 6.80
Peterson Co., W. R.. Supplies 9.35
Public Service Co. of N. H., Lights 230.42
Tardif. F. X., Services 10.10
Therriault, Joseph, Supplies 3.75
Tremblay, Adelard, Services 47.38
Warden, Joseph, Services 149.26
West Disinfecting Co., Sup])lies 86.50
Total Expenditures $ 6,230.97












Pennichuck Water Wk s. Water Supply $ 14,173.75
Total Expenditures $ 14,173.75











Transferred from Revenue 308.36
$ 8,308.36
EXPENDED
Avery Co., C. H., Supplies $ 58.36
Johnson's Electric Shop, Su])plies 75.00
Maxham, C. T., Payment on vStructure . . 7,728.00
Wheeler Corp., H. K., Services 447.00






Balance from 1925 925.70
$ 13,642.95
EXPENDED
Adams, L. A., Services $ 5.28
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Austin. Ch;u-K-s 11., v^upplics 5.60
Balcom Ice C., Coal 14.41
Cole & Co., V. E., vSui)i)lies 62.40^
Cook Lumber Co., V. 1).. Lum])er 2.89'
Dolge Co., C. 1'.., vSu])i)lie.s 50.11
Dube & Vailiancourt, Services 3.00
Frig-id inuid Co.. Inc.. Supplies 365.21
Gay Co.. A. K., Supplies 4.40
Gilbert, Arthur J., Services 9.00
Highton & Sons Co., Wm., Supplies .... 6.50
Hews & Co., Inc., A. H., Flowers 82.01
Hill Hardware & Paint Co., Supi)lies .... 96.45
Hoitt Co., Charles A.. Supplies 381.70
Johnson-l'arker Co.. Supplies 43.35
Johnson, Eugene P.. Rent 150.00
Kendall, Herbert E., Insurance 117.96
Kinsley Street Garage, Supplies 10.85
Lintott, H. C, Supplies 28.78
MascMi, C. A.. Services 28.00
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., Tel. Services .... 19.75
Osgood Construction Co., Services 15.60
Park Commission, Services 3.76
Pay Roll, Sundry Persons 8,516.65
Peel, William F., Cement 122.00
Pennichuck Water Works, Water Supply 140.64
Peterson, W. R., Supplies 72.19
Pollard Auto Co., Supplies 63.87
Public Service Co., Light 24.74
Reade Mfg-. Co., Supplies 88.20
Shedd & Co., W. A., Coal 212.24
Snow, Warwick, Cash paid out 48.56
Wilson, W. W.. Services 30.00
Total Ex])en(litures $ 10,826.10
Balance to 1927 1,520.80






Balance from 1925 1,710.56
$ 6,710.80
EXPENDED
Buxton's Greenhouses, Flowers $ 79.63
Clough, Joseph L., Services 129.85
Cole & Co., F. E., Supplies 5.00
Curtis, B. A., Supplies 49.73
Cyr, John P., Services 33.00
Dolge Co., C. B., Supplies 100.43
Fortin, George A., Services 3.50
Frigid Fluid Co., Inc., Supplies 92.62
Gay, Arthur E., Supplies 62.50
Hill Hardware & Paint Co., Supplies . .
.
9.65
Ideal Power Lawn Mower Co., Mowers 45.08
Law & Ingham, Trucking 1.73
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., Tel. Services .... 73.05
Pay Roll, Sundry Persons 5,186.00
Peel, Wm. F., Supplies 59.88
Pennichuck Water Works, Water Supply 65.04
Total Expenditures v$ 5,996.69






Balance from 1925 65.54
1,309.04
EXPENDED
Bailey, Frank, Services . . .$ 3.48
Chase, Homer F., Plants 7.00
Dolge Co., C. B., Supplies 37.00
Girouard, Leon A., Plants 4.00
Lamarche, Joseph, Services 1.00
Lyman, James W., Frei.^ht 12.60
Pay Rolf, Sundry Persons 1,059.80
Peel, William F., Cement 10.80
Pennichuck Water Works, Water Supply 29.76
Searles, O. F., Plants 3.20
Villeneuve Hardware Co., Supplies 18.43
Warden, Joseph, Services 3.79
Total Expenditures $ 1,190.86
Balance to 1927 118.18
$ 1,309.04






Dearborn, Samuel, Treas., Int. and Dis. $110,482.49
Transferred to Revenue 9.61
$110,492.10
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SINKING FUND
Appropriation , $ 24,000.00
$ 24,000.00
EXPENDED
Brown Bros. & Co., Bonds Purchased $ 3,015.69
Dearborn, Samuel, City Tr., P.onds Pur. 16,897.23
Harris-Forbes & Co., Bonds 2,044.63
Merrill Oldham & Co., Bonds 2,042.45
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EXPENDED






Dearborn, Samuel, City Tr., School Tax $ 9,494.00
$ 9,494.00
BONUS TAX APPROPRIATION
Appropriation . . $ 000.00
Balance from 1925 56,686.00
$ 56,686.00
EXPENDED
N. H. S. Tr., 1920-21-22-23-24 T. Bonus $ 2,160.00








Belanger & Son, S., Supplies .$ 26.68
Boston & Maine R. R., Freio-ht 1,348.11
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Cook Lumber Co., F. D., Lumber 466.34
Gay, A. E., Supplies 30.16
Goodrich, W. S., Bricks 876.15
Nashua Co-op Fdry. Co., Castings 738.07
OsgooQ Construction Co., SuppHes 1,576.27
Payroll, Sundry Persons 8,100.68
Waldo Bros. & Bond Co.. Piping 1,541.69
Total Expenditures $ 14,704.15
Balance to 1927 72.47




Balance from 1925 291.23
$ 70,291.23
EXPENDED
Asbestos Wood Co., Supplies $ 275. .89
Belanger & Son, Inc., S.. Cement 22,028.39
Boston & Maine R. R., Freight 601.45
Corriveau, Donat, Insurance 66.40
Deschamps, Edgar, Damages 175.00
Nashua Co-op Iron Fdry Co., Castings . . 1,255.86
Nashua Grain Co., Cement 13,597.46
Payroll, Sundry Persons 24,517.38
Standard Oil Co., Oil 3,361.68
Payroll ,Sundry Persons 120.01
Total Expenditures 45,999.52
Balance to 1927 24,291.71
$ 70,291.23
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MOTOR FIRE APPARATUS
Balance from 1925 $ 1,242.83
$ 1,242.83
EXPENDED
Curtis, Burton A., Services $ 86.28
Balance to 1927 1,156.55
$ 1,242.83
MAIN STREET WIDENING
Balance from 1925 $ 7,158.44
$ 7,158.44
EXPENDED
Markarian, Hrs., George, Damages ....$ 5,250.00
Balance to 1927 1,908.44
$ 7,158.44
MAIN STREET BRIDGE
Balance from 1925 $ 90,332.41
$ 90,332.41
EXPENDED
Andrews, George N., Insurance $ 71.34
Blakeslee-Rollins Corp., Payt. on Bonds 96,930.00
l:')oard of Public Works 8.26
Gay, A. E., Property Purchased 30,000.00
Payroll, Sundry Persons 795.79
Worcester & Co., J. R., Services 7,246.11
Total Expenditures $135,051.50
$135,051.50
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Dearborn, S., Tax Coll. Abatement (1924) $ 112.01
Dearborn, S.. Tax Coll. Abatement(192S) 2,076.52
Dearborn, S., Tax Coll. Abatement (1926) 24.51









Mitchell, Tattie E.. Refund on Taxes . .$ 141.90
$ 141.90
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Dearborn, Samuel, Treas $ 4,028.00
$ 4,02800





Dearborn, Samuel, City Treas $ 484.75
$ 484.75
WOODEAWN CEMETERY PERPETUAL CARE
RECEIPTS
Receipts $ 7,564 50
Balance from 1925 2.1 17 r.7
$ 9,682.17
EXPENDED
Dearborn, S. Treas., Ponds Purchased $ 1,973.30
Estabrook & Co., Bonds Purchased .... 1,993.89
Merrill Oldham & Co., Bonds Purchased 3,954.17
$ 7,921.36
Balance to 1927 1.760.31
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Statement of the Receipts of the City Clerk's office and
disposition thereof tor tlie year 1926.
Nashua, N. H.. January 1, 1927.
To the Honorable I'oard of Aldermen:
—
The following- is an itemized statement of the receipts of
the City Clerk's Office and disposition thereof for the year
1926. Also a statement of the Sus]jended Pay Roll Account
of which the City Clerk is Custodian.
RECEIPTS
Permits:




Poll and Bowling- Alley $ 659.50 •




City Hall Auditorium $ 332.00
$ 332.00
Recording Fees:
Chattel Mortgages $ 124.75
Liens and Conditional Sales 630.40




Filing- for Direct Primary $ 119.00
Miscellaneous Receipts 44.50
$ 163.30
Total Receipts $ 44,110.14
Cash on Hand Jan. 1, 1926 69.70
Grand Total $ 44,179.S4
DISBURSEMENTS
Sullivan, Daniel J., Dog Officer $ 565.00
G. J. Mayer Co., Dog Tags 27.50
Refunds on Auto Permits 60.78
Dearborn, Samuel, City Treas 43,526.56
Grand Total $ 44,179.84
SUSPENDED PAY ROLE ACCOUNT
Cash on Hand Jan. 1, 1926 $ 1,248.00
Received from City Treas., during year
on account of Pay Rolls 233.41
$ 1,481.41
Paid Sundry Persons during year $ 293.00















Total Levy $ 960,404.72

































Samuel Dearborn, City Treasurer
RECEIPTS 1926
S. Dearborn, Tax Col. Taxes 1923 and prior 622.25
" " " 1924 885.22
" " " 1925 103,717.01
" " " 1926 1,063,492.25
" " Bonus Taxes 586.00
" " Redemptions 1,655.63
" " Costs & Interest 1,939.25
Indian Head National Bank—Interest on deposits 3,247.91
Board of Public Works 20,064.19
Comfort vStation 426.01
Public Library, Fines etc 742.56
Public Library, Income on Trust Funds 510.00
Police Department 997.29
Municipal Court, Martin Fitzpatrick, Clerk 6,323.83
Arthur L. Cyr, City Clerk, Dog" Licenses 1,627,50
Arthur L. Cyr, City Clerk, Auto Permits 38,633.71
Arthur L. Cyr, City Clerk, Licenses etc 2,933.35
Arthur L. Cyr, City Clerk, Rent City Hall 332.00
Board of Health, Garbage Licenses 41.00
Board of Health, Milk Licenses 358.00
Trustees of Woodlawn Cemetery 17,638.70
Trustees of Ridgewood Cemetery 8,441.99
Trustees of Suburban Cemeteries 342.50
School Department—Tuition 6,909.00
School Department—Rental Auditorium 2,100.00
School Dept—Household Arts and Manuel Train. 448.90
Recreation Commission 569.93
Park Commission 948.25
Fire Department, Sale of Old Steamer etc 179.74
Sewer Permits 327.00
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Peddler's License
Sale of Lot (Ford)
Sale of Lot (Obin)
Temporary Loans in /Vnticipation of 1926 Tax,
Bond Issue—Schools ,
Premium on above Bonds
Bond Issue—Sewers
Bond Issue—Permanent Paving-
Premium on above Bonds
State of New Hampshire, ^/c Poorest Fires . . .
" " % Snow Removal ,
" % Tax on Int. and Div.
" " % Insurance Tax ....
% R. R. Tax
" " % Savings Bank Tax..
% Bldgr& Loan Tax..























Salary Account $ 9,800.00
Assessors Department 7,916.76
Ward and Elections 4,831.72




Sealer of Weights and Measures 797.33
Board of Health 12,676.69
City Physician 1,085.07
Board of Public Works 177.851.41









Lands & Buildings 6,230.97
Trustees of Edgewood Cemetery 5,996.69
Trustees of Edgewood Cemetery, Perpetual Care 4.028.00
Trustees of Edgewood Cemetery, W & D 484.75
Trustees of Woodlavvn Cemetery 10,826.10
Trustees of Woodlawn Cemetery. Perpetual Care 7,921.36
Trustees of Suburban Cemetery 1,190.86
Temporary Loans 1925 Taxes' 150,000.00
Temporary Loans 1926 Taxes 500,000.00
1924 Overlay 1 12.01
1925 Overlay 3,092.52
1926 Overlay 24.51
Motor Fire Apparatus Account 86.28
Water Supply 14,173.75




St. Joseph's Hospital 2,500.00
Memorial Day 300.00
Sewer Construction 14,704.15




Day Nursery. 1925 and 1926 600.00
Main St. Widening 5,250.00
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Social Asphalt Plant 10,(X){).00
Main St. Bridge 135,051-50
Bonus Tax, to State 2,160.00
Maturing Debt 111,000.00
1926 Tax-refund 141.90
Tax Sales, 1925 Taxes 2,057.03
Sinking Fund 24,000.00
City Interest, Bonded Debt 92,127.92





Cash on hand Jan. 1, 1927 235,797.68
$2,487,672.92
STATISTICS OF TAXATION
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STATEMENT OF BONDED DEBT
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Trustees of the Sinking Fund
To the Honoralile I'.oard of Aldermen:
The Trustees of the v'^inking Fund herewith make their
re])()rt for the vear 1926.
RECEIPTS—
Jan. 1—Cash on hand, Nashua Trust Co $ 2,924.15
Coupons deposited 12,628.25
Interest on vSavinos Aeeount 12.20
Bonds matured 20,500.00
Bonds Sold 17,365.35
Sinking Fund Aproi)riation 24,000.00
$ 77,429.95
EXPENDITITRES—
Bonds purchased during year $ 568,80.31
City of Nashua Bonds, matured 20,000.00
Charges for Collections .82
Cash on hand, Nashua Trust Co 548.82
$ 77,429.95
The following is a statement of all the securities in the
Sinking Fund December 31, 1926.
Twelve City of Newport, R. I., Bonds, 4% due
1930 Nos.' 2 to 13, inclusive $ 12,000.00
Four Boston & Alaine, R. R. Bonds, 5% due Sept.
1, 1941. Nos. 7517, 7518, 7519, 7520 4,000.00
Six Bangor & Aroostook R. R. Bonds, 4% due
1951, Nos. 1737, 3608, 3609, 3628, 3629, 3630. . .
.
6,000 00
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Five N. Y., N. H. and H. R. R. Bonds, 6%, due
1948 Nos. 1228, 1229, 1232, 1233, 1234 5,000.00
Five Chicago Rock Island and Pacific R. R.
Bonds, 4% due 1934, Nos. 72758, 72759, 72760,
69169, 69170 5,000.00
Four N. Y., N. H. and H. R. R. Bonds, 4% due
1955 Nos. 12387 to 12390, inclusive 4,000.00
Three Waterbury, Conn. Bonds, 4% due 1927,
Nos. 81, 84 and 130 3,000.00
Two Boston & Maine R. R. Bonds, 5% due 1940,
Nos. 2256 and 2257 2,000.00
One N. Y., N. H., & H. R. R. Bonds, 4% due, 1955
No. 12305 1,000.00
Two Boston & Maine R. R. Bonds, 5% due 1943,
Nos. 1846 and 1847 2,000.00
Two Worcester, Nashua & Rochester R, R.
Bonds, 4%, due 1934, Nos. 277 and 279 2,000.00
One City of Nashua Bridge Bond, 4% due 1934
No. 16 500.00
Seven Citv of Nashua Bonds, 4% due, 1935, Nos.
34 to 40 inc. 7,000.00
Thirty-six City of Nashua Bonds, 4%, due 1935,
Nos. 71 to 112. inclusive 36,000.00
Six City of Nashua Bonds, due, $3,000 each, 1927-
28, 4% Nos. 25 to 30, inclusive 6,000.00
Eight City of Nashua Sewer Bonds, 4%, Nos. 8
to 15, inclusive 8,000.00
Twelve City of Nashua Comfort Station, Serials,
4^2%, Nos. 7 to 18, inclusive
Two Boston & Maine R. R.. Nos. 2135-2136, due
1945 5% 2.000.00
One Boston & Maine R. R., No. X358, due 1945,
5% 500.00
Five Alliance City School Dist.. Ohio, 5%, due
1931, Nos. 201, 202, 203, 204, 205 5,000.00
12,000.00
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Five Alliance City School Dist., Ohio, 5%, due
1933, Nos. 241, 242, 243, 244, 245 5,000.00
Five Alliance City School Dist., Ohio, 59f, due
1934, Nos. 261, 262, 263, 264, 265 5,000.00
Five State of Louisiana, Port Com., 5% due 1930
Nos. A6135-36-37-38-39 5,000.00
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Six State of Louisiana, Port Com., 5% due 1932
Nos. A 17396-97-98-99-400 and A203 6,000.00
Five City of El Paso, Texas, 5%, due 1933, Nos.
68, 69, 70, 71 and 72 5,000.00
Two State of Louisiana, Port Com., 5% due 1933
Nos. 74 and 75 2,000.00
One State of Louisiana, Port Com., 5%, due 1930
No. 2849 1,000.00
Three City of El Paso, Texas, 5%, Nos. 51, 52,
53, due 1931 3,000.00
Four Farrelly Lake Levee Dist., Ark., SjA^/c, due
1934, Nos. "ill. 112, 113, 114
'
4,000.00
Two City of Charlotte, N. C, S'Afc, Nos. 218 and
220, due 1927 2,000.00
One City Tulsa, Oklahoma, 5>4%, No. 69, due 1934 1,000.00
Four State of Louisiana,, Port Com., 5%, due
1929, Nos. 2939, 2940, 2967, 2970 4,000.00




One King County, School Dist., Seattle, Wash.,
4^%, No. 50, due 1928 1,000.00
Five School District of Gorham, N. H., 4i4%,
Nos. 36. 37. 38 ,39, 40, due 1929 5,000.00
Two City of Ennis, Texas, Sy>%, Nos. 6 and 11,
due 1929 2.000.00
Two Ashland City Schools Dist., Ohio, 5^^%,
Nos. 40 and 41, due 1927 2,000.00
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One Spokane. Wash., 5% No. 1075, due 1930 .... 1,000.00
Two City of Nashua, N. H., 4^^%, Nos. Ill, 112,
due 1934-35 2,000.00
Four City of Knoxville, Tenn., 4.>4%, Nos. 393,
394, 396, due 1931 4,000.00
One Parish of La Fourche, La., 5%, No. 27 due
1930 500.00




One Spartanburo; County S. C, 4K>%, No. 268,
due 1930 1,00000
Three Clay County, Texas, SV.^ , Nos. ?,?>, 34 and
35, due 'l927 . .'. 3,000.00
One Genoa Township, 111., S'/r> No. 44 due 1933 . . 1,000.00
One Miami Conservancy Dist., Ohio, 5^-^^^, No.
4509, due 1929 1,000.00
One City of Montpelier, Vt., 4^/r, No. 51. due 1929 1.000 00




Five County of Jerome, Idaho, 5^^%, Nos. 6. 7,
8, 9, 10, due 1931 5,000.00
Two Clav County, Texas, 5%%, Nos. 31 and 32,
due 1927 2,000.00
One Oakland County, Mich., 6%, No. 516, due 19.^0 1,000.00
One La Fourche Parish, La., 5% No. 30, due 1930 500.00
One Eureka High School Dist., 5%, No. 107, due
1930 LOOO.OO
One City of lackson. Miss., Sl/,% , No. 89, due
1932 '....." 1.000.00
Three Rockingham County, N. C, 5'1.9r, Nos. 53.
54, 55 due 1930 3,000.00
Two Rockingham Countv, N. C, S^.^ , Nos. 93
94, due 1933
' 2,000.00
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One Oakland C( .unty, Mich., 6% , No. 568, due 193
1
1 ,000.00
One Town of Laurens, wS. C, 5%, due 1933 1,000.00
Two Arkansas-Touisiana Highway Imp., Dist.
6% Nos. 2400 and 2401, due 1936 2,000.00
Two Arkansas-Louisiana Highw-ay Imp.; Dist.
6% 2403 and 2404, due 1936 ....'. 2,000.00
One Arkansas-Louisiana Highway Imp., Dist.
6%, No. 2439 .....' 1,000.00
One Citv of Portsmouth, N. H., 4%, due 1927
No. 50 1,000.00
One Farellv Lake Levee Dist., Sy,.% , No. 41 due
1936 ..' 1,000.00
One City of Akron, Ohio, 5% No. 52601 due 1933 1,000.00
Five Town of Shelby, N. C, 5%, due 1928, Nos.
1 to 5 inclusive 5,000.00
Five Town of Shelby, N. C, 5%. due 1929, Nos 6
to 10 inclusive 5,000.00
Three Citv of Berlin, N. H., 4>4%, due 1927,
Nos. 11, 'l2, 13 3,000.00
Three City of Los Angeles, Cal.. 4/,%, due 1931,
Nos. 71, 72, 73 3,000.00
Three Citv of Bridgeport, Conn., 4^%, due 1929,.
Nos. 7, 24, 25 3,000.00
One City of Berlin, N. H., 414% due 1928, No. 23 1,000.00
One Town of Reidsville, N. C, 44%, due 1932,
No. 15 1,000.00
Two Town of Westport, Conn., 414%, due 1928,
Nos. 19, 25 2,000.00
Three City of Yazoo, Miss., 5%, due 1928, Nos.
21, 22 and 23 1,500.00
Two Citv of Pafcrson. N. ]., 4Y.J/r due 1928, Nos.
30 anci 31 " 2.000.00
Five City of Yazoo, Miss.. 57^.. clue 1928, Nos. 24
to 28 inclusive 2,500.00
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Two City of vScattIc, Wash., 4;<9r due 1927 Nos.
45, 1324 2,000.0(J
One State of Maryland, 4i^9f , due 1929, No. 24 1,000.00
Five City of Chealsea. Mass., A'A , due 1927 Nos.
48 to 52 inclusive 5,000 00
Four City of Miami Beach, Fla., 5i:>7r, due 1931
Nos. 288 to 291 inc 4,000.00
Two City of Miami Beacli. Fla., 6^/r, due 1929,
Nos. 49 and 50 2.000.00
One City of Miami Beach, Fla., SYj^'/r , due 1927
No. 28 1,000.00
Two City of Sanford, Fla.. 67r , due 1929 Nos.
163, 164 2,000.00
Two City of Cleveland, Ohio. 5%, due 1927 Nos.
91195 and 91196 2,000.00




One Mississippi County Drainage Dist., 17. 6%,
due 1931 No. 582 1,000.00
One Hillsborough County, Fla.. 57^, due 1931 Nc
385 1,000.00
Two Chicago Sanitary Dist., 4'/( , due 1927 Nos.
37805 and 37806 2,000.00
Accrued Interest on Securities 3,717.20
Cash in Savings Account, Nashua Trust Co. 548.82
$ 277,266.02
EATON D. SARGENT, Mayor.
SAMUEL DEARBORN, Ci'ty IVeasurer.
GEORGE D. SPALDING, Alderman-at-Large.
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REPORT OF TRUST FUND OF THE CITY OF NASHUA, N. H.
Date of Trust FuikIe
Creation Purpose of Crc
How Invested
Feb. 22, 1869 Noyes Prize Medal Fund Savings Bank Acc'ts.
Jan 1 , 1907 Hunt Library Fund 10 City of Nashua Bonds
Sept. 6, 1892 Hussey L^'brary Fund 1.5 City of Nashua Bonds
" " " Savings Bank Account
April 1917 Almira Jaquith Fund 1 Citv of Nashua Bond
Dec. 30, 1922 Charlotte O. Harris Be-
quest Savings Bank Account































PASSED BY THK BOARD OF ALDERMEN AND






AUTHORIZING TfiE FINANCE COMMITTEE 'J'O BOR-
ROW MONEY IN ANTICIPATION OF TAXES
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-six.
RESOLVED, By the Hoard of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
That the Finance Committee be and they herel)y arc
authorized and directed to borrow, from time to time during-
the current municipil year, 1)e,<^inning January 1, 1926 a sum
or sums not exceeding One MilHon f $1,000,000.00) Dollars
for the ])ur])ose of meeting the current expenses of the City,
and the Mayor and Treasurer are hereby authorized to
execute and issue a negotial)le note or notes of the Citv of
Nashua therefor.
Every such note shall Itecome due and i)ayal)le within
one (1) year from the date of the loan for which it is issued
is incurred, but no such note shall be i)ayable on demand,
or shall l)e valid unless authenticated l)y the certificate of
the First National Bank of B.oston.
All del)ts incurred under authority of this vote shall be
paid from the taxes of said munici])al year.
Passed January 1, 1926.
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RESOLUTION
ADOPTING RULES AND FIXING THE TIME FOR
HOLDING REGULAR MEETINGS
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our L(jrd One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-six
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
11iat the ruk'S of the Board of Aldermen for 1925 be and
the same are hereby adopted for 1926 and that the time
for holdin,^ regular meetings be on the second and fourth
Tuesdays of each month at eight (8) o'clock in the afternoon.
Passed January 1, 1926.






.GRANTING A PENSION TO ELZEAR DUBE
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-six
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
That a i)ension of Ten ($10.00) Dollars per week be
granted to Elzear Dube an ex-employee of the Board of Public
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Works, who has been em])Ioye(l in tlie vStreet Department
lor over thirt\ -one years.
This i)ension is i^ranted nnder antliorit} of Chapter 226 of
the Laws of 192v^ as amended by Chajjter 307 of the hiws and
is to take effect upon its ])assa,s4'e.
Passed January 12, 1926.
Approved January 15, 1926.
Attest : ' ARTHUR L. CYR
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE AIAYOR AND TREASURER TO
ISSUE BONDS IN THE AAIOUNT OF $40,000.00 TO
PAY FOR COMPLETING AND FURNISHING
THE JAMES B. CROWLEY AND MOUNT
PLEASANT SCHOOL BUILDINGS
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-six
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
Pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 59 of the New
Hampshire Pul^lic Laws 1925 and to the provisions of a
Special Act which was approved May 4, 1923, entitled, "An
Act empowering the City of Nashua to incur debt to the
amount of six per cent of its valuation" the Mayor and
Treasurer are hereljy authorized to issue and sell, under the
direction of the Finance Committee, l^onds of the City of
Nashua in the agg-reg"ate ])rincii)al sum of Forty Thousand
($40,000) Dollars.
Said bonds are to l)e issued for the purpose of paying for
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completing and furnishing- the James P>. Crowley and Mount
Pleasant School Buildings in said Nashua and the proceeds
of the sale of said bonds are hereby appropriated for that
purpose.
Said bonds shall be payable to bearer, shall be dated April
1, 1926, shall bear the City Seal, shall be signed by the Mayor
and Countersigned by the Treasurer; and the said bonds
shall be for the sum of One Thousand ($1,000.) Dollars each
and shall be due and payable serially each as follows : Two
bonds of $1,000. each in one year, two years, three years,
four years, five years, six years, seven years, eight years,
nine years, ten years, eleven years, twelve years, thirteen
years, fourteen years, fifteen years, sixteen years, seventeen
years, eighteen years, nineteen years and twenty years
respectively from the date thereof, shall bear interest at a
rate to be established by the Treasurer not exceeding four
and one-half per annum which shall be payable on the first
days of April and October in each year.
Both principal and interest shall be payable in gold coin
of the United States of America of the present standard of
weight and fineness at the office of the Treasurer in Nashua,
New Hampshire, or, at holder's (option at the First National
Bank of Boston, Massachusetts. The coupons shall bear the
fac-simile signature of the Treasurer. None of said bonds
shall be obligatory without the authenticating certificate of
said the First National Bank of Boston endorsed thereon.
Passed February 23, 1926.
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CITY OF NASHUA
,11 the year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-six
AN ORDINANCE
IN AMENDMENT OF AND ADDITION TO CHAPTER X
OF THE 1915 REVISED ORDINANCES OF NASHUA,
AND TO RE KNOWN AS SECTION 12
RE IT ORDAINED, Ry the Roard of Aldermen of the
City of Nashua
:
Section 1. That Chapter X of the Revised Ordinances of




If any person shall wantonly or knowingly injure any of
the fire apparatus owned by the City or provided for the
extinguishment of fire, or shall ride or drive any animal or
carriage over or across any hose or other apparatus in use
at any fire or upon any alarm of fire, or shall place any
vehicle or allow any vehicle in his charge to stand within
three hundred feet of any piece of fire apparatus while it is
in service, or shall manage or control any vehicle in his
charge so that it will follow any moving piece or fire ap-
paratus while in service at a distance of less than three
hundred feet or in such manner as in any way to interfere
with its s])ced or freedom of movement, he shall be subject
to a penalty not exceeding twenty dollars."
Section 2. This ordinance shall take effect upon its
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passage and all ordinancfs or parts of ordinances inconsistant
herewith are hereby repealed.
Passed March 9, 1926.






AUTHORIZING THE CONVEYING BY A QUITCLAIM, A
CERTAIN TRACT OF LAND SITUATED IN NASHUA
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-six
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City oi
Nashua:
That Eaton D. Sargent, Mayor of the City of Nashua, be
and is hereby authorized on behalf of said City of Nashua
to execute and deliver a ciuickclaim deed to Antonio Rochelle
and Frederick Rochelle, both of said Nashua, of the followinij
tract or parcel of land, situated in said Nashua, bounded and
described as follows : Beginning at a point forty-nine feet
more or less northeasterly from Amherst Street on the North-
westerly side of an alleyway and at land of Antonio and
Frederick Rochelle; thence northeasterly along said Alleyway
thirty-four feet more or less to a bound on the North Common
so-called; Northwesterly on said North Common, about seven-
ty feet to southeast corner of land deeded to the City of Nas-
hua, ])y Mary Merrill by deed dated November 3, 1876, and
rec(jrded in the Registry of Deeds f<»r tbe County of Hills-
borough, in volume 433, page 88; thence Southwesterly along
land of said Rochelles about eighty-seven and five tenths
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(87.5) feet to the lace of beginning, being a triangular piece
of land. This deed to be given to remove an apparent cloud
on the title on said tract. Said conveyance to lie made in con-
sideration that the said Antonio and Frederick Rochelle shall
bear any expense connected with the making of said deed.
Passed March 9, 1926.






MAKING APPROPRIATIONS FOR 1926
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Uord One Thousand Nine Hundred
and Twenty-six.
RESOLVED, by the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
That in accordance with the vote of the Board this day
passed the following amounts are hereby appropriated for the
several Departments for the year 1926:
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Salary Account $ 9,800.00
Ward and Election Expenses 5,000.00
Assessor's Department 7,800.00
City Hall Building 5,000.00
PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERT"^'
Police Department $ 83,000.00
Police Court 3,100.00
Special Police at l^.ridgc 2,500.00
Fire Department 94,000.00
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Sealer of Weights and Measures 800.00
Armory Expenses 200.00
HEALTH AND SANITATION
Board of Health $ 13,000.00
City Physician 1,000.00
St. Joseph's Hospital 2,500.00
Nashua Hospital Association 2,500.00
HIGHWAYS
Board of Public Works $152,000.00
City's Share Rebuilding Milford Road . 14,310.00










Park Commission $ 8,500.00
Park Commission Special 1,000.00
Recreation Commission 5,000.00
Skating Rinks, North and South Com. 2,500.00
Playground and Baseball Field, Cr. Hill 500.00
vSwimming Pool Imi)roverpents , . 500.00
Soldiers and Sailors 300.00
Incidentals 20,000.00
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Insurance 2,500.00
Printing and Stationery 2,000.00




Refitting Old Arlington St. Fire Station 8,000.00
CEMETERIES
Woodlawn Cemetery $ 1,500.00
Edgewood Cemetery 1,200.00
Suburban Cemeteries 900.00





And that the amount of $1,018,000.00 be raised by taxa-
tion and the balance be paid from any monies in the City
Treasury not otherwise appropriated.
Passed March 23, 1926.
Approved March 24, 1926.
Attest: ARTHUR L. CYR,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
IN RELATION TO TITLE TO LAND AT THE CORNER
OF AMHERST STREET AND SARGENT AVENUE
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred
and Twenty-Six.
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RESOLVED, by the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
That all conditions in a certain deed from the City of
Nashua to Paul Otis, under date of July 28, 1873 and recorded
in Hillsborough County Registry of Deeds, Vol. 412, P 456 be
declared null and void, and the City of Nashua's rights of
reversion thereunder be waived, with the condition that any
structure or buildings erected on said premises now or here-
after shall be placed not less than twenty-five feet from the
established street line on Sargent Avenue.
Passed March 23, 1926.
Approved March 23, 1926.
Attest: ARTHUR E. CYR,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
IN RELATION TO THE COLLECTION OF POLL TAXES
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred
and Twenty-six.
RESOLVED, by the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
That the collector of taxes be and hereby is authorized
to forward during the month of July 1926, a notice to each
and every poll tax payer of the City of Nashua, notifying
each poll tax payer that the poll tax for 1926 must be paid on
or before August 1st, 1926, and for all poll taxes not paid by
said date to charge costs amounting to 20 cents for said no-
tice, the said notice to consist of the publication of this Re-
solution in the ne\vs])ai)ers of the City in three separate is-
sues during tlie m..nths of July and RESOLVED FURTHER
that the Collector of taxes be and hereby is authorized to pro-
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ceed to distrain for all ])()]! taxes not paid bv the first day of
Aug-ust, 1926.
Passed May 11, 192b.






PROTESTING AGAINST INCREASED FREIGHT RATES
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Ford One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-six
RESOFVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
Whereas the New England Freight Association has under
consideration a proposal to cancel all commodity rates, car-
loads or less than carloads, on partially or wholly manu-
factured textile articles, including yarns and knit goods, l)et-
vveen i)()ints in New England and Trunk Fine territories, and
whereas
It is believed to be the intention of the railroad to remove
articles made wholly of cotton or wholly of wool and partly
of wool and partly of cotton from the classifications that
have prevailed in the past and to place said finished com-
modities in new classification involving a large increase in
rates between New Hampshire and New Y(^rk City, and
whereas
These increases in rates will have a disastrous effect u])on
industries in NewHampshire that are manufacturing articles
that are considered as finished products,
The Mavor and Aldermen of Nashua, New Hampshire,
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hereby protest against the i:)r()p()scd increases On the ground
that they are too drastic, that they apply a higher rate basis
to New Hampshire products shipped into New York City
than that applied to competing manufacturers in the South,
and that these increases will be detrimental to New Hamp-
shire industries and put them at a serious disadvantage in
their competition with southern mills, which is already ex-
ceptionnally keen.
Passed May 11, 1926.






AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO CONVEY TO THE
TELEGRAPH PUBLISHING COMPANY A CERTAIN
PARCEL OF LAND
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-six
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
That Eaton D. Sargent, Mayor of the City of Nashua, be
and he hereby is authorized and instructed to convey to the
Telegraph Publishing Company for and in behalf of the City
of Nashua, a certain parcel of land situated on the West side
of Main Street and being described as follows
:
Beginning at the Northeasterly corner of the premises
at a point in the new Westerly line of Main Street at its in-
tersection with the Southerly boundary line of land of the
Citv of Nashua on the Northerly side of the Nashua River;
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th«.'nco Southerly along the said Westerly line of Main Street
a distance of about 12.91 feet to a point on the proposed con-
crete retaining- wall ; thence making an interior angle of
90o with said Westerly line of Main Street and running
Westerly along said proposed concrete wall a distance of
about 100.00 feet; thence running Westerly along said pro-
posed retaining wall about 32.00 feet to land of the Wilton
Railrcjad Company ; thence running Easterly along land of
said Wilton Railroad Company and land of the City of Nashua
a distance of about 131.09 feet to the place of beginning.
Meaning and intending to convey that portion of the premises
conveyed to the City by the Nashua Manufacturing Company,
which lies west of the newly established Westerly line of
Main Street and South of the Flaherty land, so called. Sub-
ject to the same conditions contained in said deed from the
Nashua Manufacturing Company which is recorded in
Volume 844 Page 588 of the Hillsborough County Registry
of Deeds.
Passed May 11, 1926.






GRANTING A PENSION TO CHARLES E. FARNSWORTH
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twentv-six
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua:
That a pension of $900.00 per annum be granted Charles
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E. Farnsworth an cx-member of the Fire Department who
has served as a fireman for 35 years.
This pension is granted under authority of Chapter 226 of
the Laws of 1923.
Passed May 25, 1926.






AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR TO PURCHASE A
CERTAIN PARCEL OF EAND AND BUILDINGS
THEREON L^ROM ARTHUR E. GAY
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-six
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
That Eaton D. Sargent, Mayor of the City of Nashua, be
and he is hereby authorized and instructed to purchase from
Arthur E. Gay for the sum of Thirty Thousand ($30,000.)
Dollars a certain parcel of land with buildings thereon situated
on the easterly side of Main Street in the City of Nashua;
having a frontage on Main Street of al;)out 44 feet and a depth
of 59 feet, being the same i)remises conveyed to said Arthur E.
Gay by the Church of the Good Shepherd recorded in Hills-
borough County Registry of Deeds Vol. 818 Page 427.
Also another parcel or strip of land six feet in depth and
extending from the vSargcnt building on the South along the
rear of the aforementioned pro])erty to the Nashua River,
the same being shown on a i)lan of John P. Cyr, C. E., dated
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April 30, 1926; and also a I\ii;ht of Way in common with
others over a strip of land approximately 14 feet in width ex-
tending- from the North side of I'earsons xVvenue and by the
rear of the land of Sargent ileirs and the premises to be con-
veyed to the Nashua River.
The said sum of Thirty Thousand ($30,000.) to be charged
to the Main Street Bridge Account and credit given said ac-
count of whatever amount is received for the sale of said
land upon completion of the Main vStreet Bridge.
Passed May 25, 1926.









In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred anci
Twenty-six
RESOLVED, B.y the I'.oard of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua ;
That the second regular meeting of the Board of Alder-
men be omitted during the months of June, July, August and
September 1926.
Passed June 8, 1926.
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RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR AND TREASURER TO
ISSUE BONDS IN THE AMOUNT OF SEVENTY
THOUSAND ($70,000) DOLLARS TO PAY FOR
THE IMPROVEMENT AND CONSTRUCTION
OF PUBLIC HIGHWAYS IN NASHUA
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-six
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
Pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 59 of the New
Hampshire Public Laws 1925 and to the provisions of a Special
Act which was approved Ma}^ 4, 1923, entitled, "An Act em-
powering the City of Nashua to incur debt to the amount of
six per cent of its valuation", the Mayor and Treasurer are
hereby authorized to issue and sell, under the direction of the
Finance Committee, bonds of the City of Nashua in the ag-
gregate principal sum of Seventy Thousand ($70,000.) Dollars.
Said bonds are to be issued for the purpose of paying for
the improvement and construction of public highways of a
permanent nature and character, in Nashua, namely: Walnut
Street, Chestnut Street, Factory Street, Park Street, East
Pearl Street, West Pearl Street, Highland Street and Church
Street and the proceeds of the sale of said bonds are hereby
a])propriated for that purpose.
Said bonds shall be payable to bearer, shall be dated July
1, 1926, shall bear the City Seal, shall be signed by the Mayor
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and countcrsij^iR'd l)y tlic Treasurer and the said honds shall
be for the sum of One Thousand ($1,000.) Dollars each and
shall be due and payable serially each year as follows: Fouf
bonds of $1,000. each in one year, four bonds of $1,000. each
in two years, four bonds of $1,000. each in three years, four
bonds of $1,000. each in four years, four bonds of $1,000. each
in five years, four bonds of $1,000. each in six years, four
bonds of $1,000. each in seven years, four bonds of $1,000.
each in eight years, four bonds of $1,000. each in nine years,
four bonds of $1,000. each in ten years, three bonds of $1,000.
each in eleven years, twelve years, thirteen years, fourteen
years, fifteen years, sixteen years, seventeen years, eighteen
years, nineteen years and twenty years respectively from the
date thereof; shall bear interest at a rate to be established
l)y the Treasurer, not exceeding four and one half per cent
per annum, said interest shall be payable semi-annually on
the first day of January and the first day of July in each
year.
Both principal and interest shall be payable in gold coin
of the United States of America of the present standard of
weight and fineness at the office of the Treasurer in Nashua,
New^ Hampshire, or, at holder's option at the First National
Bank of Boston, I'.oston, Mass. The coupons shall bear the
fac-simile signature of the Treasurer. None of said bonds
shall be obligatory without the authenticating certificate of
said the First National Bank of Boston endorsed thereon.
Passed June 8, 1926.
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RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE MAYOR AND TREASURER TO
ISSUE BONDS IN THE AMOUNT OF TWENTY-FIVE
THOUSAND ($25,000.00) TO PAY FOR THE IN-
STALLATION AND CONSTRUCTION OF
SEWERS IN PUBLIC STREETS IN
NASHUA
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-six.
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
;
Pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 59 of the New
Hamjjshire Public Laws 1925 and to the provisions of a Spe-
cial Act which was approved May 4, 1923, entitled, "An Act
empowering- the City of Nashua to incur debt to the amount
of six per cent of its valuation", the Mayor and Treasurer
are hereby authorized to issue and sell, under the direction
of the Finance Committee, bonds of the City of Nashua in the
aggregate principal sum of Twenty-Five Thousand ($25,000)
Dollars.
Said bonds are to be issued for the purpose of paying for
the installation and construction of public sewers in certain
public streets in Nashua, namely. Stark Street, Vine Street,
Otterson Street, Buck Street and Raymond Street and in di-
vers other streets within the City of Nashua and the proceeds
of the sale of said -Ixmds are hereby appropriated f(^r that
purpose.
Said bonds shall be payable to bearer, shall be dated July
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1, 1926, shall bear the City Seal, shall be signed by the Mayor
and countersigned 1)y the Treasurer and the said bonds shall
be f(.r the sum of One Thousand ($1,000.00) Dollars each and
shall be due and payable serially each year as follows : Two
bonds of $1,000.00 each in one year, two bonds of $1,000.00
each in two years, two bonds of $1,000.00 each in three years,
two bonds of $1,000.00 each in four years, two bonds of
$1,000.00 each in hve years, two bt)nds of $1,000.00 each in six
years, two bonds of $1,000.00 each in seven years, two bonds
of $1,000.00 each in eight years, two bonds of $1,000.00 each
in nine years, two bonds of $1,000.00 each in ten years and
one bond of $1,000.00 each in eleven, twelve, thirteen, four-
teen and fifteen years respectively from the date thereof;
shall bear interest at a rate to be established by the Treasurer,
not exceeding four and one-half per cent per annum, said in-
terest shall be payable semi-annually on the first day of Jan-
uary and the first day of July in each year.
Both principal and interest shall be payable in gold coin
of the United States of America of the present standard of
weight and fineness at the ofifice of the Treasurer in Nashua,
New Hampshire, or, at holder's option at the First National
Bank of Boston, Boston, Mass. The coupons shall bear the
fac-simile signature of the Treasurer. None of said bonds
shall be obligatory without the authenticating certificate of
said the First National Bank of Boston endorsed thereon.
Passed June 8, 1926.
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RESOLUTION
]N RELATION TO TITLE OF LAND AT CORNER OF
MANCHESTER STREET AND SARGENT AVENUE
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-six.
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
That all conditions in a certain deed from the City of
Nashua to John A. Fisher under date of October 31, 1887, and
recorded in the Hillsborough County Registry of Deeds in
Volume 494, Page 214, be declared null and void, and the City
of Nashua's right of reversion thereunder be waived, with
condition that any structure or building erected on said pre-
mises now or hereafter shall be placed not less than twenty
feet from the established street line of Manchester Street,
and the Mayor is hereby authorized to execute a quitclaim
deed of said premises to the present owners, subject to the
foregoing reservation.
Passed July 13, 1926.
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RESOLUTION
ALLOWING TAX COLLECTOR TO SELL LAND ON
METROPOLITAN AVENUE
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-six.
RESOLVED, P^.y the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
That the Tax Collector for the City of Nashua, be and
hereby is empowered to sell to Arthur J. Ford for the con-
sideration of Twenty-five Dollars ($25.00) Lot 56 Sheet 55
Metropolitan Avenue, as shown on the .Assessor's maps.
Meaning and intending- the lot sold for non-payment of
the taxes of the year 1918 on June 7, 1919 and later deeded to
the City of Nashua on a Tax Collector's deed on May 15, 1922.
Said lot at that time being assessed to Charles H. Farley or
owner unknown.
Passed August 10, 1926.
Approved August 12, 1926.
Attest: ARTHUR L. CYR,
City Clerk.
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twentv-six.
AN ORDINANCE
AMENDING SECTION 2 OF ORDINANCE PASSED SEP-
TEMBER 12, 1916, AMENDED JULY 11, 1922 AND
JUNE 1, 1925, ENTITLED: "REGULATING THE
USE OF VEHICLES IN CITY STREETS."
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the
City of Nashua:
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That Section 2 of an Ordinance, passed September 12,
1916 and amended July 11, 1922 and June 1, 1925, Entitled
"Regulating the use of Vehicles in City Streets," be amended
by substituting therefore the following:
"Section 2. No motor vehicle or horse drawn vehicle
shall be stationed and remain for a period exceeding one hour
on the South side of Temple Street, from Main Street to a
point forty feet east of Main Street ; on Park Street from
Main Street to Court Street ; and on either side of Main
Street between the Nashua & Wilton Railroad tracks and
Pearl Street ; on Wednesdays between the hours of six and
ten o'clock in the afternoon and on Saturdays between the
hours of twelve noon and ten o'clock in the afternoon."
This ordinance to become effective immediately on pas-
sage.
Passed August 10, 1926.






UPON THE DEATH OF ALDERMAN EDWARD
SULLIVAN
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-six.
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua:
WHEREAvS, Almighty God in His infinite wisdom has
removed from our midst 'aLDERMAN EDWARD SULLI-
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VAN of Ward 5 who passed into Eternal Life in Boston
Thursday August 5, 1926 and
WHEREAS, it is eminently fitting- that we, his former
associates in the Board of Aldermen pay tribute to the esteem
in which we held him.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE
BOARD OF ALDERMEN OF THE CITY OF NASHUA
That, in the untimely death of our former associate, in
the prime of his manhood, the P^)oard of Aldermen has lost a
valuable member whose many high qualities will always be
held in kindly remembrance, and his constituency and the
City of Nashua lost a useful servant and worthy citizen, and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a copy of this Re-
solution be spread upon the records of the City of Nashua, a
copy published in the newspapers of the City and a copy sent
to his parents to whom we extend our heartfelt sympathy.
Passed August 10, 1926.
Approved August 12, 1926.
Attest: ARTHUR L. CYR,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
GRANTING A PENSION TO ALONZO NEFF
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-six.
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
Pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 226 of the Laws
of 1923 as amended by Chapter 307 of the Laws of 1925 a
pension of $25.00 per month is hereby granted ALONZO
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NEFF an ex-employee of the Board of Public Works, now
incapaciated for work.
This Resolution to take effect upon its passage.
Passed October 19, 1926.
Approved October 23, 1926.
Attest : ARTHUR h. CYR,
City Clerk.
RESOLUTION
CONTINUING IN FORCE PENSIONS HERETOFORE
GRANTED EMPLOYEES OF THE CITY OF NASHUA
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twentv-six.
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City uf
Nashua
:
Pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 226 of the Laws
of 1923 as amended by Chapter 307 of the Laws of 1925 the
following pensions heretofore granted the following named
ex-city employees are hereby continued in force for the pe-
riod of one year
:
HORACE A. BALLOU, Police Department, $30.00 per month.
MAURICE SAWYER, Street Department, $10.00 per week.
ELLA F. WHEELER, School Department, $606.00 per annum.
Passed October 19, 1926.
Approved October 23, 1926.
Attest: ARTHUR L. CYR,
City Clerk.
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RESOLUTION
ALLOWING TAX COLLECTOR TO SELL LAND ON
CALDWELL ROAD
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-six.
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
That the Tax Collector for the City of Nashua, be and
hereby is empowered to sell to Augustus Obin for the consi-
deration of Forty Dollars (40.00) Lots 13, 14 and 15, Sheet
105, Caldwell Road, as shown on the Assessor's maps.
Meaning and intending the lots sold for non-payment of
the taxes of the year 1907 on May 29, 1908, and later deeded
to the City of Nashua on a Tax Collector's deed on March 27,
1914. Said lot at that time being assessed to Jennie M.
Wright.
Passed October 19, 1926.
Approved October 23, 1926.
Attest: ARTHUR L. CYR,
City Clerk.
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CITY OF NAvSHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-six.
AN ORDINANCE
REPEALING SECTION 11, CHAPTER 10 OF THE RE-
VISED ORDINANCES AND REGULATING THE
GRANTING OF PERMITS AND LICENSES BY
THE BOARD OF PUBLIC WORKS IN CER-
TAIN CASES
BE IT ORDAINED, By the Board of Aldermen of the
City of Nashua
:
Section 1. Secti()n 11, Chapter 10 of the Revised Ordinances
is hereby repealed.
Section 2. All permits or licenses granted by the Board of
Public Works to public utility companies or others, un-
der the provisions of Section 63 of the Charter, for plac-
ing and maintaining poles or wires, in, over, or under
the streets, highways, or sidewalks of the City, shall
stipulate as a condition thereof, that said poles or wires,
so placed and maintained, shall conform to the Nation-
al Electric Safety Code ; and no puljlic utility company
or others shall place and maintain the same as afore-
said, without such permit or license.
Section 3. All ordinances or parts of ordinances inconsistent
herewith are hereby repealed, and this ordinance shall
take efifect upon its passage.
Passed October 26, 1926.
Approved October 28, 1926.
Attest: ARTHUR L. CYR,
City Clerk.
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RESOLUTION
AUTHORIZING THE COMMITTEE ON LANDS AND
BUILDINCxS TO SELL A CERTAIN PARCEL OF
LAND
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred anc[
Twenty-six.
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
That the Committee on Lands and Buildings be and hereby
are authorized and instructed to sell at public auction, a cer-
tain parcel of land bounded by Blossom, West, Oilman and
Sawyer Streets now considered a part of Woodlawn Ceme-
tery.
This action is taken u])on rec}uest of the Trustees of
Woodlawn Cemetery.
The money derived from the sale of said land is to be
credited to Woodlawn Cemetery for the improvement of
Walks and Drives.
Passed October 26, 1926.
Approved October 28, 1926
Attest: - ARTHUR L.CYR,
• ^ . . City Clerk.
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RESOLUTION
REQUEvSTlNG AN OPINION FROM THE CITY
SOLICITOR IN RELATION TO SECTIONS 29 & 30 OF
CHAPTER 162 NEW HAMPSHIRE PUBLIC
LAWS
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-six
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
;
That the City Sohcitor be requested to give his opinion
to the I>oard of Aldermen upon the following points
:
(1) Do Sections 29 and 30 of Chapter 162 of the New
Hampshire Public Laws authorize the Board of
Aldermen of the City of Nashua to require a license
of:
(a) Gasoline Filling Stations.
(b) Grocers storing and keeping for sale
kerosene.
(c) Druggist storing and keeping for sale,'
Liquid Petroleum and Nujol and kindred
products.
(d) Individuals storing gasoline and lubricating
oil at their homes or places of business for
use in private or commercial cars.
(e) Individuals storing fuel oil at home or in
business properties for the purposes of
heating.
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(2) Does the Board of Aldermen of the City of Nashua
have authority to require a Hcense of any of the
above classes of ov^^ner's in case they comply with
the provisions of Sec. 29 of the above Chapter.
Passed October 26, 1926.






ACCEPTING A GIFT OF A PARCEL OF LAND FROM
MATTHEW THORNTON CHAPTER DAUGHTERS
OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-six
RESOLVED, By the Board of Aldermen of the City of
Nashua
:
That the City of Nashua accept the offer of Matthew
Thorntorn Chapter Daughters of the American Revolution of
the triangular parcel of land situated on South Main Street
as described in their recent communication to the Board of
Aldermen.
Be it further resolved that the custody of said parcel of
land be placed in the hands of the Park Commission.
Passed November 23, 1926.
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CITY OF NASHUA
In the Year of Our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred and
Twenty-six
AN ORDINANCE
REGULATING THE USE OF VEHICLES IN CITY
STREETS
BE IT ORDAINED,By the Board of Aldermen of the
City of Nashua
:
That Beech Street, between West Holhs and Mulberry
Streets be and hereby is designated a one way street.
All vehicular traffic shall enter Beech Street from West
Hollis Street and travel thereon in a Southerly direction.
Be it further ordained that parking be prohibited along
said Beech Street.
Passed December 14, 1926.
Approved December 21, 1926.












Report of the Board of Health
Nashua, N. H., March 1, 1927.
To His Honor the Mayor and Board of Aldermen:—
•
During- the year 1926 we were unusually free from con-
tag-ious diseases. Early in February we had several cases of
se])tic sore throats of a mild character, we were able to as-
certain the source and sto]) its progress. No funds are avail-
able to carry on immunizing work against diphtheria and
scarlet fever. We feel that your body should recognize this
fact and place the funds at our disposal to do this work.
Our Milk Ordinance became active in July so now all milk
(jfTered for sale in this city is from tuberculin tested cattle
and a large portion of this is also pasteurized giving us a
very remarkable milk.
We are greatly indebted to Dr. Kerr and his assistant
for the wonderful work that is being done in the Tuberculosis
Clinic. In this department ra]^id stride is being made to elimi-
nate adult tuberculosis through tests, X-Rays and physical
examination of children.
The Venereal Disease Clinic is functioning and while very
little is said about the work a great deal is being accom-
plished.
The Collection of Garbage is increasing each year, which
will necessitate our having to secure a larger truck to i)roper-
ly take care of this department.
The Annual Clean-Up in May was conducted in conjunc-
tion with the Board of Public Works.
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Gonorrhea (new cases) 7
Syphilis (new cases) 10
The above figures show only those cases actually repor-
ted to this department while there are many cases of Mea-
sles, Whooping Cough, Chicken Pox, Mumps and German
Measles that are never reported.
Respectfully submitted,
NASHUA BOARD OF HEALTH,
P. J. McLaughlin, M. D., Chairman.
D. G. Smith, M. D.
Raymond S. Cotton.


































Sarcoma of Pelvic Bone .
Septicaemia
Sarcoma of Neck 1
Scarlet I'ever 1









Aedcma of Brain 2
Brain Tumor 1
Cerebral Haemorrhage ..24









Spastic Paraplegia .... 1
Circulatory System










Cardiac Disease ...... I
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Cardiac Dilatation .... 2
Coronary Embolism ... 1








Valvular Disease of ... 5
Hemiplegia 1
Haemorrhigic Embolism . 1
Pulmonary Embolism ... 2
Respiratory System





Congestion of the Lungs 2






















Perforated Gastric Ulcer 1
Peritonitis 3
Pyloric Stenosis 1
Stricture of Oesophai^us . I
Non-Venereal Diseases of












vSub Phrenic Abscess .... 1
L^raemia 3
L'reamic Coma 1





Diseases of Early Infancy
Anacephalus 4
Asphyxia 1
Compression on the cord in
Com])ressi()n on the cord
in breach 1
Disease 1
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Debility
Excess ammonitic fluid .
Excess of liciuid amnoins .























" Shooting ; 1
Fractures









F\)st operative shock .... 1






Undernourished Twin ... 1
Unknown 1
Stillborns 12
Total number of death in Nashua during 1925 408
Brought here for burial 118
Death Rate 11-3
Death Kate ])er thousand 13
Children died in year 1926 under one year of age 69
Children died under one year of age during three summer
months not Stillborns 18
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The following' shows the morl)idity statistics for the past live
years :
—
Deaths under 1 year
1922
Total deaths all ages. 434
Total Death Rate ... .1 1-3
Deaths under 1 year. . 87
during 3 sum. months. 19
Res])ect fully submitted,
NASHUA BOARD OF HEALTH
P. J. McLaughlin. M. D., Chairman.
Deering G. vSmith, M. D.
Raymond S. Cotton.
1923
Report of Health Inspector
March 1, 1927.




I hereby submit the following report as Health Inspector




Plumbing and Drainage Ins])ection 12
Privy and Vault Inspection 10
Yard and Alley Inspection 115
Barber Shops Inspected 46
Restaurants Inspected 61
Bakeries and Bakery Wagons Inspected 22
Food Stores lnsi)ccted 230
Candy Factories Inspected 20
Complaints Investigated 64
Dumps Inspected and Ordered Abated 14
Water sent to Concord for Analysis 3
Nuisances Ordered Abated 14
Common Drinking Cups Ordered Abated 6
Lying-in-hospitals Inspected 3
Infant Asylums Inspected 2
Bakeries Found Unsanitary 4
Ice Cream Plants Inspected 12
Ice sent to Concord for Analysis 4
Boarding Flouses Insi)ected 28
Fish Markets Inspected 4
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During- the month of February there was an epidemic of
sore throats caused from employees of a milk plant. All em-
ployees were cultured and examined by me and persons so
infected, isolated during the period.
In January 1 shii)ped to the State Laboratory at Concord
sami)les of ice taken from Sandy Pond, Tarnic Pond and
Round Pond in Nashua and from the Brush Factory Pond in
Tyngsboro. All results from these examinations at Concord
were very satisfactory.
During the month of Ai)ril my time was devoted prin-
cipally to the Spring Clean-Up Campaign, inspecting back
yards, rear of stores and general clean-up work as in the i)ast
few years and great improvements are noticed.
I assisted State Food Inspector Joseph X. Duval in his
inspections. Tonic manufacturers of all kinds, in and out of
the State are required by State Law to be licensed and under





Report of Milk Inspector
March 1, 1927.




On July 1, 1926 the clause in the municipal milk ordinan-
ce requiring- all milk sold in Nashua, to be produced from cat-
tle tested under State and Federal supervision for Tubercu-
losis went into effect. This is an important factor in giving
the city a milk free from the danger of tuberculosis. Much
credit must be given the milk producers for the way they have
co-operated with the Board of Health in making this improve-
ment in our milk supply although in many cases at an appar-
ent money loss to themselves.
Considerable improvement has been made in the milk
i)lants. Two dealers having built modern dairy buildings dis-
carding their old and unsatisfactory plants. Racks have been
installed in all plants which will drain the milk cans. This
makes possible the return to the milk producers of dry, clean
cans which is an important factor in the production of milk
of low bacterial content.
The milk dealers are realizing as never before that they
must put forth every effort to obtain milk of the highest qual-
ity especially requiring absolute cleanliness in the plants and
by their milk producers on the farms. This is a great help
to the Board of Health in ])r()curing a satisfactory dairy pro-
duct for the city.
The restaurants of the city upon request of the Health
Officer and Milk Ins|)ector discarded their milk tanks and
now sell their milk in the original containers either half pints
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or one-third quarts. 'J'his was very important for testing; the
milk from their tanks. Half were found to Ije below the
standard for butterfat and solids, and high bacterial content.
Now the milk served will be of the same high quality as put
out by the milk dealers.
During- the year we purchased for the Laboratory a Hor-
net Cryoscope, an instrument which ])rovides a very accurate
and rapid method for freezing i)oint determinations on mar-
ket samples of milk. This test is considered as most reliable











Report of Ci^y Physici^in
To his Honor, the Mayor and the Hoard of Aldermen,
Gentlemen :
I herewith submit the report of the City I'hysician for
the year ending- December 31, 1926.
During" the year, made 964 House Visits, One O])eration
for Appendicitis, 12 Night tiouse Visits, 12 Visits to Police
Station, 535 Office calls with medccinc.
Two examinations for Committement. These were













Report of the Board of Public Works
Nashua, N. H., March 15, 1927.




The following- is the report of the Board of Public Works
for the year 1926.




ASPHALT PLANT SPECIAL 10,000.00
PERMANENT PAVING
Out of the Bond Issue for Permanent Paving-, we have
spent $45,999.52; including an overdraft of $291.23 from 1925.
The following list of streets were paved, including the
re-setting of granite curl), and new catch basins where ne-
cessary.
West Pearl Street from Walnut to Palm Street
Granite blocks relayed and grouted 3431 Sq. Yds.
Cement concrete cross-w^alks 132 Sq. Yds.
Arlington Avenue
Cement c(jncrete 854 Sq. Yds.
Otterson Street from Main to Elm Street
Cement concrete 1 157 Sq. Yds.
Cement curb 129 Lin. Ft.
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C-i03tnut Street from West Pearl to Factory vSt.
Cement concrete 1723 Sq. Yds.
Cement cu/1) 729 Lin. Ft.
Factory Street from Harrison to Walnut Street
'roi)eka To]) resurfaced 915 Sq. Yds.
Walnut Street from West Pearl to Factory St.
Topeka Top 1382 Sq. Yds.
Cement concrete gutters 421 Sq. Yds.
Cement Curl. 724 Lin. Ft.
Church Street
Toi)eka Top 1096 vSq. Yds.
Cement concrete .gutters 235 Sc]. Yds.
Cement curl) 96 Lin. Ft.
Hartshorn Avenue
Topeka Top 468 Sq. Yds.
Cement concrete gutters 155 Sq. Yds.
Cottage Street from Temple to Cottage Ave.
Topeka Top 819 Sq. Yds.
Cement concrete gutters 167 Sq. Yds.
Cement curb 40 Lin. Ft.
Cottage Street was not comi)leted be-
cause' the ]ilans of the East Pearl Street
Qn(\ were incom])lete, and it is expected
that this will l)e finished in 1927.
Highland Street
Topeka Top 819 Sq. Yds.
Cement concrete gutters 260 Sq. Yds.
Cement curb 749 Lin. Ft.
Bruce Street
Topeka Top 570 Sq. Yds.
Cement concrete gutters 169 Sq. Yds.
Cement curb 54 Lin. Ft.
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Fairmount Street from Amherst to R. R.P>ridi>-e
Topcka T. M. 1650 Sq. ^'(ls.
Cement concrete .^utters 826 Sq. Yds.
Cement curl) 469 Lin. Ft.
Charles Street tnmi l-'airniMn In l-'ranklin v^t.
Cement concrete j^utters 131 S(j. Yds.
Cement curl) 282 Lin. Ft.
The as])hall top on Isainnount Street and
the i^reater ])art of work on Charles St.,
was not coini)leted because of cold wea-
ther, these streets v\ill be finished in 1927.
SIDEWALKS
Tliere were 10,7.54 vSquare YarcLs of cement concrete side-
walks constructed on the half-payment plan, for which the
abutters paid $1.25 per square yard.
There were 3,505 square yards of cement concrete side-
walks Constructed, for which the al)utters paid full price, or
$2.50 per scjuare xard. In connection with this work, there
were constructed 405 lineal feet of concrete steps.
ASPHALT PLANT APPROPRLATION
There was an a])i)ropriation of $10,000.00 made for the
I)urchase of a new as])halt jjlant.
The Poard of Pul)lic Works purchased from the Warren
l',ros. of Boston, a 1200 Square Yard Modern Semi-Portable
Asi)halt Plant complete, which was set-u]) in the City's gravel
|)lant on the Lowell Road.
SEWERS
There were no large sewerage project in the year 1926.
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Following- is a list of small sewers constructed:

































































Twenty-three manholes were constructed on these sew-
ers.
EXPENDITURES





Catch Basins Maintenance 4,898.27
General Rei)airs and Maintenance 21,142.59
Snow and Sanding 14,951.22
Edgcstone 3,138.69
City Waste 14,297.39
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Trim and Care of Trees 474,53
Street Cleaning- 9,982.42























Main Street Bridge 1,530.77
Overdraft from 1925 17,044.39
$194,896.00
Appropriation $152,000.00
Credits paid in 26,649.30
$178,649.30
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Overdraft $ 16,246.70
Bills due but not i)aid $ 25,817.22






























Report of Fire Commissioners
To the Honorable Mayor and F.oard of AklcrmL-ii,
Gentlemen :
—
We respectfully submit to you the report ^'f tlio Fit';:
Department for the year ending December 31, 1926.
The Board of Fire Commissioners, consisting of IT C.
Lintott, C. H. Austin and E. W. Dunklee, met January 1st,
and organised by electing 11. C. Lintott as Chairman and E.
W. Duncklee as clerk.
Fire Prevention Week, October 7th U> 15th, was again
fittingly observed by the Dei)artment.
INSPECTIONS OF THE DEPARTMENT
Officers and members have made Inspections of Blocks,
Cellars, Yards, etc., to guard against the accumulation of
rubbish and inflammable material and to note any conditions
liable to cause fire.
These Inspections are of great benefit to the citizens
and property owners in general. The Inspections are also of
great value to this department, allowing the members to
familiarize themselves as to the nature of contents and the
construction of the different buildings within their districts.
We think that every, effort should be made to lower
our insurance rates.
In C(jnclusion we wish to extend our thanks to His Honor
the Mayor and the members of the Board of Aldermen, for
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their co-operation and interest in our de])artment, to the
Chief (if I'dlice and niemljers of the I'olice DeparLment, to tin-
Superintendent and employees of tlie Mater Dejiartnient for
valuable services rendered, also to the Gas and Electric
Deipartments of the Pul)lic Service Company.
The officers and members of the Fire Dejjartment have
our Commendation and sincere thanks for the efficient and
faithful manner in \^•hich they have i)erfomed their duties.
FIRE ALARMS FOR 1926
Out of City Calls 3
Brush Fire Calls 3




The Amijulance made a total of 946 calls.











Loss <.ver Insurance 2,500.00
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ESTIMATED VALUE OF FIRE APPARATUS
Pumping Engine Ni). 1 $ 9,898.00
Pumping Engine No. 2 13,500.00
Pumping Engine No. 3 13,500.00
Pumping Engine No. 4 13.500.00
Hose No. 1 5,400.00
Hose No. 2 10.500.00
Hose No. 3 10,500.00
Hose No. 4 7,368.62
Aerial Ladder No. 1 15,500.00
Ladder No. 1 6.283.00
Ladder No. 2 10,500.00
Ladder No. 3 10,500.00
Ambulance Motor 5,500.00






Central Fire Station 100.000.00
Amherst Street Fire Station . 100,000.00
Arlington Street Fire Station 30,000.00
Lake Street Fire Stati<.n 15,000.00
Fire Alarm Tclegra])h 20,000.00
PERMANENT MEMBERS OF THE DEPARTMENT
James E. Smith. Chief
Albert C. Mclendy, Dei>uty Chief
W. E. Whitney. Cai)t. C(>ml)inaison No. 1
C. H. Tafe. Captain Aerial Ladder No. 1
D. H. Downev. Captain Engine No. 4
R. E. HalHsey, Captain Engine No. 2
S. p. Smallew Engineer Engine No. 4
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N. Ly. Tessier, Engineer Engine No. 3
































C. E. Farnsworth Ten-
FIRE AEARM TELEGRAPH
This l)ranch of the service is now in good condition ex-
cept the ])lacing of the wires in ducts located by the New
England Telei)hone and Telegrai)h Co. in place of overh<,'ad
wires, which work is still in progress as fast as ducts are
laid. As the growth of the Citv is extending its lines in -he
outlaying districts, wc would recommend a Special Ap-
propriation to cover the cost of extending the Fire x^larm
System in these sections, esi)eci;dly in the north, south and













Report of the Police Commissioners
Nashua, N. H., February 21, 1927.
To his H()nc)r the Mayor and the H(jnorable Board of
Aldermen of the City (.f Nashua, N. H.
Gentlemen :
Enclosed fir.d detail re])orL of the number of arrests, dis-
position of same, incidental service, etc. of the F'ohce Dei)art-
ment for the year 1926.
The efficiency of the dei)artment lias been greatly in-
creased during the year and all complaints and calls have been
promptly attended to. The Commissioners have found it neces-
sary to employ the same number of officers as in ihe past














Report of the Chief of Police
To the Board of Police Commissioners of the City of Nashua,
Gentlemen :
—
I hereby sulomit the Annual Report of the Chief of Police
for the year ending" December 31, 1926.
The total number of arrests for the year was 1335, of
these, 1276 were male and 59 were female.
CRIMES AGAINST THE PERSON
Assault 33
Assault, aggravated 1





Breaking, entering and larceny 12
Embezzlement 5
Larceny 37
Obtaining goods, false pretense 4
Obtaining money, false pretense 3
Unlawful use of auto 6
Uttering forged checks 2
CRIMES AGAINST PUBLIC ORDER
Adultery 17
Annoying and derisiye words 2
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Bastardy 2
Bigamy • • • • 1
Bribery 4
Common Drunkard 3
Cruelty to animals 1
Defrauding" hotel 3
Disorderly conduct 4
Disorderly house, keeping 3
Defacing l)uilding- 2
Drunk ^ 395





Gambling house, maintaining 1
Gambling, ])resent at 28
Indecent ex])osure 1
Insane 2
Kce]) the peace 1
Lewd and lascivious 4
Lottery, maintaining 2
Malicious mischief 5







Trespassing on R. R. ])roiK'rty 2
Vagab(jnds 2
Violation of City Ordinance 7
Violation of fish and game law 9
Violation of li(|uor law 225
CHIEF OF POLICE 195
Violation of milk law 2
Violation of motor vehicle law 216
Violation Second- 1 land licenses 1
Violation Dealer's junk licenses 3





Committed to Mouse of Correction 69
Committed to Jail 24
Continued for vSentence 9
Discharged 77




Paid Fine and Costs 507
Paid Costs 51
Placed on File 51
Sentence suspended by Court 95
Suspicion released 16
Safe Keeping- released 181
Surrendered to other de[)artments 32
1335
TIA/ENILE DEPARTMENT




Placed on Probation 25
Placed on file 18
Nol Prossed 1
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Cases dismissed 5
Committed to Industrial School 5
Continued for sentence 2
56
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICE
Total numlicr of calls on the police sig-nal 95,351
Total numl)er of tcl. calls on the police sig-nal sys 5,072
Total number of waggon calls on police signal sys 402
Number of persons furnished lodg-ing-s during- the year. . 583
Buildings found open and secured 306
Broken water pipes 1
Defective streets reported 3
Defective sidewalks reported 8
Disturbances suppressed 4
Disorderly houses reported 2
Electric lights reported out 953
Fire alarms given 1
Fire alarms reported to scene 23
Fire extinguished by officers 3
Intoxicated persons sent home 20
Lost children returned to homes 11
Lights hung in dangerous places 5
Stray teams put up 4
Wires dc^wn and reported 7
Cats killed 27
Dogs killed 46
STOLEN AND RECOVERED PROPERTY
Amount of ])roperty reported stolen $7,777.93
Amount of ])ro])erty recovered and returned to owner 4,545.00
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Amount of property recovered lor out of City 2,300.00
During the year nine automobiles were reported stijlen

















Report of Edgewood Cemetery
To the Honorable Mayor and Board of Aldermen:
The Trustees of Edg^ewood Cemetery ])resent their 33rd
annual re[)ort, for the calendar year 1926, as follows:
The usual attention has been given to our grounds and
buildings during- the past year, and our i)ro])erty, except the
fencing-, is in good condition. There is continuous demand
for lots of varying" values in different parts of the Cemetery,
and we have found it necessary to ])repare considerable new
ground in (jrder to meet the various demands, as we anticipa-
ted in our last report.
The financial condition of the Cemetery on December 31,
1926, is shown as follows:
TRUST FUNDS FOR PERPETUAL CARE OF LOTS
Amount at last annual report $43,452.33
Received during the year (16 bonds) 3,998.00
$47,450.33
Which is invested as follows
:
$6,000 City of Nashua, 4i/,s, 1942 $ 6,000.00
$1,000 Andover Village District, 4s, 1930 1,000 00
$500 U. S. 4th Liberty Loan 4V2s, (subscribed) 500.00
$200 U. S. 4th Liberty Loan 43^s, (rec'd per. care) 200.00
$100 U. S. 2nd Liberty Loans 4Ms, (rec'd per. care) lOO.lX)
$22,000 IT. S. 4th Liberty Loan 4}^^, at cost 19,344.00
3 shares Pennichuck Water Works @ 166 498.00
$27,642.00
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Old Guaranty Savings Bank, account No. 12034 . . . .$ 9,062.25
Nashua Trust Company, account No. 11500 8,896.33
Due from General Fund 1,892.50
$47,493.08
Less due to Walks and Drives Fund $ 42.75
$47,450.33
PERMANENT FUND FOR CARE OF WAEKS AND
DRIVES
Amount at last annual report $ 6,445.75
Received during- the year 484.75
$ 6,930.50
Which is invested as follow^s :
$3,500 U. S. Liberty Loan, 4^/4 s, at cost $ 3,077.45
$1000 City of Nashua, 4V2s, 1942 1,000.00
$ 4,077.45
Citizens Guaranty Savings Bank, account No. 708 2,802.55
Due from General Fund 49.00
Due from Perpetual Care Funds 42.75
$ 6,971.75
Less due to General Fund 41.25
$ 6,930.50
Your Trustees have received during the year:
r.urial fees, care of lots, etc $ 942.63
I'ayment for 14 lets 1,939.00
Income from invested funds 1,544.36
City Appropriation for 1926 1,200.00
EDGEWOOD CEMETERY 203
Incidentals 7.00
Total revenue $ 5,632.99
i'.unds for Perpetual Care (16) 3,998.00
J'.alance from 1925 1,719.42
Total receii)ts $11,350.41
We have expended for:
Payroll, labor and learns $ 5,214.13
Water 99.12
Seeds, ])lants, l)ull)s and trees 79.63
Insurance and safe deposit 15.50
Telephone 73.05
Superintendent's sup., rep's, tools, hose, ceni't, etc. 276.50
Office supplies and rent 48.03
Plans and surveying 33.00
Extension of Water Pipes 49.73
Weed Killer fluid 108.00
Total Ex])enses $ 5,996.69
Deposited in Old Guaranty Sav'gs Bk., ace. No. 12034 2,114.75
Deposited in Nashua Trust Co., account No. 11500 1,926 00
Deposited in Citizens' Guar., Sav'gs Bk., ace. No. 708 442.00
Total Payments $10,479.44
Balance on hand 870.97
$11,350.41
Ff)r the Trustees, respectfully submitted,
JOSEPH L. CLOUGH










Annual Report of the
Trustees of Suburban Cemeteries
To his Honor the Mayor and the lioard of Aldermen,
Gentlemen :
The trustees of Suhur]:)an Cemeteries res[)(. ctfuUv sul>-
mit the followin<^" report for the year 1926.
Excellent care of the several cemeteries under '>ur
charf^c has been maintained by our Superintendent. Mr.
Lyman.
FINANCES





Bills approved and paid 1,190.86
Cash in hands of Treas., Jan. 1, 1927 117.18
$1,308.04
PERPETUAL CARE FUNDS
Old Guaranty Savings P.ank 928.22
Citizens' Guaranty Savings Rank 269.60













Annual Report of the
Trustees of theWoodlawn Cemetery
To his Honor the Mayor and the Board of Aldermen:
Gentlemen
:
The Board of Trustees of Woodlawn Cemetery submit
the followini;- as their Annual Report for the year ending
December 31, 1926.
GROUNDS AND BUILDINGS
The grounds are in excellent ccjndition and the buildings
new Chapel, and Mr. Warwick Snow, Siipt., has moved his
in good repair. The new furniture has been installed in the
office from the old building into the new Chapel where he may
be found during the regular hours of the day.
INTERMENTS DURING THE YEAR 1926
Resident, Adults 57
Resident, Children 14
Out of Town 44
Total 115
Number of Soldiers buried 5
Funerals from the new Chapel 13
Single Graves sold 3
yi Lots sold 7
Lots sold 6
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Cash received from sale of flowers and plants $1,151.90
X'aluc f)f plants and flowers in Perpetual care 404.50
X'aluc of plants and shrubs used on o;-rounds 800.00
$2,356.40
The following- is a financial statement of the Current




Balance on hand January 1, 1926 $ 172.30
Appropriation from City of Nashua $ 1,500.00
Deeds 1,228.75






Pay Rolls $ 8,487.26
Labor and Teams 326.72
Flowers, Seeds etc 30.00
Loam and Fertilizers 75.15
Water Bills 140.64
Lights and Fuel 250.89
Tools and Mdse 298.23
Supplies 797.00
Insurance 117.96
Printing- and Stationery 66.40
Rent and Recording 150.00
By transfer to Chapel Fund 26.39 10,766.64
WOODLAWN CEMETERY 213
Balance on hand January 1, 1927 .... 1,644.56
$ 12,411.20
PERPETU.\L CARE FUNDS
Total Perpetual Care Fund, Jan. 1, 1926 $ 98,024.87
Received during the year
Sale of Stocks $ 1,500.00
Maturing- Bonds 1,000.00
Care of Lots 5,839.50 8,339.50
$106,364.37
Less maturing Bonds and sale of Stcjck 2,500.00
Total Perpetual Care Fund Jan. 1, 1927 $103,864.37
Total investment'^ Lanuary 1, 1926 $ 95,007.20
Total amount invested during the year 10,928.65
$105,935.85
Less sale of Stock and Maturing Bonds 2,500.00
$103,435.85
Cash on hand January 1, 1927 428.52
Total investments January 1, 1927 $103,864.37
Balance on hand January 1, 1926 $ 3,017.67
Received during the year 8,339.50
$ 11,357.17
\mount invested during the year 1926 . 10,928.65
Balance of uninvested funds, Jan. 1, 1927 $ 428.52
NEW CHAPEL FUND
Balance on hand January 1, 1926 $ 6,969.21
Received Contributions during the year 40.00
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Interest on fund 128.10
Received bv transfer from General Fund 26.39
$ 7,163.70
Total expenditures during- the year 1926 $ 7,163.70
FUNDS IN CITIZENS Gl^\RANTY SAVINGS BANK
Total amount on deposit Jan. 1, 1926 $ 153,36
.Accrued interest to January 1, 1927 ... 6.18
$ 159.54
WALKS AND DRIVES FUND
OLD Gl'ARANTY SAVINGS BANK
Amount ..n deposit January 1, 1926 . . . .$ 82.59
Accrued interest to January 1, 1927 .... 3.30
85.89
PERPETUAL CARE FUND
OLD CITY GUARANTY SAVINGS BANK
fanuary 1, 1926 balance on deposit . . .$ 6,469.22
March 'l6, 1926 Deposited 1,500.00
April 1, 1926 Accrued interest 194.07
June 19-26, Transfer'd int. to gen. acc't. $ 194.07
October 19-26, Purchased (2) Bonds . . . 1,507.29
8,163.29
1,701.36
Balance on hand January 1, 1927 $ 6,461.93
Res])ect fully submitted,
EUGENE P. JOHNSON
Secretary for Board of Trustees.
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Report of City Librarian
In submitting- the report of the Pul)!ic Library for the
year 1926, it is g-ratifying to note a substantial gain in eircu-
hition over 1925. 130,806 volumes were circulated against
125,876 in 1925, making- a total gain of 4,930. The largest
month was March with a circulation of 13,782 volumes. The
largest day in the adult department was 490.
We have books in nine languages with a circulation for
the year of 4,488, an increase of 330 over 1925. This number
could be doul)led if there were more books in each language.
1,664 books were purchasetl, 136 were gifts, making the total
numl)er of additions 1,800. There were 865 discarded, leaving
an actual gain of 935 volumes and a total of 40,453 volumes in
the Library December 31, 1926. The number of new borrow-
ers during the year was 1,460, a slight increase over 1925.
The approximate number of registered borrowers December
31, 1926 was 8,082. which is al^out 28 Sf of the city's popula-
tion. The circulation per cai)ita was 4.61. The gain in the
Children's Room was small, but is accounted for by the
growth of the Crown Hill Library, also by the two hundred or
more unused cards on file belonging to children in the Lake
Street section. The distance is too great for the smaller ones
to use the Main Library, especially during the winter months.
It is hoped that some arrangement can be made at the Crow-
ley School whereby books may be distributed by a library as-
sistant one day a week.
The Crown Hill Library has grown steadily in circula-
tion since its removal to the Community House wdierc a
pleasant, convenient room has been provided. Statistics for
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November showed that 1,123 books had circulated during the
month, which is the largest number since its establishment.
When a larger assortment of books is provided, the circula-
tion increases rapidly.
Deposits of books have been kept at the Mary E. Hunt
Home during the year, which have added much to the comfort
and pleasure of the ladies. About five hundred books have
been selected by Mrs. Nason, the Children's Librarian, and
sent to various teachers in the grades for supplementary
reading. Boxes of books were sent to both the Young Men's
and the Young Women's Christian Associations for use in
the summer camps. For several years Mrs. Nason has con-
ducted a -story hour each week from November to April. Tic-
kets are issued tt) twenty-five or thirty children, who are
very happy during these hours.
Children's Book Week was observed in November, and
was very successful both at the Main Library and at Crown
Hill. Many new books as well as attractive editions of the
older worth while titles were displayed and many parents
visited both de])artments. It is interesting to know that 130
sets of Keystone Educational Views, totalling 3,120 pictures,
have circulated m the Children's Room during the year.
These are used with the stcretjscope, and are very instruc-
tive.
During the last two years the adult department has ac-
fjuired several thousand pictures which are kept on file for
circulation. This came about through the interest and help
of Mr. Leonard F. Burbank, who spent many hours collect-
ing and mounting them. We hope for an increase in the de-
mand for these pictures as we are able to add to the collec-
tion. In January we were ft)rtunate in having an exhibition
of Mrs. Anne Congdon's oil paintings. These were arranged
on the walls of the Reading Room, and were enjoyed by many
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citizens, some of whom IkkI never been into tlie buildins4- pre-
viously.
In October, your Librarian attended the Fiftieth Anni-
versary Conference of the American Library Association
which was held at Atlantic City. This was a most helpful
and inspiring meeting with an attendance of 2,300 librarians
including delegates from 2^ foreign countries.
Miss Alice Rowe, who had served us well for four years,
resigned in August. This necessitated a reorganization of
the staff. It is worth while to look back over this period and
review a few of the many in])rovements that were made,
which placed the Library on an up-to-date basis and gave a
broader vision.
For several years the Children's Room, located on the
main floor since the erection of the building, had been too
small to accomodate the large number of children using it.
The dark, unattractive Newspaper Room in the basement, be-
ing much larger, was remodeled to fit this need. New win-
dows were put in, the walls lightened and shelving added.
This was a great im])rovement in every w^ay and made less
confusion in the adult department.
The Newspaper Room, in exchanging, accjuired lighter
and more comfortable quarters. The idea was t(j have this
a New Hampshire Room, also one where reference books on
the state and city would be accessible. Accordingly, shelv-
ing was built around the room, giving ample space for growth
in the future. A few ])icturcs of famous New Flampshire
men have been hung on the walls, as well as several interest-
ing views of old Nashua. A fine photograph of the first
Mayor, Josephus Baldwin, was given.
All of the walls and ceilings in the building with the ex-
ception of the Reading Room were whitened and redecorated,
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and much of the woodwork revarnished, making a decided
improvement in hghting and cleanhness. Battleship Hnoleum
was kiid in the Dehvery Room, and a three-foot strip the
length of the Reading and Newspaper Rooms. A Rest Room
for the use of the Staff was arranged in the basement, with
a couch, easy chair, dishes and a small electric stove. This
has been used and enjoyed.
The books on biography numbering over 2,600 volumes
were recatalogued into one alphabet, making a vast difference
in the accessibility of the volumes, not only to the Staff but
to the general public. This meant the handling and revision
of every book and catalogue card, the latter numbering eight
or ten to a book, often as many as thirty. The Reference
Room, with its 1,900 volumes, was completely recatalogued
and rearranged.
The charging system was changed from the "Brown,"
where Readers' Pockets were used, to the "Modified Newark,"
where each Reader has an identification card with his own
number, which he presents when borrowing a book. This
system allows as many two-week books as a patron wishes,
while the "Brown" restricted the number, causing more con-
fusion and slower service. Of course, cards are Icjst, soiled
and forgotten, necessitating replacements and looking up
numbers for verification, yet we feel that it is a great im-
provement and that our ])atr()ns arc getting better service.
This change meant re-registraticn of all borrowers, which
has C(niipletely revised our application files for a five year
period. The reserved system was installed, whereby a pa-
tron, on the payment of two cents covering cost of printed
notice, could reserve any special book not available at the time
of application. These are a few of the many imi)rovemcnts
f(jr which much credit is due Miss Rowe.
The Division of Public Til)raries in Massachusetts tells
us that the model town library has an income of $1.00 per
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capita (minimum), a circulation of five b(M)ks per capita, and
one assistant for every 2,000 l)ooi-cs circulated. Let us hope
in the near future that our 1)udget will be adccjuate for
t^'rowth, including- more trained hel])ers, more extension ser-
vice thru l)ranches and dei)osits, and g-reater C()o])eration with
schools, clubs and other cc^mmunity interests.
I thank the many kind friends for their shifts of books,
magazines, news])a])ers and pictures during- the year, the
Trustees for their cooperation and su])port, the members of






















T.nal for Crown Hill 8,405
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Total adult circulation 76,187
Total juvenile circulation 54,619
Grand Total 130,806


















Population of city 28,379 28,379
Total number of volumes December 31 39,518 40,453
Total number of volumes circulated 125,876 130,806
Increase in circulation 4,930
Circulation ])er capita 4.41 4.61
Foreign circulation 4,158 4,488
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Increase in forcig-n circulation 330
Number of (listril)utine;' i)oints 3 3




Volumes in Library Dec. 31, 1925 39,518






Board of Trustees of the PuWic Library
To the Mayor and Board of Aldermen for the City of Nashua.
Gentlemen :
Following" is the account of the financial transactions of
/(uir I'.oard for 1926:
RECEIPTS
Balance on hand January 1, 1926 $ 533.58













Heat and Light 1,258.59





bc.icincc Unexpended January 1, 1927. . $ 317.12
TRUST FUNDS. CITY TREASURER, CUSTODIAN
J. M. Hunt Thnld's I'd, City of Nashua 4% bonds $10,000.00
Ahiiira L. Jacquith Fund, City of Nashua 4% bonds 500.00
Daniel Hussey Fund, City (.f Nashua 4% bonds 15,000.00
Balance in savings bank account 91.13
$25,591.13
BOARD OF I^RUSTEES
cx-officio Hon. .Eaton D. vSargent, Mayor
ex-officio Flon. Will)ert W. Blanchard, Pres. of Board of Aid.
Flon. Frank B. Clancy term expiring 1927
Mrs. Anne Ramsdell Congdon term expiring 1928
Hon. William FI. Beasom term expiring 1929
Gen. xArthur G. Shattuck term expiring 1930
Rev. William f\)rter Niles term expiring 1931
Hon. Henri A. Burque term expiring 1932
John R. Spring term expiring 1933
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LIBRARY STAFF
Librarian Clara E. Smith
Assistant Lil^rarian Christine l*. Lockvvood
Head of Children's Dcpt. Olive G, Nason
General Assistant Ann Elizabeth Leach
General Assistant Marg"aret Ilowison
General Assistant Elizabeth Alexander
In Charg-e of Crown Hill
Deposit Station Mrs. Clarence Woodbury













Report of the Board of Education
CITY OF NASHUA
Clerk's Office, .[an. 31. 1927.
At a rcg-ular meetinc: of the Board of Education held
January 28. 1927, the reports of the Superintendent of
Schools, Assistant Superintendent, Principal of the High
School. Principal of the Junior PTigh School. Princi])al of the
Evening; Schools. Directors r,f Music, Manual Training",
Drawing-, Domestic Science, Health and Physical Education,
and the School Nurses, were accepted. It was voted to print




Report of the Board of Education
ORGANIZATION 1"0R 1927
I''rank 15, Clancy, I'rcsidcnt
Albert 1. McKcan. Clerk
MEMBERS
Walter F. Norton, 10 Webster St. Public Service Co. of N. H,
Marcel Theriault, 8 Kinsley St. 8 Kinsley Street
Thomas J. Leonard. 5 Stevens St. 142 Main Street
Walter L. Barker. 72 Berkeley St. Indian Head Bank
Terms ex])ire December 31, 1927
Albert J. McKean, 36 Concord St. 64-66 E. Pearl St.
Oscar M. Flather, '41 Orange St. 16 Pearsons Ave.
Mary L. Kittredge, 11 Concord St. 11 Concord St.
Dennis L. Hallisey. 125 Palm St. 239 Main St.
Terms ex])ire December 31, 1929
A. L.. Wallace, 19 Manchester St. Masonic Temple
Frank B. Clancy. 2 Bowers St. 168 Main St.
Arthur O. Burque, 19 Faxon St. 60^^ Kinsley St.
Arthur ]. Burelle, 42^^ Canal St. 42iA Canal St.
Terms expire December 31, 1931
Board meets regularly the last Friday of each m<jnth at
7:45 P. M.
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STANDING COMMITTEES
Attendance—Barker. Wallace, Theriault.
Domestic Science—Mrs. Kittredge, Norton, Leonard.
Drawing—Leonard, Burelle, Barker.
Evening Schools;—Theriault, Hallisey, Mrs. Kittredge.
Finance—Burque, McKean, Barker.
Houses— Norton, Flather, Burque.
Manual Training—Flather, Burelle, Barker.
Medical Inspection—Wallace, Norton, Leonard.
Music—Flather, Burque, Wallace.
Supplies—Hallisey, Burque, Barker.
Teachers—McKean, Theriault, Norton, Mrs. Kittredge,
Hallisey.
Text Books—Burelle, Wallace, Leonard.
SUB-COMMTTTEES
Athletics—Flather, Leonard, Barker.
High School—McKean, Norton, Burque.
Kindergartens—Mrs. Kittredge, Norton, Burelle.
SLPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOI^S
Charles H. Noyes, 2.S Auburn St. Municipal Bldg.
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT
Thomas W. Sheehan, 41 E. Pearl St. Municipal Bldg.
SECRETARY
Marcella P. St. Onge, 97 Chestnut St. Municipal Bldg.
Office hours; Every school day, 8:30 to 12:00 A. M., and
1:30 to 5:00 P. M. Saturdays during school terms, 9:00 to
12:00 A.M. Tuesdays in all vacations from 2:00 to 4:15 P. M.
ATTENDANCE OFFICER
James F. Mulvanity, 113 Blossom St. Municipal I'ldg.
Office hcmrs: 8:45 to 9:15 A. M., and 1 :45 to 2:15 P. M.
Report of the Superintendent
To the Board of Education,
Naslnia, New Ham])shii-e.
The re])orts whicli are sul)mitte(l from the (hffereni
school departments at tliis time make up the annual summar\
concernin^s: the Nashua v'^chools for the ])ast year.
The school census, recently comj)leted, showed the en-
rollment in the public day schools to l)e 4,315, fifty-two more
than at the same time one xear before. 1'he whole number
in the day schools, public and ])rivate was 6,994
Jn the evening' schools 522
A total in the Nashua schools of 7,516
The number of grade teachers was reduced by three this
fall on account of closing the school on the road to Hollis
Station and the school on Chandler Street. There had been
three teachers in these two schools but as one additional
teacher was placed in the Junior High School when the
schools opened in September the full list of classroom
teachers was two less than the list last spring. Every room
in the Temple Street building is now used by junior High
classes and the sections in some instances are large enough
so that they could well be divided if we had any available
class rooms. The October report showed a membership in
this school of 669 pupils and twenty-two teachers besides
those in the manual arts department.
The number to be cared for in the Junior High next
September promises to be approximately the same as the
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number there now. Reports from the lower schools received
today show that 273 are likely to be promoted from the sixth
j^rade next June, Sixty-five pupils entered the Junior High
last September from other than the Nashua Public Schools
and if about the same number enter from these sources when
the next school year oi)ens, then the total enrollment in the
school will be about 650.
Resignations of teachers since January 1, 1926:
Clara F. Preston resigned, having taught thirty-one
years in the Nashua High School and four years in
other high schools.
Eusebius G. Hood resig"ned, having taught music in
Nashua schools for nearly thirty years.
Norman 1. Picarse resigned to engage in other work.
Helga L Johnson resigned because of poor health.
Margaret Marston resigned to be married.
Mary Fanning resigned to be married. '
Esther Sughrue resigned to W married.
Priscilla Ellis resigned to be married. .
Frances O'Mcara resigned to be married.
Edith Parrish resigned because of hom-e duties.
.Elizabeth Ruth Buxton resigned to teach in another
city.
Dorothy Arnold resigned to teach in another place.
Georgia Gutterson resigned to teach in another place
Ella Lee resigned to teach elsewhere.
Kathryn Eee resigned to engage in work for the
federal government.
Ruth P.olcman was granted leave of al)sence for a year
to study at Columbia.
There seems to be a belief on the part of many citizens
that the erection of the Crowley and Mount Pleasant
buildings satisfied the demand for school_ accomodations. This
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is not in accordance with the facts. These two l)uiltlinj;s were
not adchtions l)ut rephacements of old IjuikHnj^s and they did
not so i^reatlv increase the nnmher of school rooms as many
])eoi)le helieve they did. Hefore their erection the city was
hiring" rooms for school ])ur])oses on l*ine vStreet and was
obliged to hold one class in the corridor on I'alm St. School.
We are not doing these two things any longer but are using
hired (|uarters for more than a hundred children in the Greek
wSchool. Exce])ting the O'Donnell building every school ro(im
within the citv limits is in use every day.
A new school building is needled for the western part of the
city. At ])resent we are al)le to provide accommodations for' all
children only by hiring the Greek school house wdiich is used
every school day till 4 P. M. by ])ul)lic school children and for
some hours afterwards by the private school for the Greek
children. The l)uilding also serves as a community center.
Moreover the older ])U]nls from the western section of the
city are now^ recjuired to go a long distance to reach their
schools. A recent censur. showed that there are -164 pupils
above the fourth grade and below the Junior High school
who are living west of Chestnut -Street and attending the
Quincy and Crowley Schools. Every grade child in the city
lias a desk for liis own use but this is the result because of
many transfers and in some instances of long travel. The
city ought to keep ahead of the demands for school accom-
modations.- The need for additional class rooms in the Higli
School is becoming more urgent. The enrollment this fall
was 849— 100 more than the building was planned to care
for. The best estimate for next fall's enrollment is a little
s hort of 1000. It is a good thing to have more young people
stay longer in school but this necessitates a place for them.
No school can do its best if it is housed in crami)ed cjuarters.
Nashua is well alile to furnish adecjuate school rooms for its
children ancl to ]Kiy the bills for their schooling. When al-
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lowancc'is made for the increase in the number of pui)ils and
also for the shrinkag-e in the value of the dollars with which
present l)ills are ])aid, then most of the increase in school
expenses in the last eight years is accounted for.
Periodically for the last thirty-five years I have heard
that the local High School does not make a good showing as
judg"cd from the records made by its g-raduatcs in higher
institutions of learning or as judged by the attempts of some
of its graduates to gain admission to colleges that maintain
the highest standards. Concerning the stiffening of the col-
lege entrance examinations I quote the following from the
superintendent of schools in a neighl)oring city, he is writing
about endowed colleges.
"It is becoming more and more clear that these colleges
are, intend to be and necessarily must be laws unto them-
selves. Parents sometimes comj)lain because of the gradual
stiffening year by year, of the examination recjuirements,
but the truth is that the privately endow^ed institutions have
a perfect right to limit their membership in numbers and to
decide just how small a percentage they will admit of the
hosts that are clamoring for admission. Practically all such
colleges are now sitting out their a])i)licants on the basis
of scholarship and personality and doing so a matter of neces-
sit}'. The i)rocess has now reached a stage where only the
a]j])licants most frivored in scholarship), eciuipment and per-
sonal fjualities may expect to enter a certain half-dozen of
the eastern colleges. In view of that fact, failure in one's
ambition in that direction is no disgrace and in other ins-
titutions, ])articularly the state-controlled ones, there is
am])k' o])])ortunitv to secure a college education."
As a further answer to this charge, let me say that New
Hampshire high schools are not simply college preparatory
schools but rather schools aiming to do the best they can for
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the majority of the students who do not i^'o to colleges which
make exactinir demands, not withstanding- this the Nashua
lligii v^chool ranks liigh as a fitting school as revealed by the
grades secured by its graduates in such institutions as
Harvard. Dartmouth, Wellesley, and Smith. Furthermore the
local high school makes a credital)le showing, in com])arison
with similar schools, as to the (luality of graduates' work in
all the institutions which have admitted Nashua young men
and women. This is shown in the statements which follow^:
The State Board of Education issues a circular showing the
grade of work done by New Ham])shire freshmen in post-
secondary schools. The last one of these circulars was for
])ui)ils who finished their high school course in June 1925 and
it gives ranks for 829 students in colleges and normal schools.
The circular has a measuring scale of its owm, running from
200 al)()ve zero to 200 below zero, and it establishes standards,
all of which are below zero, for the different institu-
tions, and in this connection it states that any school whose
rank is equal to the standard is meeting average success.
I have tabulated the figures showing Nashua's record at
Dartmouth college in all of the available reports, eight in
number, and find that we sent students to that college in
seven out of the eight years. In six of those seven years our
graduates ranked well above the standards set by the State
Department and the average for the whole seven years is
thirty-six ])oints above the standard.
From the same eight reports of the State Board I have
compiled and averaged the figures giving the ratings of ten
graduates from eleven of the larger schools in New Hamp-
shire. I'hese ratings are on the same scale with limits 200
points above and 200 ])()ints below zero and are surprisingly
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close to cacli other; all m the list heinj;' shown below zero












The remarkable thins^' about this list is that there is so
little variation in it, when the scale permits a difference of
-lOO i)()ints. Tlie highest of these eleven schools is only eight
])o;nts above the Nashua school and the lowest is eleven
] joints below it. In other words, over a period of eight years.
the record (jf the home school is a good average record and
it shows that no ])arent needs to be afraid that his son, if
he has ability and is willing" to study, cannot get excellent
l):eparation for entering college in the Nashua High School.
This school has all rights and privileges of sending its
graduates to college on certificate that are accorded to any
other schools and jjupils that earn good marks are well
prepared to succeed in higher institutions.
Next I will submit figures regarding the cost ])er ])U])il
of maintaining the same eleven New Hampshire schools
based on the averages of the state reports for the last four
vears. For the first two years the figures include total costs
and for the last two years only cost of instruction. A change
was made in the law concerning high school tuition two
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years a.^o and lluTcforc tlu' tal)ulati<)n of costs was made to




G ... (av. for 3 yrs.) .... 113.98
I 111.35
F ..: 103.15
. H (Nashua) 91.54




In Comparing" this table with the one showing' the starul-
ing- of the g'raduates the most striking- thing is that the city
having the highest cost ])er \m\n\ also has the best record of
graduates, and the city having the lowest cost per pupil has
the lowest record of standing of graduates in higher institu-
tions.
The cost per pupil in city A is about $55.00 greater than
that in Nashua while the cost in 'city K is $17.49 less than in
Nashua. In six ])laces the cost is greater and in four it is
smaller than in Nashua. There is certainly nothing to in-
dicate extravagance in the Nashua school.
For the same eleven IcKMlities I have averaged the figures
of the last four years from the State Board showing the
cost of all schools in taxes per $1,000.00 of ecjualized valua-
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Nashua has seventh place in the list, six havinj^: a
lower rate, while four have a higher rate.
The present arrangement of terms is deliberately planned
so as to secure more actual teaching days than formerly,
the gain for the school year ending in June 1926 in the grades
as compared with one of the years before this calendar was
adopted was 33 half days. Of course, the gain comes in part
from the lengthening of the year by two weeks but an in-
crease of 33 half days in one year amounts in thirteen years
(Kindergarten to High School) to 429 half days. This is
more than a school year.
Actual number of sessions in the grades in 1926 was 361
Actual number of sessions in the grades in 1924 was 328
Sessions gained 33
In other words, a child now in his school life with eight
grades below the senior high school gets more days in school
than he formerly had when there were nine grades below
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the senior hij^h school and n year of thirty-six weeks. Some
cities have now reduced the p,Tades below the high school
to seven. One result in such cities is tliat a larger percentage
oi the |)U])ils enter tiie high school. The comindsory school
law compels attendance to a certain age and if children under
that age are through the lower schools, then they must go
to the high school till they have ])assed the com])ulsi:iry
school age. 1 favor a year of thirty-eight weeks and twelve
years above the kindergarten, as we have in Nashua.
During the past year we have added an assistant in
drawing, an assistant in music and a director of health and
physical education. The Uoard has declared its policy with
regard to engaging women teachers who are married. It
has also changed the rate to be charged for tuition in the
High School so that now the charge may equal the cost of
instruction in the Nashua school if the cost here is not above
the average cost in the high schools of New Hampshire.
It also changed the rules so that the pay of sul)stitute
teachers hereafter is to loe one dollar a week less than it
used to be for the first week of service. I recommend that
the pul)lished list of the IJoard's Rules and Regulations be
•-evised and l)rought u]) to date. There has been no revision
since 1921.
The interiors of the I'elvidere, Ouincy St., and High
School buildings were very much improved during the sum-
mer vacation. Some of the other school houses are anxiously





Report of the Assistant Superintendent
1\) the Su])erintcndcnt of Schools.
Sir:
As Assistant Sui)crintcn(lent of Schools I have the honor
to submit the following" re])ort for the year ending December
31, 1926.
During this ])eriod I have conducted meetings of prin-
cipals and teachers ])lanned to improve the learning process
in our schools. In addition to such meetings, T have held the
usual conferences on special problems confronted by in-
dividual teachers. The elementary school ijrincipals are now
organized into a study class using, "The Principal and His
School," by Dr. Ellwood P. Cubberly as the basis for their
deliberations and discussions. The class meets with me
regularly once a month.
Courses for Teachers
One of the outstanding features of the year was the
operation of courses in Nashua designed for the professional
advancement of the teachers. Mr, Charles Sw^ain Thomas,
a nationally known authority in the field of English, con-
tinued with conspicuous success his class work begun here
in 1925. Last winter Mr. Charles Frederick Whitney, eminent
artist and teacher, conducted a course in Blackboard Drawing
for Nashua teachers. Fifty-one teachers enrolled in this class
which met ten Saturday mornings from 8:30 to 11:30. The
course was of definite practical value and the teachers did
excellent work. After the opening meetings the visitors in
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our schools were astonished as they beheld l)eautiful black-
Ijoard drawing- executed by classroom teachers. These draw-
ings added much of beauty to the rooms; but far more im-
portant, from tlie educational point of view, was the develop-
ment of skill m drawing- on the jjart of the teachers. They learn-
ed not sim])ly how to draw a few ])retty pictures, jjut rather
they develo])ed a technique which enal)led them to draw
numljerless ojjjects. This aljility the teachers have introduced
directly into the class exercises making more effective the
teaching of arithmetic, reading, writing-, history and, in fact,
all subjects in the school program.
During the Fall term, Mr Whitney presented the work
of a course consisting of projects in construction work.
Series of projects were planned and developed by the
teachers under leadership. At the final meeting of this course
an exhibit of the teachers' M'ork was held in the high school
building. The close correlation of this drawing and cons-
truction work with the theory of color, arithmetic, and the
several school sulijects was jjcrfectly obvious. It is certain
that the teachers caught some of the enthusiasm, method
of procedure, and ])ractical application of psychological
principles demonstrated so vividly by Mr. Whitney.
Courses
Elementary Princi])les of Literary






Public School Drawing 52
Summer Courses 26
Saturday Courses (in Boston) 4
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Organization of the School System
The Nashua School system consists of six years of
elementary work, a two year junior high school, and a four
year senor high school. This is called the 6-2-4 plan. At this
time, when both junior and senior high school buildings are
crowded and an addition to one of these l)uildings seems
imperative, I recommend for study by mem1)ers of the Board
of Education and parents the 6-3-3 plan. In this plan the
junior high school work and that of the senior high school
extend over the same jjeriod, i. e., three years. The plan is
in operation in many cities and those accjuainted with it and
the results obtained are practically unanimous in their en-
dorsement. Where changes in organization are Ijeing made,
the 6-3-3 plan is being universally accepted.
The 6-3-3 Plan Makes for Greater Homogeneity in Grouping
I present, of necessity briefly, some of the advantages
of the 6-3-3 plan. Children in grades one through six are for
the most part immature ph}'siologically ; in grades seven
through nine they are in a transitional stage ; in grades ten
through twelve they are mature. The interest, activities
and attitudes of children aged twelve to fourteen differ
from those of young men and women fifteen to nineteen
years of age. Pupils in the junior high school are really boys
and girls, while those in the senior high school are young
men and women.
All of the physiological and psychological differences
which have been stated by the specialists in this field and
which it is not my province to restate here, urge the three
year junior high school.
Children in grade nine, bear a close resemblance to the
pupils in grade seven and eight than to those in the sopho-
more class in the senior high school. The three year junior
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high school promotes homogeneity in groups cind hence the
teaching is more effective.
The 6-3-3 Plan Possesses Greater Holding Power
The factor of ehmination does mtt l)egin to manifest
itself until aljout the age of fourteen, the close of the com-
pulsory attendance period. Surely, if education is the ])()tent
and beneficent force American laymen and educators believe
it to be, none can secure too great an amount, provided only
it be of right quality and adapted to individual needs. In
grades eight and nine mortality is greatest. Under the
uresent system v\-ith many pupils the receipt of the junior
high school diploma is coincident with attainment of the
legal age for entering industry. This "lireak" at the end i-f
the eight year encourages all too many to discontinue their
school education at an early age. The 6-3-3 plan tends to hold
these at least one year more. Very extensive operation of
this plan throughout the country proves conclusively that
the numbers passing to the senior high school have in-
creased.
The 6-3-3 Plan Benefits the Senior High School
TU' retention of the ninth grade pupils in the junior high
school attendance in the senior high school is more limited
to students of like interests, requirements, and ages. The plan
makes the senior high school administration and instruction
more efficient.
The 6-3-3 Plan Makes Possible the Attainme^iit of the Real
Objectives of the Junior High School.
One of the chief ])ur])oses of the junior higli school is to
provide a wide range of opportunity for children to test
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their ca])acitics and al)ilitics, and to discover gradually in the
program presented the particuhir curriculum l)est suited to
their educational and vocational needs. The aim is to awaken
an interest rather than to master com])letely a logical ar-
rangement of subject matter. Here tlie child should l)e led
to acquire a new knowdedge of his own s]jecial abilities and
obtain a vision of the possiljilities of the value of higher
education. Three years enable the junior high school teacher
far more effectively to lead the youth t<j this goal than does
the shorter period of two years.
I have stated the benefits of the 6-3-3 ])lan because 1
believe firmly in this organization and ho])e that my state-
ments may lead to a consideration of the subject by all in-
terested in the schools.
The Need of Another Special or Opportunity Class
Even casual visitors in our schools have noted the
great number of over-aged pujiils in the several grades. Some
of these children are naturally very slow in grasping school
work; some are retarded because of inability to speak, read,
and write in English; others have not progressed with chil-
dren of their own chronological age, because of illness,
numerous changes of residence, and many other factors. The
following tables indicating this retardation is noteworthy.
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Report of Principal of High School





1 herewith sul)mit my ninth annual rep-ort for the v'^eni'.r
High School.
The present enrollment of the school i-, so large thai
it seems unnecessary to refer to the need of additional room
If about the same per cent of the elementary school g'radrates
enter the high school as in former ye;irs, there arc." ce:tain
to be from 950 to 975 students in a building that av;is made
to accomodate 735.
There is of course the alternative of shortening the morn-
ing session for the three u])i)er classes and admitting the
freshmen to a session in the afternoon. I'ndoubtedly this
unsatisfactory and temporary arrangement would frighten
away enough pupils so there would be no increase.
There must at once be room for another physics labor-
atory. The equipment was so taxed this year that many
pupils were changed to other courses. I'he choice of studies
should be regulated In' the student's real need, and not b>-
the available space for recitations.
The library should be enlarged to give twice the space
it now occupies. This could easily be done l)y including the
room adjoining now used as a class room. 1 have again,st
my better judgment refrained from asking for a librarian,
but I am sure that the present size of the school warrants it.
This would give every freshman one period each week for
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library instruction. The fact that the school should, by its
courses, prepare the ])upils in some measure for their future
work, sometimes overshadows the other perfectly legitimate
aim of preparing them to use well the time when they are
not working. Those accjuainted with the administration of the
law to criminals have long recognized that the greatest tend-
ency to commit crime comes at a time when [)eople are not
working—during their leisure hours or days. To teach pu])ils
to occupy this leisure, educators feel is the duty of the school.
The library habit and the reading habit should be developed.
Students from the last graduating class went to the
post-secondary schools listed below
:
New Hampshire ITniversity 15
Keene Normal vSchool 10




Bentley School of Finance 2
Plymouth Normal School 2










This list ought to be a counter-irritant against the hasty
statements of the uninformed or the misinformed who say
that the school does not prepare for college.
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The claim thcit our graduates cannot maintain a passing
rank can be dismissed as unworthy of notice when the real
facts show that during very recent years Nashua High
School pupils have been graduated from Dartmouth, Smith,
Wellesly, Radcliffe, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
and other ccrtificate-rec|uiring colleges.
The following excerpt from a letter from Professor Bill,
Dean of Freshmen, Dartmouth College, ought to be included
in this report although it has already been given some
•p'ublicity.
"Since 1904 the Nashua High School has sent approx-
imately sixty men to Dartmouth, and I have the first sem-
ester record of each of these men, and after all is said and
done that record is the only thing that counts as far as prep-
aration of the school is concerned. The record for the entire
period has been very decidedly, I think, above the average,
but during recent years it has been much above the average.
For exemple, last year there were seven boys entering from
Nashua High, only one of whom failed any course the first
semester, and every one of whom with the exception of this
one man had a first semester rec(jrd a good many points
above the average of the class. The four men who entered
in 1924 had no failures. One in 1922, no failures. One in 1921,
no failures. Three in 1920, not only no failures but exception-
ally high grade work."
The size of the task placed on the high school is not
realized by all the people. To some parents the school means
an opportunity for their children to become high school
graduates, to others it means an opportunity for them to grad-
uate from the commercial department and be placed in a
money-earning position, to others an oportunity to secure cer-
tificate for college, and to still others preparation for the
passing of the college examinations. Often parents fail to see
in the school anything except their own objective. It is certain
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that a general city hi.yh schoul cannot si)ecialize in onlv one
fie'd of endeavor to the exckision of the others.
This simply means that this school cannot compete with
or cannot fairly be compared with private college ])reparatorv
schools for either l^oys or girls, or with special schools which
are in reality college prei)aratory schools.
The following figures received from five of the women's
colleges show quite clearly the difficulty the high r.chools
face.
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Asbestos Wood and Shingle Company




Tm]>roved Paper Machinery Company
International Paper Box Machine Company
Jackson Mills
Maine Manufacturing- Company
J. F. A'IcElwain Company
W. H. McElyyain Company
Nashua Brass Company
Nashua Gummed and Coated Paper Com])any
Nashua Manufacturing Company
Nashua Metal Culyert Company
Nashua Paper Box Company
Proctor 1 brothers
White Mountain Freezer Company
Wonalancet Company
G. N. Andreyvs Insurance
J. L. Clough & Son Insurance
James B. Crowley Insurance Agency
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
H. H. Phaneuf & Son Insurance
Mabel A. Thom))son Insurance Agency
James F. Whitney Insurance Coni]:)any
Citizens' Guaranty vSavings Bank
Indian Head National Bank
Nashua Trust Company
















C. S. Clement & Company
Chamberlain Patten & Company
City Coal Company





Mercer Brothers Garage Company
Nashua Buick Company
Nashua Coal and Coke Company
Nashua Rubber Company
Philip Morris & Company
W; R. Peterson Company
Peter Prew & Company
Hudson-Essex Company
Speare Dry Goods Company
Public Service Ccimpany of New Plampshire
Standard Oil Company
L. E. Winn Supply Company





Nashua Senior High School
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Nashua Junior Fligh Scliool
City Clerk's Office
Nashua Chamber of Commerce
Nashua Country Ckib
Nashua Street Railway Cumi)any
New England 'rele])hone and Telegraph C()m])anv
D. F. Holt and Son
Osgood Construction Company
Pennichuck Water Works
Boston and Maine Railroad
Roby Farm Dairy
Those who cry back to the homely fundamentals liave but
a slight acquaintance with the real facts of classroom pro-
cedure. The vocational subjects, which arc at |)resent the
object of sus])icion, furnish a most admirable method of teach-
ing these very fundamentals in which it is suggested that our
pupils should be equipped and grounded. The advocates
of vocational curtailment need only to be reminded that
the growth of the school in recent years has been because
of these very subjects. Small chance of success will any "back
to school" movement have if the ])upils are to be deprived
of those subjects for which they attend school.
The work in music under the efficient leadership of A^r.
Elmer Wilson has been very creditable. An orchestra of fifty
pupils hold two one-hour rehearsals each week and an en-
thusiastic chorus rehearses once each week. The efforts of
these music |)upils have l)cen not only a great benefit to
themselves but also have interested and entertained the whole
school.
1 recommend that two one-hour orchestra rehearsals
eount as one-fourth of a point (subject) and also that the
chorus work count as one-eighth of a ])oint.
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The followin*;- datri i)rcscnt information in reg-ard to size
of classes and cnrricula.
(U ^-
Report of the Principal of Junior High





Herewith 1 resi)ectfully submit to you the annual rc])ort
for the Junioi- lli.uh School for the year 1926.
The school has completed its first year's work under the
approval of the State Department of Education. It is "Tatify-
uv? to Compare our record with the other schools of the
state as shown by the "vSecondary Reports" issued by the
State r5(;ard of Education.
It was expected that at the o]K'ninj4' of school in Se])tem-
ber there would be a return to normal registration but such
was not the case. The registration reached its highest jjoint
Net which was 682. The congested conditions necessitated
the removal of the last special room and the addition of Miss
Mary Bingham to the Junior High School staff. It is cjuitc
evident that we must not expect relief by means of a reduc-
tion in registration. Our divisions are working at maximum
capacity which is 40. Last year there were thirty-two pupils
per teacher which was one of the heaviest teacher-loads in
the state. This stands out in com])arison with the teacher-load
of the senior high school of this city which was twenty-three
]:)upils per teacher (1925-26 Secondary Reports, page 4).
For the last two years I have requested the serious con-
sideration of adopting the 6-3-3 plan. The 6-3-3 plan is almost
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universally recognized as the proper system of elementary
and secondary education. Under this system there are six
years of elementary school, three years of junior high school,
and three years of senior high school. The intermediate
period of three years of the junior high school covers early
adolescence. The 6-2-4 ])lan which is in ojjeration here is only
justifiable on the basis of l)uilding facilities. Indeed, its in-
ception was due to the fact that building facilities usually
were more ada]3ted to such an arrangement.
To bridge successfully the gap from elementary school
to senior high school a longer intermediate period is neces-
sary. The pupils of the ninth year or freshman year are more
closely allied to children of the seventh and eight years than
to those of later years in high school. This is true l)oth from
the standpoint of physical develoi)ment as well as from
mental development as manifested by their common interests
and diversions. The aim of the junior high school is not to
cover a prescribed amount of subject matter but rather to
ascertain the potential capacities of the pupils adapting its
methods to develop them, thereby ultimately realizing their
maximum expression. With an annual influx of fifty per cent
of the school population as well as a corresponding exodus,
it is impossible to make these observati(Mis except in a limited
way. The child is just at the point where we can really do
something for him when he leaves for high school to embark
on a new sea of discovery.
It is not unfair to say that in the senior high school the
subject matter of instruction rather than the child itself is
the center of interest for the teacher. Freshman classes are
always a thorn in the flesh of senior high school teachers.
This is largely due to the fact that the teachers themselves
fail to recognize the fundamental differences l)etween teach-
ing ]»upils at this age and of the u])i)er classes. Much of the
mortality of high school takes i)lace at this time and actual
experience has shown that tht- 6-3-3 ])lan eliminates a great
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deal of this mortality. The 6-3-3 ])hin is in operation throuj;h-
out the West and in many cities of the East. Massachusetts,
in particuhir, has favored the phm, and only recently Boston
has reorganized upon the 6-3-3 basis. As the registration of
the high school increases, demanding larger accommoda-
tions, it is extremely opportune for a special committee to
investigate the feasibility of inauguring this system. To con-
tinue the present system needs something more justifiable
than sentimental reasons.
Last year 1 emphasized the need of closer articulation
(jf the work of the juinor high school. Let me quote in part
from the l^ulletin entitled "Administration" issued by the
State Board of Education
:
Articulation
"The work of the junior high school should be closely
articulated with elementary school below and with the senior
high school above. Such closer articulation will be effected
by the following measures.
L Exchange of class room visits among the teachers at
least once a term.
2. Exchange of visits once a term between the head-
master of the high school and the principal of the junior
high school and between the principals of the junior high
and elementary schools.
3. At least four conferences a year between the
teachers of similar subjects in the sixth grade and in the
junior high school.
4. A similar exchange of conferences each term between
:he teachers of similar subjects in the junior and senior high
schools.
5. Adjustment of the content of the C(jurses in the
junior and senior high schools in order to give advanced
work in the subjects previously studied by entrants from
junior high schools. Special attention needs to be given to
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making the work in foreign languages, English and
Mathematics in Grades IX to XII ]jrogressive rather than
repetitive of what has l)ecn done in the junior high school.
Pu])ils who complete the two standard units in Alathematics,
Arithmetic and Concrete Geometry in Grade VII and Arith-
metic and Concrete Algebra in Grade VIII. should, if
Mathematics is continued in ( irade IX, perform much more
than Elementary Algebra to Quadratics. They ought to com-
plete in Grade IX Elementary .\lgel)ra and Intermediate .Al-
gebra or Elementary Algebra and a term of Trigonometry
or a term of Plane Geometry.
• In conclusion, closer articulation ])etween the work of
the Junior High vSchool and that of the schools above and
below can be affected onl\- Ijy \^d^ole-heartcd co-operation,
according to detailed plans worked out in conference, and
by a determination on the part of each group of teachers to
take the pu])ils forward as far as ^jossible on the basis of their
degree of attainment at the time of entering each school."
Much has been done to articulntc the junior high school
with the elementary schools. There has been an exchange of
visits by the teachers which has resulted in many helpful
suggestions.
The school still maintains its various activities such as,
.Assemblies, Clubs, Junior Police, Physical Exercises, School
paper, Prize Speaking, lUiseball and Pasketball. Our school
])aper had the distinction of wdnning first prize in a national
contest of school i)ublications. The luisketball team won the
New England Junior cham])ionship.
T am indebted to the Su])erintendents for many sug-
gestions and aids which have materially imi)roved the work
of the scho(»l. To the Poard of Education I exi)ress"my ap-
I)reciati(/n for its hel]j and co-operation.
Resi^ect fully submitted,
EARLE T. TRACEY, Princi])al.
Report of Director of Music
The Board of Education,
Nashua, New Hami)shire.
I herewith res])ecttully submit my re])ort of the Music
Department.
The work mider new sui)ervision beg-an the first of
October 1926. .\fter a quick survey of the resources and con-
ditions, ])lans were made for the deveh)pment of choral and
instrumental work both in junior and vSenior Hi^di Schools.
Choral chisses were started in the Junior Hij^h under the
Junior teachers as a tem])orary arran^^x-ment in the various
rooms. In the second term this has been chan^t,'-e(l and ckisses
in lart^er numiicr and liehl in the asseml)ly hall under the
direct teaching- of the sui)ervisor. At this point 1 must say
that there are some very fine voices in the Junior high among
the boys and girls, and part singing is being developed.
The Junior High Orchestra is regularly rehearsed by
Miss Kelley very satisfactorily, and the supervisor from time
to time gives the orchestra personal direction.
Early in October the High School forces made an ob-
jective by announcing a music festival to be given on Novem-
ber 19. This allowed not (piite two months of rehearsing, but
for the morale of the music students under the unsettled
conditions the festival seemed necessary.
The pui)ils took hold with a will and great interest. The
chorus of 250 learned their choral selections and with or-
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chestral accompaniment g-ave a wonderful performance on
the evening- of November 19.
The orchestra, at first small, started work in October.
The ]jlayers were quite unaccustomed to strict symphonic and
ensemble routine, but advanced rapidly so that at the Festival
they gave a very creditable ])erformance of their program
numbers.
Interest in the orchestra has l)een shown by new players
applying for positions. It now numbers about fifty.
The weekly assemblies (jf the High School have been
made more interesting by the orchestra furnishing the music,
])laying" the marches and songs, also playing a concert number
from time to time.
At this writing the music pupils in l)oth chorus and or-
chestra are busily engaged in the pre])aration of the opera
"Pinafore" by Gilbert and Sullivan.
Sometime during music week in May, the Music Depart-
ment is planning to give a great Festival by our forces, chorus
and orchestra, and ho])e to score a great musical success.
I wish to mention at this time the eighty boy sopranos,
who helped in the November 19th concert, trained by Miss
King; they were excellent.
Much credit must be given to Miss Ltjrd of the High
School Faculty who plays the piano for the chorus in the
])re])aration of our i)ul)lic ])erf()rmances.
I also wish to state that the High School Princii)al, Mr.
Walter vS. Nesmith, is a great factor in the music course, tie
is interested in the music work and does all he can that will
help.
The same is true of Mr. Earle T. Tracey, Princi])al of
the junior High. Co-operation from these sources is of great
value to the supervisor.
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In closing; my rc])()rt 1 would like t(} say that there is
a great o])])! irtunit}' in Nas'uia for some service club to be
the sponsors of a school l)an(l.
If \ve ha<:l a certain n.r.niber of band instruments as a
bej^'-hmin..;- in the junior Ilii^h. in two years we would have .1
fine liand of fifty ])la_\-e;s I liopc sincerely that this (>'{i-





Report of Supervisor of Elementary Music




I am submitting' m)- first report as Music vSui)ervis()r 'n
the Elementary schools of Nashua, New Hampshire.
The aim in Pul)lic vSchool Music is the ap|)reciation oi
good music on the ])art of the child. The three essentials
necessary in the accomi)lishment of the aim are: Voice
Culture, Tnter])retation. and Music Reading-.
Voice Culture is taught by imitation and suggestion and
is a memory process. Interi)retation is taught by imitation
and suggestion and is also a memory process. Music Reading,
the most important of all. is the al)ility to read music. This
is a reasoning process taught by a ])edagogical arrangement
of the principles of Time and Tune.
In the first grade the children are taught their songs by
rote, voice culture and interpretation being taught by imita-
tion and suggestion.
In the second grade, music books. Introductory Music,
are placed in the hands of the children. These books contain
a few songs which the i)U])ils have learned in the first gra<ie.
Their first experience in note reading comes when they learn
the notes of these familiar songs by rote. After becoming
familiar \\'ith the scale and the staff and having been in-
fcjrmed where "do" is, by the teacher, they work out their
tunes for themselves.
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When the i)ui)ils i eacli the lliird .qradc tlu'v are tau.uht
to find "di»" for themselves, are shaven their first K'ssous in
rhytlmi s.) that, at tliis time, they are well on the road to
"Music Keading."
Durin;;- the fourth, fifth, and sixth i^'rades tlie childien
are taught rhythms and chromatics, these elements being-
borne out in two ]>art music in the fifth grade and three
part music in the latter part of the sixth grade.
On November nineteenth eighty l)o}' so'pi anos, sekctcvi
from the various sixth grades of the city, ;issisted at a concert
which was given at the Auditorium under the direction ,;f
Mr. Elmer Wilson, v^ui)ervisor of Music in the Junior ihj.;h
and Senior High v^chools of the city.
The hearty co-o])eration of the vSu])erintendent, the
the School r>oard, the Music Committee, and the teachers
has been much ap])reciatcd.
Respectfully submitted.
MARION A. KING.
Supervisor of Music in Elementary vSchools.
Report of Director of Manual Arts





I submit to you the annual re])Mrt of the xManual Arts
Department for the year 1926.
For the past few years T have planned the ])re vocational
work of this department along the lines of \oc-itio:i-i
guidance. 1 have tried to give each grade a different field
of work, but my ])lans have not yet fully materialized.
A class in occupations, supplementing this shoj) work,
would aid a boy in "finding himself." I would like to see such
a class organized, either in the first or second year of junior
High School.
The courses given, are as follow/
:
Sixth grade—Knife work for lb to 16 weeks; balance
of the yetir elementary bench work.
Junior High School.
First year—Ik-nch work.
Second year—Elementary electricity and mechanical
drawing.
Senior High vSchool.
Freshman—Work for the school system for the fi^st 15
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to 16 wc-rks ; l)alaiicc of school year, cal)inc't makinj^-. Mechan-
ical ih-awini;' for 38 weeks.
v^opliomore— Pattern makinj;- and niouUlini;; in lead,
mechanical dra\\ini4'.
Junior—Auto mechanics, automotive electricity, and
mechanical drawing'.
Senior—Machine sho]) practice, mechanical drawin,G^.
The usual amount of scliool re])air work and new work
was done by this department. vSome of the larger projects
Iniilt were l)leachers for tlic .\thletic Association to accom
modate l.SO ])eople to I)e used at the Y. M. C. A. Eight large
maple tables, 8'x 36" wide, witli ten drawers in each table,
were l)uilt for the Domestic Science Department.
With the exception of adding Mr. Martin, wlio has proved
an al)le and efficient teacher, the staff remains the same.
Tt has been a ])leasure to work with my assistants this
past year, and the success of the dei)artment is due to their
hearty co-operation and su])i)ort.
In my annual rei)orts, I Iiave gone into some detail, trying
to show the crowded conditions under which we are laboring.
Additional floor si)ace should I)e ])rovided, if we are to con-
tinue our i)resent curriculum.
I wish to thank the members of the Manual Arts Com-
mittee for their h(di)ful suggestions, loyal support, and co-





Report of Director of Domestic Science





In Se])tember Miss Gcitrude F.lakney of Pottersvillc.
Massachusetts, was elected to fill the vacancy caused by the
resig-nation of Miss Georgia Gutterson. Miss Rlakney is a
graduate of the four year course at Framing-ham Normal
School and holds the degree of I'achelor of Science from that
institution. She is doing work in the grades and Junior High
School.
The work in the grades and in High School is being
carried on with an ever increasing emphasis on the Ilealtli
of the individual girl.
The iM-eshman Class in clothing was so large this yr-ar
that an extra division was formed, which is under the direction
of Miss Marion She])herd.
The Senior Class in Home Organization has comi)letely
furnished a teachers' rest room in the Quincy Street School.
Money was earned by the teachers and turned over to the
girls who selected and paid for all the furnishings, thus
proving that they were fully able to ])ut their theories into
practice .
A Home Economics Club has been formed in the High
School which has held three successful meetings. Members
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of this clul) may return Tliursday afternoon for Arts and
Crafts work under the (Urection of Miss ])olan.
Tlie de])artment lias had charg'c of a Health Club and an
Arts and Crafts Club in tlie Junior lli^h Sehool. 'Jdic Health
Clul) is planning;' to earn money enough to pay the expenses
of two children who have to be sent to the hosi)ital for a slight
operation.
New Ham|)shire State University has sent a cadet
teacher to this department for her practice, teaching in Home
Economics.
During the past year four of the seven teachers in the
department have taken extension courses, one an eight-week
practical course in Dietetics in Massachusetts General
Hospital, and one a summer course at New Hampshire State
University.
Our work in the High School C(tuld be made much
l)roader if we had projjerly ec|uipi)ed rooms in which to work.




Report of Director of Drawing
Air. Charles H. Noycs,
Supc: intendcnt of Schools,
Nash.; a, New tlampshire.
Dear Sir
:
In my last report I stated that the work of the drawing-
department had increased to such an extent that a seccmd
teacher was needed. The committee on drawing, in com])liance
with my recjuest for an assistant, recommended Miss Edna
M. vSanl^orn, a graduate of the Massachusetts Normal Art
School, and the Board of Education at its May meeting-
elected Miss Sanborn to the ])osition of assistant drawing
teacher.
When the schools o|)ened in September we divided the
work in the following way. Miss Sanborn supervises the
work in the first four grades, and I in the fifth and sixth
grades and in the Juni )r high. In the Senior high school the
divisions of the Freshman and Sophomore classes, electing
drawing, arc divided about equally between us.
With two teachers each grade is Ijeing visited every
other week, instead of every fourth week, and drawing is
being offered for the first time as an elective in the sopho-
more class in the Senior high school.
In Sei)tember Mr. Frederick Whitney began his seccjnd
course in "Method in Art Instruction." Fifty-one teachers at-
tended. The ])ractical prol)lems, in ])aper coloring, bookbind-
ing, and cardboard construction, which the teachers worked
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out with Mr. Whitney, were suital)le, with slij^ht mothfica-
tions, for the Cliritmas work in the hii^her t;rammar grades,
and in the hiiih scliool. The teachers and i)ui)ils enjoyed the
work and ])roduced some very interesting^" results.
An increased interest in art instruction and a correlation
of art \\-ork with other subjects makes an increased demand
for colored crayons, i)aints, I)rushes, paste and drawing.;"
pai)crs. The sui)lies are not being- wasted out twice as many,
at the very least, are l)eing used as were used five years ago,




Report of Director of Health and
Physical Education





1 hereby submit my first report as Director of Health
and Physical Education in the ])ublic schools of Nashua.
The activities listed under the term "Health and Physical
Education" constitute a relatively new part of our program.
In certain sections of the country these ])hases of the curric-
ulum have been thoroui^hly introduced. In many communities
practically nothing' has been accomplished. Even in sections
where liealth and i)hysical education are recognized as im-
portant elements of the entire school ])rog'ram, lack of ecjui])-
ment, time, ])layg rounds around tlie schools, of supervision
and of teacher training-, have retarded progress. Even in the
So-called "i)rogressive" school systems the ])rog"ram of health
and phvsical education is still considered an ex])eriment. Here
in Nashua we have i)assed the ex])erimental stage and realize
how imi)ortant the de])artment of health, and ])hysical educa-
tion is to the ])ui)ils in the school system. However, if we are
to increase our efficiency and thus reach every boy and girl
it v\'ill naturally necessitate the ex])enditure of more time and
money in o'-dcr to develop ;i comi)r('hensive ])rogram in health
and physical education.
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Health and I'liysical Jviucation as an administrative





IVotective measures ado])ted by the school to conserve
and im])rove the health of the children.
1. Health examinations. The majority of schools are
conducting- various ]>rograms. more or less complete and
thoroui.idi. in examinin.c, measuring", and testing the growth
and health of chiMren in the schools.
2. The follow-up i)r()g'ram and correction of remediable
health defects.
Some of these discovered defects are corrected in the
school itself; such as (a) certain conditions of malnutrition;
(b) functional defects of posture and other ortho])edic
defects; (c) defective mental and emotional habits.
3. Daily health insi)ection.
This phase of health service is to discover whether the
child is in good enough health to be in school that day with
reference to his own welfare and educational progress; also
to determine whether the child shows signs of health dis-
turbance indicating the possibility of his conveying- to other
pupils some form of communicable disease, by his presence
in school.
4. School sanitation.
Is concerned with the factors affecting- health in the
school plant and its surrounding; in construction, equipment,
and maintenance.
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5. First aid and safety provisions.
This i)hase of health service includes the first aid outfits
and the trained skill of school officials and teachers in meet-
ing the emergency situations. This is an important subject
to teach all chiklren in all grades, as it forms a part in health
education.
6. Immunization of school children against infectious
and communical)le disease.
It is recognized today that jirotection of school children
by isolation, quarantine, and forms of immunization against
communicable diseases, are as important for the life and
health of the child as the entire range of health habits and
other phases of personal hygiene.
7. Teaching of health.
This includes the hygienic administration and manage-
ment of the school with reference to all conditions and phases
which have not been considered under the care of personal
health of the children, under first aid and other measures al-
ready mentioned.
8. Health of teachers, of janitors or custodians, and
other school officials and employees coming in contact with
school children.
We are advocating that a thorough physical and medical
examination be given t(» all employees at least once a year
either by their own family ])hysician or the school doctor. It
will be readily ai)i)arent to those who consider this i)roblem
of school health that the factors of example and influence
of teachers, determined by their owm health, will have
fundamental and vital effects up(in the health of their pupils,
particularly upon nervous, mental, emotional well l)eing.
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Health Education
Conscious provision is gradually Ix'in^- made in the curric-
ulum for health education each year, each month, each week,
and each day in the school life of the children in tlie kinder-
garten and elementary school. 'I'his health education will
also l)e carried on in the Junior and Senior tligh v^chool. 'i'he
ideal of health is not mere freedom from obvious difformities
and pathological symptoms. It is the realization of the highest
physical, mental, and spiritual i)()ssil)ilities of the individual.
Individual Posture and Corrective Work
We realize the im])ortance of good posture and the cor-
rect use of the body cannot be too strongly emphasized. The
correct position of the b(>dy and the way in which it is used
have a very definite influence upon the health of the in-
dividual. A well set up body and good physique improves
one's physical appearance and thus increases one's confidence
and self respect. Good posture also indicates poise, strength,
efficiency and force while a slouched position suggest the
opposite.
To carry on this work efficiently we must have sufficient
equipment such as : small room, with abundant light and
fresh air, arranged as a special gymnasium for this work,
equi])ped wdth floor coverings or mats ; stall-l)ars ; l)enches ;
large mirror; small ])ill()ws; wands and dumb-ljells; weight
and height measuring scales
;
photographic outfit for making
silhouettegraphs of boys.
Physical Education
Phvsical education is the contribution made to the com-
plete education of the Child in prej^aration for life by big
muscle activities, such as : play, games, athletics, gymnastics,
dancing, pantomime, dramatic activities, swimming", hiking.
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camping-, scouting- and similar activities. Our ])r()gram readies
every boy and girl in the entire school system Init there are
limitations which ])revent the i)ossil)le ideal program.
Through the selection of certain kinds of activities, aims
to promote ])hysical and organic vigor, to improve posture,
and to develop skill, g-racc poise and coordination. It also
aims to develops knowledge and hal)its of hyg'ienic living- and
seeks to build in each individual a ]:>hysical conscience, or a
desire to l)e in body all that nature intended. This type of
work also offers an o])i)ortunity for wholesome social con-
tact with others and through the rules of the game develops
mental and moral qualities.
Kinds of activities are selected so as to stimulate an
interest in the real love of exercise, and should furnish ]>upils
with a knowledge of wholesome exercise for their leisure
time. The amount of time that is allowed this subject is not
sufficient for normal development of pupils of high school
age, and it is desirable that the work offered during- school
hours l)e sup]ileme,nted by exercise conducted after school
hours, out of doors on the playground and athletic fieild.
Activities for Girls
We are ])re])aring- this year a ])rog-ram of health and
])hysical activities for girls and special attention will be given
to exercises ada])ted to meet the need of the individual girl.
All work will l)e conducted out of doors during the fall and
s])ring terms, and the recreational tyi)e of exercise is used.
With indoor arrangements such as they are, the work with
girls in both the high schools is mort' or less handicaii])ed.
It is also necessary to have a trained lady assistant to super-
vise the first three lower grades in play, and health work
and also coach and organize high school athletics for girls.
ICventualh' classes will be divided into small g-rou])S, and
each girl will have an op])ortunity to participate in the games
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1;csl suited to Ikt ability and strenf^tli. Every girl receives
instruction in recreational activities that she can use outside
oi scliool. Competitive sports and shames for every season
of the year are i^lanned so as to give every girl in the high
sclrfiol a chance to ])articipate. We must ])lace em])hasis upon
getting all g;irls into the game, rather than coaching one
team at the exclusion of the majority.
What We Have Accomplished Thus Far
A systematic ])rogressive program of natural and re-
lated physical activities has been pre]~)ared and is nuw being
carried out in the elementary schools. This includes exercise,
free and su])ervised play and i)osture work. There will be a
demonstration during the year of the actual work now taught
in the elementary schools. At the end of the school year
there will Ijc a final exhibition of health and physical activities.
This will include the entire school system. In the elementary
schools the grade school teachers are dciing excellent work
in the field of health and physical education. .Along with the
usual routine work there are other factors used, namely:
Health talks and charts. Posters, Efficiency Tests and Films.
In securing health im])rovement the following devices are
used to secure results: (a) Classroom teaching; (b) Weighing
and measuring; (c) Individual work with underweight
children; (d) Morning inspection; (e) vScrapbooks, posters and
similar devices ; (f) Competition; (g) Correlation.
Daily Exercise Period
In both high schools every morning at the end of the
second period a set of ])h}'sical exercises is given to all pupils.
The classrooms are flooded with fresh air during this period.
Pupils are invigorated, posture is improved, monotony broken,
and the routine of the morning is not interfered with. Mr.
Chenev Lawrence directs the exercises held in the drill room
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three days ])vr week. With more time and an opportunity to
take the boys outside f()r ten minutes per day wc fell that
more can l)e accomi)lished and better results obtained. This
is only a start in the ri^ht direction.
A leaders corps selected from the pu])ils is especially
trained to lead the classes held in the various rooms. The
leaders are changed often, and new sets of exercises always
in preparation. There are four to six leaders for each room
and they meet once a week for added instructions. The
Junior Hi.gh Leaders help wonderfully in this work as they
have more time and instruction.
Phvsical education cannot succeed \\'ithout facilities, and
the retarded physical development of children cannot be
"made u])" like a deficiency in an academic subject. We must
see to it that their physical growth and development is not
handica]:)ped in the beginning. Let us strive for a well
equipped stadium, with gymnasium to su])plement this out-
door institution. If the school facilities for physical education
in natural activities are such that all the children in the com-
munity, of all ages, can find the op])ortunity for i)lay ])eriods.
it is certain to show results in their future development.
However, the time needs of [tupils for ])]iysical education
and the influence of adult social conditions on ])lay out of
school demand that the time needs should be guaranteed, in
so far as i)ossil)le, by the school.
What the wisest and best parent wants for his t)wn child,
we should dem;ind for all the children in the city of Nashua.
And that means a comi)rehensive i)rogram of health and
physical education that reaches every boy and girl in the
entire school system.
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Rcctjmmendations arc :
1. One Budget for the entire de])artment.
2. Gymnasium or the use of auchtorium and drill room.
3. Special room for "Health Work" such as posture work.
4. Materiad for immunization work in the schools.
5. A stadium for outdoor activities.
6. Equipment for Mass .\thletics, in all schools.
7. Credit for Health and Physical Imi)rovement.
8. More time given to this wcudc in both the high schools.
9. Place for an open air school in the Pligh School annex.
10. Lady assistant for girls.
Much credit is due to those who are giving their time




Report of School Nurse





Each year the number of children desirinj^' work done at
the Dental Clinic increases. This, of course, speaks well for
the good work done by the School dentists. If this increase
of applicants, for dental work, continues either more hcjurs
or more dentists will be needed.
The same dentists, wdio have assisted at the clinic for
the past eight vears, are still working with zeal and interest.
Their hours are from 1:30 to 5:00 P. M. and they give one
hundred and forty half days per year. Five or six children
receive dental service in an afternoon, the number depending
on the condition of the teeth. Some extreme cases, because
of neglect, recjuire time and thought on the dentists' ])art.
From Sei)teml)er 1925 to June 1926, 718 children received
dental care. The number of fillings were 1,406, cleanings 676,
extractions 1,162.
It is interesting to notice how much the children are
doing to keep their teeth in good condition. To develop this
interest, tooth brush drills have l)een given in all the grades,
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and pamphlets relating- to the care of the teeth have heen
distributed to the children to take home. The teachers through
their constant reminding, and health work in their grades
have helped us to carry on this very necessary work.
The general co-o])eration which I have received I'rom the
principals and teachers, has been most helpful, an ! for tliis
1 \^•ish to tliank them.
Res|)ect fully submitted,
ELIZABHTII C. SUU.TV-N, R. N.
Report of School Nurses





The following' is a joint report of our work as school
nurses.
We have assisted the school physicians with vaccinations,
medical inspection and the ])hysical examination of each ])U])il.
Notices of defects found have been sent to the i)arents and
home visits made. The follow-up work which is probably the
most important phase of school nursing has enabled us to
come in contact with the ]jarents and the home conditions.
It is often a problem to convince the mothers of the necessity
of correcting- defects.
This year as in the past all children were weighed and
measured. Those found to be 109^ or more underweight were
given a thorough chest examination by Dr. Robert 15. Kerr.
-Ml sus])icious cases were given a Tuljerculin Skin Test and
those showing a positive reaction were X-Rayed. An oi)en
air class room would be very beneficial to this group of
children.
Through the efforts of the Community Council enough
money was raised to continue giving the mid-morning free
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milk lunches. A])pr()ximately one hundred needy children are
provided daily with milk by means of this fund.
The eye clinics, which are under the su])ervisi()n of four
optometrists, are held weekly for the examination of third
and sixth grade ])upils. All other grades are examined by the
teachers and any pupils found to have alinormal vision are
re-examined at the clinic. The average clinic attendance is
fift}--four. .\ niajority of eye defects have been corrected.
We have been very fortunate this year in having but a
few cases of contagious diseases.
We wish to thank the teachers, physicians and the Com-
munity Council for their hel])ful co-()|)eration.
Respectfully submitted,
ANNIE B. PETERSON, R. N.,
LUCY A. BEAUDET, R. N.
Report of Principal of Evening School





] submit herewith the annual report of the Evening
School lor the year 1926.
The usual meetin.i^' of teachers was held precedent to the
opening of school. At this meeting the methods, directions,
and regulations, were carefully presented to the elected staff.
The registration was conducted in the various buildings
which further im])r()ved the system which has l)een in opera-
tion for the last two years.
\t a general asseml^ly of illeteratc minors on October
7th, Mr. .Arthur llurcjue delivered an address, stressing the
opportrinit'es and benefits of Evening »School. This assembly
has proved of inestimable value.
The registration of illeterate minors is less than in recent
yea:"s. Last year there were fifteen teachers of Americaniza-
tion while at i)resent there are ten teachers. This decrease
can be attributed to one of two causes. Either industrial con-
ditions are not causing an influx of illiterates or illiteracy is
graduallv being reduced. I'robaldy the cause is a combination
of these two conditions.
The High School department, under the direction of
Miss Grace Cam])bell, has grown ra])idly. An insi)ection of
this section would convince the most sceptical of the worth
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of such work. There has Ix-'cn a ])roiiounce(l increase In the
enidhnient ot this <le]iartment, tlie registration reachins;- 166.
I'he re.gistration of llie I )omesiic Arts (lei)artment has
been hirge. This (le])artr»xent has accompHshed much and is
deservini;' of commendation as it has retained its full mem-
bershi]) throuj^hout the course which has not l)een accom-
])lished in previous years.
The course in radio has been extremely ])o])ular and has
been well elected and attended. The course is under the
direction of Mr. \ictor Guertin.
To the end that the strictest economy be j^ractised
without ini])airinj.i efficiency even in the slightest degree,
'ivery instructor in the evening school section of the Manual
Arts Department was assigned a class. With the Assistant
.Superintendent and the Principal of the evening schools free
to supervise, it was deemed unwise because extravagant to
add a supervisor on full time to this or to any department of
the school.
We have em])]oyed a "follow-up" system to ascertain the
reason why any pupil has left school. In all cases the cause
lias ]jeen emplovment or domestic conditions which neces-
sitated the discontinuance of the course.
The course in Free Hand Drawing has been started with
a very satisfactory registration under the direction of Mr.
De Kalb.
Classification of School
I. Illiterate Minors.—These are persons between the
ages of 16 and 21 who cannot read and speak English under-
standingly, and who arc recjuired by law to attend evening
school.
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2. Illiterate .\dults--Pei-S()ns 21 years (jf age or over
who cannot read or speak English understandingly, but who
are not compelled to attend evening scho(jl.
-3. Literate I\^rsons.—These are 16 years or above who














Present active enrollment 433
Number of com]ndsories 116
Numl)er of volunteers 317
Illiterate Minors—males 52, females 64
Illiterate Adults—males 35, females H
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Domestic Arts Department
Teachers' N;imi s
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Manual Arts
Teachers' Nameo
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Sui)t. Chaik's H. Noycs
Ass't Sui)t. Thomas W. Shcehan
Secretary -Marcclla P. St. Onge
Att. Officer James !'. Mulvanitv
J^iiy
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TEACHERvS, DAY SCHOOLS. DECEMBER, 1926
GRADE < R
rnSiTH)N

















Secretary Genevieve P. Campbell
Mav
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TEACHERS. DAY SCHOOLS, DECEMBER, 1926
Gi<:ade or
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TEACHERS, DAY vSCHOOLS, DECEMBER, 1926
GRADE OR
POSITION
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TEACHERvS, DAY SCHOOLS, DECEMBER, 1926
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PUBLIC DAY SCHOOLS
YEAR ENDING JUNE 1926, AS PER TEACHERS' REGISTERS
SCHOOL, GRADE AND I'OSITION
-a
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PUBLIC DAY vSCHOOLS
YEAR ENDING JUNE 1926, AS PER TEACHERS' REGISTERS
SCHOOL,, GRADE AND POSITION
-a
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PUBLIC DAY SCHOOLS
YEAR ENDING JUNE 1926, AS PER TEACHERS' REGISTERS
.
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PUi:;UC DAY SCHOOLS
YEAR ENDING JUNE 1926, AS PER TEACHERS' REGISTERS
SCHOOL, GRADE AND POSfTION
Grade 3 Anna C. Coffey 47
Grade 2 Margaret L. Cullen 36
Grade 1 Josephine S. Morrison 49
-c
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PUBLIC DAY SCHOOLS
YEAR ENDING JUNE 1926, AS PER TEACHERS' REGISTERS
SCHOOL,, GRADE AND POSITION
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PUBLIC DAY SCHOOLS
YEAR ENDING JUNE 1926, AS PER TEACHERS' REGISTERS
.CnroOI., GRAl^.E AND PCStTiON
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CONDENSED STATISTICS
FROM THE REGISTERS FOR THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 1926
Length of school year (weeks) 38
Time lost on account of weather (session) I3/2
Teachers who have had collegx or normal school
training 130
Number of visits of sujxrintendents 1,855
Number of visits of i)arents 1,998
Number of visits of committee 336
Number of classes containing one grade 66
Number of classes containing two grades .• . . 2
Number of classes containing three grades 1
Number of classes containing mixed grades 4
Numebr of opportunity classes 4
Number of opportunity classes 4
Number of pupils enrolled in evening school 604
Number of ]^u])ils to whom deposit was returned 259
Total unrepcatcd registration in day schools 4,534
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RESIGNATIONS. API'OINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS
RESIGNATIONS
Eusebius G. Hood, Music Director
Georgie Gutterson, Assistant, Domestic Science
Clara F. F^reston, Assistant Principal, High vSchool
Norman L Kearse, Assistant, High School
Helga Johnson, Assistant, High School
Margaret Marston, Assistant, Fligh School
Esther Sughrue, Grade 5, Mount Pleasant School
Dorothy Arnold, Grade 3, Mount Pleasant School
Frances O'Meara, Grade 1, Arlington Street Schocd
Ruth I'uxton, Grade 4, Crowley School
Mary Fanning, Grade 1, Lake Street School
Priscilla Ellis, Principal, Ash School Kindergarten
Edith Parrish, Suburban No. 7
Kathryn Lee, Assistant, High School
Ella Lee, Grade 2, Palm Street School
APPOINTMENTS
Ednah Sanborn, Assistant, Drawing
Elmer Wilson, Music Director
Marion King, Music Supervisor, Elementary Grades
Gertrude Rlakney, Assistant, Domestic Science
Irving E. Brown, Director of Flealth and Physical Education
Ernest H. Martin, Assistant, Manual Training
Ralph Totman, Assistant, High School
ITarvey Peach, Assistant, High School
Helen F. Lord, Assitant, High School
Margaret McGlynn, Assistant, High School
Miriam Dionne, Assistant, High School
Margaret Taylor, Grade 5, Crowley School
Evelyn Ryan, Suburban 3
Mary Sullivan, Suburban 5
Madeleine Henderscjn, Suburban 7
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TRANSFERS
Mary Bing-ham, frcrni Crowley Grade 5 to Junior Hig-h
Assistant
Ethclyn Jennings, from Temple Opportunity to Belvidere
Opportunity
M. Josephine Valcour, from Temple vStreet Opportunity to
Quincy Street O])])ortunity
/\nna Kilbane, from Crowley Grade 1 to Mount Pleasant
Grade 4
Belle G. I'urroughs, from O'Donnell Grades 2 and 3 to Mount
Pleasant Grade 3
Cecilia Sullivan, from Arlington Grades 1-2-3 to Quincy
Grade 1
Elizabeth Welch, from Quincy Grade 1 to Arlington Street
Grade 1
Margaret O'Connell, from Sul)url)an 3 to Arlington Street
Grades 1-2-3
Dorothy Halliscy, from Suburban 5 to Crowley Grade 1
Elsie Bowers, from O'Donnell Grades 1 and 2 to Crowley
Grade 1
Mildred McLaughlin, from Suburban 4 to Lake Street 1
Dorothy Cohen, from Assistant Kinsley Street Kindergarten
to Principal Ash Street Kindergarten
LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Ruth Boleman, Assistant, High School
PENSION
Ella Wheeler, Tem])le Street School
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FINANCES
FOR FISCAL YEAR JANUARY 1, 1926 TO DECEMBER 31,1926
REVENUE
Appropriation by city t^ovcrnment ....$365,000.00
Received from dog- licences 1,627.50
Received from tuition 6,909.10
Received from other sources 2,581.27
Received for per capita tax 9,294.00




Salaries of district officers $ 50.00 50.00
Superintendents' excess salary 3,250.00
Truant officers and school census 875.00 1,265.60
Expenses of administration 1,399.13 783.72
INSTRUCTION
Principals' and teachers' salaries 142,259.46 100,096.46
Text books 5,422.17 3,003.20
Scholars' supplies 12,232.23 7,393.93
Other expenses of instruction • 700.20 805.93
OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE OF SCHOOL PLANT
J anitor service 14,897.96 14,380.60
Fuel 8,586.18 9,649.60
Water, light, and janitors' supplies 5,043.62 3,404.88
Minor repairs and expenses 10,294.81 17,385.40
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AUXILIARY AGENCIES AND SPECIAL ACTIVITIES
Medical inspection—Health supervision. 4,943.01 3,179.77
Transportation of pupils 1,032.60 1,331.60
Other special activities 284.43 537.23
Tax for state-wide supervision
(per capita) 9,294.00
Total $208,920.80 175.811.92
Cash on hand at end of year 679.15
Total $385,411.87
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JUSTINE ELEANOR BACKER, Vice-President
LUCILLE BARKER, Secretary
RAYMOND GEORGE CHAPLIN, Business Mgr
SENIOR CABINET
PHILIP ANDREW SARGENT ex-officio
JUSTINE ELEANOR BACKER, ex-officio
LUCILLE BARKER ex-officio
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UPPER QUARTER 1926
1 Elizabeth Whittemore, Val
2 George H. Chamberlain
3 Ellissifean F. Parkhurst
4 Ruth Isabelle LeClaire
5 Robert Heggie
6 Wallace Blakey
7 Charlotte Anne Tinker
8 Victor Edward Maston
9 Dorothea Pauline Gage
10 Dorothy Preston Johnson
11 Juanita Elizabeth Backer
12 Anna Elizabeth White
13 Madeline Elizabeth Moran
14 Vera Myrtie Walbridge
15 Persis Helen Bancroft
16 Aletha Dorothy Aubin
17 John Lloyd Bishop
18 Bessie Edith Snow
19 Bennie Frank Kopka
edictorian
20 Howard Earle Smith
21 Muriel ElHson
22 Percy Ernest Pike
23 Ruth Elizabeth Holt
24 Phyllis Louise Noyes
25 Ralph Clinton Ellsworth
26 Frances Whiting Kennedy
27 Jeannette Mirsky
28 Paul Wellington Frost
29 Bennie Levine
30 Lucille Tolles Kimball
31 Helen Agnes Zelichouski
32 John Joseph Juknievich
33 David Brenton Webster
34 Blanche Marion French
35 Justine Eleanor Backer
36 Marguerite B. St-Onge
CLASS MOTTO
Possunt quia posse videntur
'They can because they think they can."









SONG, Creation Hvmn Beethoven
CLASS
CLASS ORATION, The Motto
GEORGE HOWARD CHAMBERLAIN
SONG, Song of the Vikings
CLASS
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GENERAL COURSE
Ruth Elizabeth Burns
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COMMERCIAL COURSE—(Continued)
Lorraine Madleine Maynard Vera Myrtie Walbridge
*Jeannette Mirsky Doris Carrick Wallace
Francis Bernard Moriarty *-Anna Elizabeth White
Lemuel Whitney Page Helen Agnes Zelichouski
Evelyn Elizabeth Parker
MANUAL ARTS COURSE
Erwin Caines P)ruce John Joseph Juknievich
Frank Harold Burns Roland Ernest Kerouac
Guy Harlan Clark Raoul Paul Minarelli
Kenneth Crockett Frederic James Parker
Kenneth Myron Evans Francis Royal Tromblay
Richard Louis Gatcomb Max Weisman
Oscar Joseph Grandmaison
HOUSEHOLD ARTS COURSE
Dorothy Roselle Bresnahan Frances Kessler
Muriel May Canfield Dorothy Laura Moody
Barbara Florence Collins Phyllis Louise Noyes
Ruby Elizabeth Fish Catherine Rice Rock
* Superior work in commercial subjects.
The Valedictorian is the highest in rank. The orator was chosen












To the Nashua Hospital Association,
Gentlemen
:
Your Executive Committee submits the following report
for the year 1926:
Total number of patients treated during the year 1926 1,931
Patients remaining in the Hospital January 1, 1926 . . 47
Surgical Patients admitted 731
Medical patients admitted 249
Obstetrical patients admitted 145
Babies 145
Number of house patients admitted 1,315
Number of out patients admitted 237
Number of out patients for X-Ray 332
Number remaining in the Hospital Jan. 1, 1926 47
Total X-Ray work for the year 562
Total number of hospital days 18,178
Largest number of patients in hospital any one day. . 74
Smallest number of patients in hospital any one day. 24
Average number patients in the hospital per day .... 50
Average time spent in the hospital 13.67
Average cost per day for patients $ ZASjA
Increase in number of patients over 1925 65















Number of i)atients who ])aid their bills in full. . . 1,520—70%
Number of patients who paid their l)ills in part. . 99— 5%
Number who delayed payment 205— lO'^v'-
Number of charity patients 30
Number of student nurses and employees ill, no
charge 30












City of Nashua 2,500.00
Insurance refund 140.01
Total 61,367.66


















Citv of Nashua 2.500.00
Total 61,367.66
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TOTAL EXPENDITURES FOR THE YEAR 1926
Salaries and wages $ 17,010.90— 15% Increase
Food 15,-^93.92— y/. Decrease
Drugs and surgical supplies 4,964.18
House supplies 1,986.46— 33% Decrease
X-Ray (Dr. Davis— 1,537.62) .... 2,358.19— 26% Increase
Coal, gas and electricity 6,055.79— 39%) Increase
Water 475.80— 397o Increare
Insurance 1,155.80
Repairs 2,988.51— 34%- Increase
A^iscellane( )us 865.43
Laundry 348.66
Stationery and printing 511.90








Compared with the work of the i)revious year thiLS
tabulation shows :
Increase ol' patients treated 3.4%
House i)at'!ents treated 14 %
Births 24 %
Obstetrical cases 24 %
Decrease
X-Ray 4 %
Out patients 13 %c
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PERCENTAGE EXPENDITURES FOR THE YEAi^ 1926
Salaries and washes
Medical and surgical supplies
Food





































Laboratory Work for the Year 1926
Chemical 1,914 Hemog-lobin 18
Microscopic 141 White blood count ... . 82
Function 4 ' Red blood count 4S





p,j,^,3^l 3^^^^ , j
Smears (G. C.) . . . . 14
p^,,^^_,^^ groupinL,^ !
Analysis of stool .... 1
i
Pleural fluid 3 | 2..316
Specimen sent to Concord and Hanover
Pathological 148 Sputum 3





The Nurses Home was o])ened in January. Tliis
building', a model of its kind, provides 50 jjrivatc roi ms for
nurses, l^esides the usual cjuota of recreation, study and
store rooms.
The new wing of the Hos^jital opened in February
adding 37 beds and 16 baby cots.
A kitchen machine was donated by the wiimen Auxiliary
at a cost of $460.00.
A new range was donated l^y the Public Service C'f New
Hampshire.
A hood was added to the Kitchen Range Equii)ment.
New lights were installed in the kitchen.
.All rooms, wards, ()i>erating room, kitclu-ns, dining ni^in
and part of the corridors were painted, floors finished and
furniture was also refinished.
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The ()'(! X-Rav room was painted and e(iui])])ed for a
plaster room.
The Estabrook Mansion occupied as a Nurses Home
durin:>- our building period in 1925 has been recen.tl>- leased
to Mr. Hector Rourcjue who has renovated the entire
stucturc and opened it to the i)ul)lic patronage as tlic-
Co'.onial Hotel. This is a distinct asset not only to the City
oi N;ishua, but to the H()Si)ital as it can ]).rovide accomodati')n
v.) visiting- relatives of out of town i)atients.
Respectfully submitted,
A. W. SHEA, Chairman.
Report of the Traieieg School Committee
With the removal of our nurses last February from the
Main vSt. House to their new Home one of the cherished
ideals of the Hospital Association became an established fact,
namely, adequate housing- for our nursing- staff.
The beautiful plant when fully equiped will have T believe
no superior in this country. You are all familiar with it and
I will not enlarge on the many benefits w^e derive from it, one
of which is the social life of the nursing- profession.
The Alumnae hold their monthly meetings at the home
and on Dec. 16, they held a bridge party which brought them
pleasantly in touch with the public and added materially to
their funds, which was a real help to the home itself, as you
remember the Alumnae Association pledged $2,400.00 to me-
moralize the library.
The New Hampshire Association of Graduate Nurses
held their December meeting in the Auditorium and served
tea.
Miss L. Clap]), Traveling Sec'y for the American Nurses
Association gave an interesting talk on "Organization" to
which all the nurses in the city were invited.
The vStaff of Graduate Nurses has been increased to seven
by the addition of a supervisor having charge of the pupil
nurses and one at the head of the obstetric department.
These with our superintendent, assistant superintendent,
night supervisor, and supervisors on each floor, make it cer-
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tain that our nurses arc getting the best of training in every
clei)artmcnt.
Mrs. Rogers Shattuck has taught dietetics in the labora-
tory at the High School, the kitchen in the nurses home not
being- as yet, fully equipped.. Arrangements have been made
with Miss Gertrude Hunt, Physiotheraphy Technician at
Brattleboro, Vt., to give a course in massage.
All lectures and classes have been completed to date. Tlie
wdiole numl)er of pu]:>il nurses now in the school is 23. Nine
graduated in October, of whom live took the State Board
Examination, and all passed with high marks. Nineteen pu-
pils entered during the year, eleven of whom remained, and
bid fair to uphold the high standard of their profession.
Res])cctfully submitted.
Dr. E. B. Atherton, Chairman.
Treasurer's Report
To the members of the Nashua H()S])ital Association.
Due to an im])roved system of accountin": installed dur-
ing the year, the treasurer's report for the year ending Dec.
31, 1926, will ])e somewhat more complete and comprehensive
than formerly in that it will show for the first time the gross
charges made against patients, or in other words, the total
amount of service rendered by the hospital during the past
year. The report will also show for the first time the gross
ges divided into classes as follows
:
Amount charged against and paid by patients. .. .$57,981.47
Amount charged against but not paid by patients. . 12,053.14
Amount charged for Free Bed Fund 3,486.22
Amount charged for services rendered student nurses
and other employees 666.50
Amount charged for services and to be uncollectable 85.50
Attention is called to the second item in the above, the
one of unpaid accounts as it now stands, it includes all un-
paid accounts for the year, both good and doubtful. The
exact amount of the latter is unknown at this date, but will
be ascertained before our next Annual Meeting and included




From Bank Eoan 5,000.00
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I'l-oin City of Nashua 2,500.00
Donations 526.75
From Miscellaneous Items 359.44
Total $72,926.88
EXPENDITURES
Paid for Salaries and Wages $17,010.99
Paid for Food 15,493.92
Paid for Permanent Imi)r(jvemcnts and Furnishings 11,515.57
Paid for Drugs and Surgical Sui)])lies 4,964.18
Paid for House Supplies 2,916.36
Paid for X-Ray Sup.plies . 2,358.19
Paid for Coal, Gas, Electricity and Water 6,351.59
Paid for Interest 7,921.83
Paid for Insurance 1,155.80
Paid for Repairs 3,400.54
Paid for Miscellaneous Items 2,233.33
Paid for Telephone 538.47
Paid for Training School Expenses 629.18
$76,669.86
Deficit $ 3,742.98
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Cash on ?Iand and in Bank 2,067.55
$14,120.69
Accounts Payable $ 3,816.14
Balance 10,304.55
$14,120.69
Our Permanent Fund has been increased during the year as
follows :
From the Estate of Carrie E. Norris . . .$ 1,850.00
From the Profit on Sale of Bonds 412.50
$ 2,262.50
Donations to the Hospital during 1926.
Ladies Charitable vSociety First Con'gl. Church $ 10.00
Beginners Department (For Children's Ward) 10.00






Mr. and Mrs. Harland Davis 10.00
Whatsoever Class of the Baptist Church 10.00
A. W. Shea M. D 10.00
Total $526.75
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The Permanent Fund consists of the following- securi-
ties and property which are in the custody of the Treasurer
:
Amount Name Rate Due
2 Shares—Odd Fellows Building Associa-
tion
6 Shares—Nashua Trust Company
10 Shares—Nashua Mfg. Company (Pfd.)
41 Shares—Sioux City Stock Yards (Com.)
$ 200.00 Shares—The Old Guaranty Sav's Bank
431.67 Shares—Savings Dept. Second Nat'l Bk.
1,000.00 Bond—Great Northern R. R. Co. (Gen'l
Mort.) 7% 1936
2,000.00 Bond—Jersey Cent'l Power & Light
Co. (1st Mort.)
^ 5i/^% 1945




5,000.00 Bond—Monongahela West Penm Pub.
Ser. (1st Mort) 5K'%' 1953
2,000.00 Bond—Indiana & Michigan Elec. Co.
(1st Mort.) 5 % 1957
5,000.00 Bond—L'tah Power & Light Co. (1st M.)6% 1944
10,000.00 Bond—Los Angeles Gas & Elec. Corp.
Gen. & Ref. (1st Mort.) 6 % 1942
2,000.00 Bond—Okla. Gas & Elec. Co. (1st Mort.) 5% 1950
5,000.00 Bond—Pub. Ser. Co. of Colo. (1st Mort.)
5/3% 1954
2,000.00 Bond—Brown Go's. (1st Mort.) 51-^% 1946
2,000.00 Bond—Ark. Water Go's. (1st Mort.) 5% 1956
3,000.00 Bond—N. Y. Tele. Go's. Ref. (1st Mort.) 6% 1941
2,000.00 Bond—N. Y. Edison Go's. (1st Mort.) 63^% 1941
5,000.00 Bond— 111. Power & Light Corp. (1st
Mort.) 67c 1953
20,450.00 Bond—U. S. Lil). Bonds 4th issue Ay^% 1938
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2,0()0.0() r.cnd—Northern Ind. Pub. Ser. Co's.
(1st iMort.) 59: 1966
5,000.00 I'.ond— IVnn. I'uhlic Ser. (1st Mort.) 6% 1947
5,000.00 Bond—Northern States Power Co. (1st
Mort.) 6% 1948





2,000.00 B.ond—West. Gas & Elec. Co. (1st M.jrt.)
5/,% 1955




2,000.00 J'.ond—Nel). Power Co. (1st Mort.) 5% 1949
2,000.00 Bond—N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co. (1st Mort.)
'
59r 1952
4,500.00 Bond—Alabama Power Co. (1st Mort.) 5% 1951
5,000.(J0 Bond—Dayton Power & Li^ht Co. (1st
'Mort.) 5% 1941
.35.(300.00 Estabroolc Property
During 1925 and 1926 the Treasurer was authorized to
borrow from banks ni'jncy in anticipation of the payments
due on the campaig'n pledges subscribed for the building and
ecjuiping- of the Nurses Home and Hospital Addition. Au-
thorization was also given the Treasurer to borrow money
with which to purchase the Estabrook property. Of the to-
tal amount ])orrowed there remains $133,834.56 unpaid. Of
this sum $35,000.00 represents the purchase price of the Es-
tabrook property, $13,500.00 the balance due on an old mort-
gage which has been on the original part of the Hospital ever
since its completion ten or twelve years ago, and $85,334.56
paid on account for the new buildings and furnishings. There
are yet to be paid on the last two installments on the cam-
])aign i)le(lges, one being due Jan. 15th and the other July
15th.
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As many of the subscriptions have already been paid in
full, the amount which will be netted from those un])ai(l has
been estimated to >be between $3QX)00#) and $35,000.00, but
even with amount paid'in we will have remaining- a net debt
of approximately $100,000.00, the financing- of which must be
taken care of. A way of doing this so that the burden of the
hos])ital may be as light as possible is being sought for by
the Executive Committee, but no definite ])lan. has been for-
mulated. It is possible that some of our members may have
helpful s.uggestions which would: l)e af assistance to the pf-
fiqers of the Association. It may also be th^t some (if our
very generous friends, uj^on learning of our condition njay
help reduce the de])t l)y sul)stantial donations. Anv money
saved in interest ])ermi'ts us to do just that much additional
free work. To avoid any misunderstanding' regarding the
funds received from the Campaign Pledg'es, I wish to state
at this time that not one cent has been cither directly or in-
directly for any purpose whatever except that for which it
v)/,as subscribed, viz; The, erection and furnishing of, a Nurses
Home and addition ,to the Hospital. ,
The Estabrook house hcis been leased for' a term of five
yearc to Mi;. Hect<ir Rou'rcjue, who has thoroughly renovated





Nashua, N. H., Jan. 18, 1927.
We hereby certify that we have examined and audited
the books of the Nashua Hospital Association and find them
correct as per statement submitted by the Treasurer, Mr.
Herbert L. Flather.
We have also seen and examined his report for the year
ending Dec. 31, 1926, checked the bank account, the invest-
ment account and the securities in his personal care and find
all to be as reported by him.
In our work of examining the books we particularly no-
ted the new system of accounting which has been in use dur-
ing the last seven months of the year and take occasion to
say that we find it a decided improvement over the previous
system. It is simple accurate and comprehensible, lessens
the labor of auditing the books and cannot help but be bene-
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HOSPITAL STAFF
Dr. James F. Greely Dr. Alonzo S. Wallace
Dr. Sam S. Dearborn Dr. Ella B. Atherton
Dr. Bernard G. Moran Dr. Timothy F. Rock
Dr. Wilfred Petit Dr. Charles E. Congdon
Dr. Patrick J. McLaughlin Dr. Alfred Daudelin
Dr. Isaiah G. Anthoine Dr. Howard E. Thompson
Dr. Augustc Guertin Dr. Joseph A. Charest
Dr. Oswald S. Maynard Dr. Demetrius P. Mocas
Dr. James S. Black Dr. Charles H. Babbitt
Dr. Arthur L. Wallace Dr. Philip McQuesten
Dr. William E. Reed Dr. William G. Cain
Dr. Mary A. Sweeney Dr. Deering Smith
Dr. Augustus W. Shea Dr. Henry O. Smith
Dr. Royland J. Joyce Dr. Albert F. Mulvanity
SPECIALIST ON NERVOUS DISEASES
Dr. A. E. Brownrigg
SPECIALIST ON DISEASES OF EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT
Dr. Frank E. Kittredge
OCCULIST






Dr. Ezra A. Jones
CONSULTING SURGEONS
Dr. Halsey B. Loder
CONSULTING PHYSICIAN
Dr. Joseph A. Pratt
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ASSOCIATES
WILTON, N. H.
Dr. Geor,£rc W. Hatch Dr. JcMin E. Powc-rs
Dr. Carrie E. Rice
HOLEIS, N.H.
Dr. George S. Hazard
DERRY VILLAGE, N. H.
Dr. Walter R. Sanders
NASHUA, N. H.
Dr. Demeriris N. Matsis Dr. Raymond H. Marcotte
DERRY, N. H.
Dr. Ralph H. P.arker Dr. George H. Beckley
Dr. Samuel J. Cogswell
GREENVILLE, N. H.
Dr. Byron D. Pease
LONDONDERRY, N. H.
Dr. Forest I. Drury
REEDS EERRY. N. H.
Dr. Paul de Nicola
PEPPERELL, MASS.
Dr. Charles G. Heald Dr. Lester R. Qua
Dr. FTed W. Lovejoy
Mr. Flather moved seconded ])y Dr. Shea and it was
v<jted that the clerk cast one ballot for the same staff as last
year with the exce])tion of Dr. George A. Staples, Dentistry
Specialist who has moved from Nashua, and the name of
Dr. J(jsc])h A. I'ratt, Consulting Physician to ])e added.











Report of the City Solicitor
To the Mayor and Board of Aldermen of Nashua.
Gentlemen
:
I submit the following report for the year ending De-
cember 31, 1926.
During the year the bridge matter was finally adjusted
by the bonding company agreeing to pay for the completion
of the bridge, the city paying only the arnount of the original
contract price.
The suit, brought by the Markarian heirs for additional
damages relative the taking of the Markarian property on
Main Street, was tried before arbitrators, and adjusted in a
satisfactory manner.
Various instruments were drawn for, and advice given
to city officials and departments..















To his Honor the Mayor and the Honorable Hoard of
Aldermen of the City of Nashua, N. H.
Gentlemen :
The Park Commissioners herein submit to y:)U a report
of their activities together with the expenditures for the
year ending- December 31, 1926.
General Upkeep
Under the direction of our sui)erintendent, Greeley Park,
South Common, Monument Sciuare, North Common, Des-
chenes Park tog;ether with the smaller plots which come
under the care of the Commission have been maintained in
a very creditalile manner. At all times they Vv-ere in very
attractive condition and were well patronized and appreciated
by all who visited them, both Ijy the citizenry of our city
as well as out of town visitors. Particularly this is so of
Greeley Park.
Removal of Moths
The Brown Tail and Cjypsy Moths are yet quite numerous
in some sections but every effort is being exerted to control
them. The Satin Moths and Elm Beetle are not as
numerous, yet no effort is being spared to destroy them.
Regarding Moths on jjrivate property, the commission has
seen to it that all were removed where the owner of the
property had so recjuested, also in other places where moths
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were found they were destroyed and cost of removal being
charged to the property owners.
This is in accordance with the State Division of Insect
Suppression. In most instances the property owners ghidly
ccimpHed but with a few individuals we met with almost no
co-operation.
South Common
During- the spring- and summer the work of grading and
seeding was comjileted. A new fence was erected on the
Lake Street side and broken posts were replaced l)y new
ones wherever needed. Plans have been made for the
planting of a cluster of Evergreen trees in the north west
corner.
North Common
The pine grove in the rear of the 1)a.ll field has been
kept free and clean from underl)rush and refuse. Also the
section fronting Sargent's Avenue has been kept mowed and
clean.
Artillery Pond Basin
Work was begun dredging the loam and piling it for
future use the excavation thus made furnishing a convenient
dumi)ing ])lace for city ashes etc.
Greeley Park
This is the beauty S]jot of Nashua and everything has
been done to maintain it as such. I'eing on the main artery
of travel it is viewed 1)y hundreds every day. Many take ad-
vantage of its tranquillity, its shade, and its conveniences.
As a restful spot for our towns]»eople and as a re-
creational place for the children and mothers it is unsur-
l)asscd.
Here considerable work was done in ])runing trees,
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cuttin,^" un(lorl)rush, mowinii' l;uvn, and doin^t;' other work
that was necessary to keep the i)ark attractive.
FINANCIAL SnWTEMENT
RECEIPTS
r.akmce on hand January 1, 1926 $ 656..64
Sale of hay, Greeley Park $ 110.00
Sale of wood, loam and money collected
for the removal of moth.s 161.10
r,. .*<: M. RK. Fire i)revention 14.00




Discounts and Receipts City Treas 283.01
11,119.75
PAYMENTS
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426 MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT REPORT
The following- Persons Died out of town and were
Brought to Nashua for Burial
VITAL STATISTICS 427
The followini;- I'ersons Died out of town and were





of Deceased ' b' ;
Disease or
Cause of Death
2&|Dowell Mass. ...(Andrew Breaiilt
^^ilTTf°'''^V^- ^- --iClara H. Sawyer . .
.'
-IMalden, Mass .[John Henry Cartey.
7 Hudson. N. H. ...|Elmer C. Winn ....
SGra.smere, N H.
. ICJementine Rainville
S Allentown N. H..|Benjamin Woods ...
Ii S^ff°"'
Mass. ... I Florence R. Powers
.







Adella Richmond . .
.
Marg-aret F. Sullivan
Abraham Boutin . .




















Lowell, Mass. . .




H.. I L. Parks 166169|Worcester, Mass. . |Brigid Rock
13 Palm Beach, Fla. . Catherine O'Tooie""
13 Hudson, N. H. ...JAlphonse Moskawicz
IS Grasmere, N. H... John K. Cha.se
20 Concord, N. H. . . Icatherine Birshall ..
24 Lowell, Mass Hugh J. THopkins . . .
26 Grasmere N. H. . Peter Deschaine ...
26 Boston, Mass iDelphis Ricard
29
1
Rochester, N. Y. .| Helen G. Clifford ..„.
2|Deominster, Mass. . |Elizabeth Bancroft . 81
"Manchester, N. H.|Daniel Wadsworth .|88
F. Ethel Fisher
I












15|Tilton, N. H. ..
18|Hollis, N. H. ...
21|Springfleld, Mass. . | Georgia E. Case
23tLawrence, Mass. .|F. E. Shattuck
27|Hollis, N. H
4 [Rutland, Mass. .
.
5 [Boston, Mass. ...













23 [Concord, N. H.
Grazia A. Baines ..[IS
91 9|Bro. Pneumonia .
6[14[Chr. Myocarditis
10|19|Intestinal Sarcoma"'-'
8 25|Lobar Pneumonia "


























Probable dis. of heart






Minnie M. Clark .






25lPembroke, N. H..[Noel Beaudette
26 [Detroit, Mich. ...|Mona Mae Carv ..
31 [Grasmere, N. H. .JHermine Vezeon .
3ICambridge, Mass. [Mary Bouley
4|New Bedford,MasslParkman M. Lund














If!?",'- I- ^- Anaemia'::13 Pul. Tuberculosis ....
Organic heart disease.
1 Cerebral apoplexy ....
18| Angina Pectoris ...
ISjA.-^phyxia by gas :
.•Chronic Nephritis
6 1 Oedema of lung .
.
22 IT. B. of lungs & laryn:
• Frac. skull, auto ace.
..[Tuberculosis of lungs.
18| Septicemia
5 28|Valvular heart disease
Cancer
Congenital atelestasis.







Pro. heart disease . .
Arteriosclerosis
18|Frac. of skull. Homici.
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4|Goffstown, N. H. .
1] IGrasmere, N. H.
.
20 1 Albany, N. Y. ...







26 1 Boone, Iowa
29|Francestown, N.H.
4|Woburn, Mass. ...





241 Manchester, N. H.









Fannie E. Angell . .
.
Sarah P. Barnaby .
Mary E. Evirs
Albert P. IjOgan ....
Joseph Houle
Geo. E. Mar.shall...
Horace W. Wood . . .
Julia Frances Parker























3|Peri Colon Bacillus ...
BlValcular lieart disease
9 Chr. Nephritis
51 Strangulated Hernia .
6 1 Carcinoma of stomach
25 1 Carcinoma of stomacli
14 1 Broncho Pneumonia .
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